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required under Section 780.ll(b) is
necessary to insure compliance with
the performance standards as follows:
Paragraph (b)( U, Section 816.45-46,
48, 91-93; Paragraph (b)(2), Section
816.21-25, 71·-74, 100-106; Paragraph
(b)(3), Section 816.59, 150-176, 180;
Paragraph (b)(4), Section 816.81-89,
91-93; Paragraph (b)(5), Section
816.181; and Para,graph (b)(6), Section
816.41-47,
96.
Proposed Sections
780.11(b)( 1) and (b)(2), major buildings and other facilities, and utilities
services, respectively, have been de~
leted as suggested by comments. These
char1ges have resulted in Section
780.1l<b) being renumbered in the
final regulatior1s.
5. Several commenters suggested
that proposed Section 780.1l(b) implied that all of the listed facilities
and structures be removed followi.ng
mining. As potnted out by these comments, removal is not required in all
·cases. Accordingly, language has been
added L11 Section 780.1l<b) to clarify
that removal of facilities need not be
described if those facilities are being
retained as part of the proposed postmining land-use.
6. Some commenters suggested that
a new requirement be added here as
well as in the companion Section of
the application requirements for undergrou..11d mining operations that
would require an operator to disturb
only that amount of la.."ld necessary
for the conduct of the mining and reclamation operations. These commenters cited Section 102(d) of the
Act as support for their position. Sec~
tion 102(d) of the Act states the gener~
al purpose that surface coal mining
operations be conducted so as to protect the environment. All of Subchapter K <Permanent Program Performance Standards) is intended to
implement this and the other stated
purposes of the Act. <See Sections
810.2 and 816.7l(a), for exam.ple.) To
the extent that the Act requires information in the permit application regarding minimum disturbance of land,
that information is to be submitted
pursuant to Section 50B(a)(6) of the
Act and Section 780.18(b)(6) of these
regulationB. The Office believes it is
without authority under Section 508
of the Act to require an entire plan directed toward mL11imum disturbance of
land areas when this result is achieved
U..."1der other regulations. Accordingly,
no change has been made as a result
to these com...-nents.
§ 780.12 Operation plan: Existing str.lC·
tures.
Thls is a new section in the final reg-

ulations which sets forth the operation plan requirements in permit applications for surface coal mining ac·tivities. The avthority for this Section
and its basis and purpose a.re discussed

in the preamble to 30 C.F.R. 701.11(e).
This section was added in response to
comments suggesting that the Office
adopt an explicit rule for regulation of
existing structures.
Operations plan~ Blasting.
1. Authority for this Section is Sec·
tions 102, 201(c), 503, 504, 506, 507(g),
508(a) and 515(b) of the Act. This Sec-

§ 780.13

·

These conditions C()Uld be partially .
accounted for by only requiring
approximate drilling patterns be su
mitted with the application. However,
this would still result in the frequent
need to revise the permit application .
when con,qitions require dlilling pat.
terns different from those anticipated ·.
in the original application.
The1·efore, the Office has modified ·
the final rule at Section 780.13Cb>. to
delete the requirement for detailed
blasting operational data in the appli- .
cation itself. Instead, the applicant
will be required to submit its plans to
the regulatory authority for recording ·
and reporting detailed blasting oper- ·
ational data during the actual conduct
of mining operations.
The final rule will still provide the .
regulatory authority, through Section
780.13(a), with sufficient information
to determine that. the applicant will
comply with the provisions of Sections
816.61-816.68. of Subcha.pter K. This
also meets the requirements of Section
507(g) of the Act. To the extent that
Sections 816.61-816.68, require prior
regulatory authority approval of blasting, it is expected that detailed information of the kind originally contemplated for inclusion in the permit application will have to be supplied to
the regulatory authority under sections 8i6.62 and 816.65 after the
permit issuance, but before particular
blasting operations are conducted. See
the preamble to Section 816.65.
4. Commenters to the proposed rule
noted an inconsistency between proposed Sections 780.12(b) and Section
816.68. The former would have required that a record of every blast be
reported to the regulatory authority,
while the latter required that records
merely be retained at the permit area
for public ~id regulatory authority·in·
spection. This inconsistency was elimi· nated by appropriate modification to
Section 7S0.13(b) Ln .the final rule.
Records ordinarily need only be retained on-site.
5. Some editorial changes were made
to subparagraphs (b) <1)-(2) of the
final rule to elimL.'rlate redundant lan·guage. The "configuration'' requirement of <b)(l) and "placement,. specification of (b)(2) were both eliminated
as redundant of the phrase "drilling
_ patterns, including size, numbers,
depths, and spacing of holes," which
v;as retained in the final rules at

tion provides the reg-ulatory authority
with a narrative explanation and data
for evaluation of the possible environ·
mental and public health and safety
consequences of the use of blasting
a.gents during the proposed surface
mining aetivities. This evaluation will
be used to . determine whether the activities can generally be expected to
comply with Sections 816.41, 816.50816.51, and Sections 816.61-816.68 of
Subchapter K. This Section was renumbered from Section 780.12 of the
proposed regulations. Technical literature considered in its development was
the same as for Sections 816.61·816.63.
2. Proposed Section 780.12 would
have required a blasting plan for the
affected area, which could have been
construed to call for a plan for the
entire life of the proposed surface
mining activities (e.g. for the "mine
plan area"), give:ri ihe way in which
the terms affected area. perrrJt area,
and mine plan area have been defined.
In response to comments which object·
ed generally to requirL'1g the application to cover areas outside the irnmediate permit area, the Office ha.S specified that the blasting plan need only
be provided for the proposed permit
area in the final rules. These comments, as discussed below, indicated
difficulty would exist in providing detailed information on blastL."lg operations at the pe~-nit application sta,ge.
thus, the Office will not require appli·
cants to provide highly detailed data
on blasting to be conducted many
years in the future <i.e .• beyond the
first pennit term increment), as would
have been required Uilder proposed
Section 7so:12.
. 3. One commenter found no problem
in meeting the proposed requirements.
It. is true that, in some operations, information such as drillhole patterns,
hole loading, and firing ·orders can be
developed before mining operations
are started. Where the geologic formations are constant and the mL."ling operations will be relatively short-lived, 780.13(b)(l).
providing detailed information for the
6. The review of the regulations
blasting plan for the entire permit prompted by COID..t."llents on other secarea would not be difficult for the ap- tions revealed an inconsistency in the
plicant. However, as pointed out by regulations, because. Section 816.65(b)
other cormnenters, many mining oper· requires regulatory authority approval
atioD..s have varying conditions which of blasttr1g under emergency condirequire frequent adjustments of drill- . t.\ons. Section 816.65(b) of Subchapter
ing patterns, charge weights, and deto- K states, " ... except in those
nation sequences during mining oper- unavoidably hazardous conditions approved by the regulatory authoriations.
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tv ... " but no provision existed in
ti,_'e proposed rcg11lations for the operator to subrnit, for regulatory authoritY approval, identification of emergency situ~a.tions under which these deviatior..s would be allowed. The logical
place for such a description to be submitted i.s with the permit application.
The types of emergency conditions involved are those for which weather information and other similar historical
or physical data can be supplied by
the applicant, as opposed to drill patterns and precise figu.res on charge
weights whieh can:..rwt necessarily be
determined until operations are about
to commence in the field. Section
730.13(f) has, therefore, been added to
the final rules.
§ 780.14

Operation pi.an: Maps and plans.

Authority for this Section is found
in Sections -102, 201(b), 501Cb), 50.3,
504. 50'7{b) and (g), 508(a) and 515 of
the Act. In addition to the narrative
plans required by other sections, this·
section of part 780 <presented in the
proposed
regulatio:ns
as Section
780.13) requires that each application
inClude certain described maps and
plans. Some of these maps and plans
must be prepared by specified professionals a.s required U...Tlder Sections 507
and 515 of the Act. Accurate maps and
plans are needed by the regulatory authority to determine whether the applicant can meet the performance
standards of Part 816.
The Office has made several editorial and organizational cha...nges LYJ. this
section to m.al~e it consistent with
other closely related sections and to
clarify its provisior...s. The introduction
has been reduced to a single sentence
prefacing the three paragraphs of this
section. Section 780.14(a) now includes
material originally presented in the introduction and paragraphs (a) and (b).
Reference to map scale ha.'3 been
moved to Section 7'71.23(e) and comments received thereon are discussed
in the preamble to that Section. Section 780.14(b) nmv cont.airis eleven
paragraphs most of which were originally li.sted under paragraph (c).
Three paragraphs were deleted from
Section '180.14(b). Maps for · final surface . configuration and location of
-.;vater, air and wildlife monitorlrlg
points are now covered in Sections
780.14 and 779.25(b), respectively. The
locations and descriptions of fa.ci.lities
which will remain permanently after
reclamation are covered in the narrative statement required under Section
780.11(b). Other changes were n:2.dc as
a result of comments and are discussed
bdow.

Section 780.B(a) requires information on the lands, facilities and features of the proposed mine plan and
adjacent areas which will be affected
or changed by the proposed operation.

.

This information will give the regu.latory authority an overview of the
entire operation which will supplement the information on plans for the
proposed permit area required under
Section 780.14(b). Information on the
proposed mine plan and adjacent areas
is necessary L11 order to assess the cu~
mulative impacts of the entire mining
operation. Section 780.14(b) requires
identification of structures, facilities
and areas which will be used or affected by the mining operation. This information i..c; required for the proposed
permit area except that identification
of the 1and area to be affected according to the sequence of mining and reclamation must be made with respect to
the proposed mine plan area. Section
780.14(c) requires that maps identifying certaiil areas ahd facilities· be prepared by or under the direction of and
certified by a qualified registered professional engineer or professional geologist, with .assistance from experts in
related fields such as land surveying
and landscape architecture. However,
Section '780.14(c) further requires that
plans for sedimentation ponds be prepared only by qualified registered en- ·
gineers, and that plans for spoil disposal facilities be prepared only by
qualified registered professional engineers. These requirements· are in accordance with Section 515 of the Act.
The purpose of Section 780.14(c) is to
insure high quality planning, design
and documentation of maps required
in the application.
Some conu.11enters suggested that
Section 780.14<a) be revised to limit
the scope of the map information required to the proposed permit area for
the first five years of operation. As
proposed, this Section would have required maps for the proposed permit
area but without a specified time
period. Section 508(a)( 1) of the Act,
upon which Section 780.14(a) of the
regulation is based, clearly states that
the application must identify ~'the
lands subject to surface coal mining
operations over the est·imated life of
those operat-ions
" (emphasis
added). Maps of the total mine plan
area will be required to give a complete picture of the entire mining operation and to a..ssess its cumulative effects. As a result, these comments
were not adopted and Section
780.14(a) was revised to require maps
and plans for the proposed mine plan
and adjacent areas.
These corr.u.'1lenters also suggested
that the information required under
Section 780.14(b) be limited to the proposed permit area. These co:riunents
were adopted and revisions made to
Section 780.14:Cb) with one exception.
As required by Sedion 508( a)( 1) of the
Act, the identification of areas to be
affected under Section 780.14(b)(2)

must be given with respect to the proposed mine plan area.
Some comme!1ters suggested that
Section 780.14(b)<9) relating to identification of facilities used to protect or
enhance fish and wildlife and related
environmental values wa.s ambiguous
and should be deleted. "Facility" as
used in this section is intended to refer
to structures such as fences, under
passes and overpasses, and habitat
components such as vegetation groupings and planned wetlands which are
designed to mitigate the effects of
mining and, where possible, enhance
valuable fish, wildlife and other enviroiLmental values. This information is
necessary to insure · compliance with
Section 816.97 and is an important
aspect of postmining land use planning. No change· was made as a result
of these comrri.ents.
A few comments suggested that the
reference to design and construction
specifications in section 780.14(b)( 11>
be deleted. The Office agrees that
specifications are inappropriate for inclusion as part of a map. <See Section
780.25 for requirements for construction of the facilities listed in Section
780.14(b)(ll)). Accordingly, the reference to specifications has been deleted.
Some commenters suggested that
the final surface configuration map
which was proposed to be required
under this section (see Section
780.13<c)(ll) of the proposed regulations) not be required in all cases. As
discussed above in this preamble, this
requirement has be.en moved in the
final
regulations
to
Section
780.18(b)(3). AI3 a result of this comment and other comments discussed L.~
the preamble to section 780.18, either
contour maps or cross sections of the _
proposed final surface eonfi.guration
may be provided in the permit application.
A few commenters suggested that
Section 780.14 be revised to include an
additional requirement relating to
identification of reference areas on
maps. Since this information is required under Section 779.24(f), a duplicative requirement was not added to
Section 780.14(c). A number of commenters suggested
that
Section
780.14(c) be revised to state that registered professional engineers as well as
professional geologists be permitted to
prepare, supervise the preparation of,
and certify the maps listed there. The
Office agrees that this lang. uage
.
would
be more in accordance with the Act,
and, accordingly, h&S made this
change. Except for the limitations set
forth in Sections 780.14(c) ( 1) and (2),
any qualified professional may prepare the maps required under this sectio.n. The reader may wish to refer to
the preamble to Section 779.24 for additional discussion of comments relat-
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sponse to comments, with which the dictions in the report, were used by
Office agreed, pointing out that the the Office. Those observations were
requirement for maximization of re- not challenged __by commenters. As a
covery should not be viewed as super- result, the Office notes that the CSPI
seding other performance standards, study is entitled to some weight to
but should be viewed as a requirement generally illustrate that significant
of equal importance to others in Part problems can. occur, if blasting is not
816. The additional language places . properly controlled.
the regulation in perspective. ,
2. Materials considered by the Office
in developing these regulations in§§ 816.61-816.68 Use of explosives.
clude: ·
Introduction

1. Ash, R.

These sections establish performance
standards
regulating
the
amounts, methods of use, timing, and
monitoring of blasting in the course of
conducting surface mining activities.
The statutory authority for and general basis and purpose of these sections
were explained L11 the preamble to the
proposed regulations, 43 FR 4175341753 <Sept. 18, 1978).
The fundamental purpose for these
sections is to establish regulatory controls on the use of exnlosives and
blasting agents used in surface mining
activities, because of the great poten·
tial for damag~ to public health and
safety and water resources that im·
proper blasting can cause. Congress
was well aware of these dangers when
it enacted the Act, as was explained
through a review of relevant portions
of the legislative history in the pream·
ble to the proposed regulations. To
protect against these dangers, Con·
gress required the establishment of
rigorous regulatory controls, particularly under Section 515(B)(15) of the
Act.
1. Regarding Congress' perception of
the dangers that may occur from
blasting in surface mining activities,
some commenters criticized what they
fe1t to be the Office's reliance on a
report presented in 1977 to the House
Subcommittee on E..nergy and the En~
vironment by the Center· for Science
in the Public Interest <CSPD. This re~
port's conclusions were briefly dis··
cussed in the preamble to the proposed rules.
,
,
These commenters felt that the
Office should not utilize the CSPI
report because cf asserted taaccurate
assumptions about the extent of blasting effects made by the authors of the
report. The Office has carefully re·
viewed these comments and the report
and has concluded that, while the report's quantitative estimates of annual
damages from surface mining blasting
are indeed open to debate, changes in
the regulations are not needed on that
basis. The CSPI report was described
in the preamble to the proposed rules
as material illustrating the basis for
Congress' general concern with the adverse potential for blasting, because it
contained reports of firsthand obser·
vations of the effects of blasting in
surface· mining activities. Those observa.t ions, rather than quantitative pre-

L.

1968, The . Design of
Blasting Rounds, pp. 373-396, Chapter in Surface Mining, American In·
stitute of Mining, Metallurgical, and
Petroleum Engineers, Inc., New
York, 1,061 pages.
2. Ashley, C., and Parkes, D. B.,
1976, Blasting in Urban Areas: Tunnels & Tunnelling <British Tunnel·
ling Society), September, 1976, pp.
60-67.
3. Barnes, Jack (John B.) 1977, The
Effects of Strip . Mine Blasting on
Residential.
Structures-Ayshire
lVIine,
Warrick and Vanderb-urg
Counties, Indiana. Paper presented

to the Indiana Academy of Science,
Indianapolis, Indiana,_ October 28,
1977, 19 pp.
4. Coal Mine Health and Safety
Act of 1977 and 71 CFR, Subpart D.
5. Committee on Hearing, Bioacoustics and Biomechanics, A.ssem~
bly of Behavioral and Social Sci
ences, 1977. Guidelines for Preparing
1

Environmental Impact Statements
on Noise, 162 pp.
.
6. Dvorak, A. 1962, Seismic Effects
of Blasting in Brick Houses, Geoty~

sikalni Shornik, No. 169.
7. Grim, E. and Hill, R. 1974, Environmental Protection in Surface
Coal Mining (U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency, No. 1BB040).
8. Gustafsson, Rune 1973, Swedish
Blasting Technique, ·SPI, Gothen·
burg, Sweden, a23 pp.
9. Kentucky Department of Mines ·
and :r-.1inerals, 1977 Laws and Regu~
lations Governing Explosives and
Blasting. Lexington, KY.; p; 1.

10. Laadegard-Pederson and Dally~
1975, A Review of Factors Affo?·ding
Damage in Blasting, National Sci~

ence Foundation.
11. Maryland Geological Survey,
Bureau of Mines, 1973, Blasting re·
strictions (08.06.05.09) and Regula·
tions governing blasting <08.06.05),
in Bituminous coal strip· mines and
auger regulations, Maryland Depart.
ment of Natural . Resources .Rules
and Regulations, p. 23.
12. Medearis, Kenneth, 1976, The
Development of Rational Damage
Criteria for Lowrise Structures Subjected to Blasting Vibrations. A

Report of the ·National Crushed
Stone Association, Kenneth Me·
dearis Associates, Fort Collins, Colo.,
and Valley Forge, Pa;, 94 pp. <duplicated report).

13. Miller, P. H. <no date), Blasting
V·Lbrations and Air Blast: Park Cen·
tral, Ill., Atlas Powder Co,,, 16 pp.
14. Nicholls, H. R., Johnson, C. F.,
and Duvall, W. I. 1971, Blasting Vibrations and Their Effects on Structures. U.S. Bureau of Mines Bulletin

656, 105 pp.
15. Old Ben Coal Company, Comments to Office of Surface Mining
<1978).

16. Pennsylvania Department of
Environmental Resources, Rules and
RegUlations, Title XXV, Pennsylvania Code, Ch. 211.
17. Research Energy of Ohio, Inc.
Comments to Office of Surface
Mining, 1978.
18. Siskind, D. E., 1977, Structure
Vibrations from Blast Produced
Noise, in 18th . Intemationai Rock

Mechanics Symposium, June 1977,
Keystone, Colo., Proceedings, pp.
1A3-1-1A3-5.
19. Siskind, D. E., Stachura, V. J.,
and Radcliffe, K. S. 1976, Noise and
Vibrations in Residential Structures
from Quarry Production Blasting--'
Measurements at Six Sites in nlinois. U.S. Bureau of Mines Report of

Investigation RI 8186, 17 pp.
20. Siskind, D. E., and Stachura, V.
J. 1977, Recording System for Blast
Noise. Measurement. Sound and Vi·
brations Journal. pp. 20-23.
21. Siskind, D. E., and Summers,' C.
R. 1974, Blast Noise Standards and
Instrumentation. U.S. Bureau of
Mines, Environmental Research Prograr.C., Tecl"..nical Progress Report
("TPR 78").
.
22. Siskind, D. E. 1978, Bureau of
Mines Special Study Submitted to
OSM, 5 pp,
23. Tynan, A. E. 1973, Ground Vibrations-Damaging
Effects
to
Buildings, Special Repo:rt No. 11.

Australian Road Research Board.
24. University of Maryland, An Investigation into Delay Blasting 1975,
NSF Contract APR 75-05171 to the
University of Maryland and Subcontract No. M-218907 to Martin Marietta Laboratories.
25. D).lvall, W. ·J. Devi..ne 1968, Air
Blast and Ground Vibration from
Blasting. pp. 398-411. Chapter in
Surface JYiining. American Institute
of MinL.1g, Metallurgical, and Petroleum Engineers, Inc., New York~
1,061 pages.
26. Grubb and Ryder, 1972, and
27. USGS, 1974 (a), vol. 1.
3. Several of the materials were criti- ·
cized by one commenter as being inap.
propriate for use by the Office a.s the
basis for some or all of Sections
816.61-816.68. In part, this comment
was based en the presentation in the
P:t:e!lmble to the proposed rules <43 FR
41753), that the Office "used" the
cited materials to "develop" Sections
816.61-816.68, thereby indicating that
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the Office was relying upon each
source listed in the Preamble as justi··
fication for the proposed rules. In fact,
the Office considered all of these
sources, but found justification for the
proposed rules in only some of them.
Those that were believed to justify the
regulations were discussed in portions
of the preamble to the proposed rules
related to particular sections of the
regulation.
For the final rules, the Office has
listed above all materials considered.
That literature which provides the
actual basis for particular sections of
the regulations questioned by comrnenters is cited in succeeding portions
of this preamble. The Office has also
specifically considered the criticisms
of the com...tnenter who questioned the
applicability of several articles listed
in the preamble to the proposed
rules( a) The Medearis. study was consulted frequently by the Office in the
preparation process, as is indicated by
frequent citations in the final preamble. While the Office did not, as explained below, feel that the structural
response technique proposed by Medearis is adequately developed for the
purpose of adoption L11 these regulations (as an alternative to the peak
particle velocity ground vibration limitation) the report does contain a considerable amount of useful information in other areas.
(b) The Siskind paper, "Structure
Vibrations from Blast Produced
Noise:" point_s out that significant
structure vibrationS can be produced
by airblast alone and that an airblast
criteria based on damage should be
considered. The specific data in the
paper were not used as a basis for the
final regulations. The noise decibel
limits of Section 816.65 were derived,
instead, from a special study done for
the Office by tlfe U.S. Bureau of
Mines and from comments of a State

agency.
<c> The Siskind and Stachura paper,
"Recording System for Blast Noise
Measurement," provided background
information essential to the under·
standing of airblast recording systems.
It contained no data which were directly used in support o.f a quantitative li:r:1it in the final regulations.
<d) The Atlas Powder Company brochure, "Blasting Vibration and Airblast," contained no data other than
that contained in Bureau of Mines
Bulletin 656 and TPR 78. It did, however, show that a major powder company considers Bureau of Mines publications as authoritative sources. Since
the Bureau work contributed heavily
to the regulations, it was important to
know that industry ha.s confidence in
B'..lreau work. This is clearly shown by
Atlas' preparation of a users' pamphlet based primarily on Bureau work.

(e) Bureau of :Mines TPR 73, "Blast
Noise Standards and Instrumentation," contained a good deal of background on a.irblast reduction techniques, some typical air'Glast levels
measured on various instruments, and
general recommend<:ttions. Jt.J.though
TPR 78 was used as a basis for the 123
dB standard in the interim regulations
<see 30 CFR 715.19), the final standard
was based on the special Bureau of
Mines study. TPR 78 did, however,
provide much of the rationale for
parts of the airblast regulation, as indicated by frequent citations in the
final preamble.
(f) The Ashley and Parkes reference
was not relied upon in developing the
vibration sta..!dard. .A lthough not a
study involvL.!g original research, it
does present reasoned opinion, based
on experience of the authors, tha.t the
one-tJ.ch-per-second peak-particle velocity standard is reasonable. Thls
paper is an example of one which wa,s
considered, but which did not weigh
heavily on the writing of any particular section of the regulations.
(g) Bulletin 656, "Blasting Vibrations and their Effects on Structures,"
was frequently used in the writL'lg of
the regulations. The data (}U prop.agation of blast vibrations was especially
useful. The scaled distance formula re·
quirement of Section 816.65 ~1as also
developed from that publication. Bulletin 656 stated that the two-inch-per·
second criterion will keep the probability of damage below five percent.
However, as explained further below,
because of the inadequacy of a twoinch standard and inforr.aation in sev·eral other technical reports <references 5, 6, 8, 12, and 13) the one-inchper-second criterion was adopted in
the final rules. The Office agrees with
the statement that a scaled distance of
50 will protect against vibration of
two-inches-per-second.
The
same
graphs used for that conclusion sup.
port the use of a scaled distance of 60
to protect against vibrations of oneinch·· per-second.
(h) RI 8163, by Siskind, Stachura,
and Radcliffe, gave an insight on the
correlation between structure vibrations induced by ground vibrations
and airblast. No recommendation a,s to
damag-ing levels from bla.sting was
made. This publicat.ion merely gives
background information on the technology and was not specifically u.sed in
'tn:iting the regulations.
(i) The preamble to the interim regulations referred to studies by the Na·
tional Coal Board as part of the rationale for a one-inch-per-second limitation. This information was not used
as a basis for the one-inch-per-second
limitation in the final regulations and
ha.s not been incorporated in the list
of references.
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(j) The Barnes study, "The Eff
of Strip Mine Blasting on Residen
Structures ... " has been criticized
many commenters. It was conside
in the writing of the regulations,
cause it demonstrates the
of the public that can resul
blasting · conducted at a large s
coal mine. Because the explanation
the Barnes study of causes of much
the damage observed was subject
qualification because of the lack
pre-blasting data, the study points
the desirability of preblast surv
This report was not, however, ,..,.,,.,..,, .. , ...
used in the writing of the final
tions.
(k) The Research Energy of
comments to the Office were
show that an alternative to tradi
delay detonators exist for
peak particle velocities and to L.I.L\..Uvc•vc.,
that the industry can meet
inch-per-second standard. The
these materials with respect to
detonation is to allow for the only
ternative that may be available
some operators who want to blast
very close distances to structures, i.
within 300 to 1,000 feet.
{1) The University of Maryland,'"'
Investigation into Delay Blasting," de-.
scribes inaccuracies in firing times o;f
commercial electric blasting e.aps ·
which have been kL"lown for a long
tim~. The conunenter stated that ·•
these inaccuracies cast doubt as to the
ability of operators to meet the oneinch-peak-particle-velocity limitation. :
by using a scaled distance equation
based on eight-millisecond delay intervals. However. the scaled distance ·
studies described in Bulletin 656, upon
which the Office's. scaled distance formula in the final rules is based, were
empirical stuclies employing standard
COIP..mercial detonators which would
have the inaccurate firing tim.es de~
scribed by the comm.enter. Thus, those
empirical studies accommodate and account for the inaccuracies described
by the com..rnents.
The University of Maryland publica- '
tion itself was us~d only to justify Sec-

tions 816.65(o) and 817.65(p) in the

proposed regulations, which required
regulatory authority permission to use
combination surface-in-hole delay systerns. In response to heavy comment
objecting to this requir~ment, with
which the Office concurs, it has been
deleted. Thus, the University of Maryland study was not used to directly
support any of the final rules.
§ 816.61 Use of explosives: General
quirements.

re-

I. A few com.L"nenters proposed that
over 50 safety-related items be included in Sections 816.61 and 816.65 as operating standards. These suggested additions would cover the transportation, storage, and use of explosives. A
13, 1979
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studY of these comments indicated
that these items should not be inc1uded in the final rules.
Examination ·of the suggestions
showed that they apply mostly to the
safety of workers; commenters did not
indicate how the inclusion of these
provisions would increase the safety of
the public. All but one of the proposed
additions to the rules were either already adequately covered by the Office's rules or were covered by reg-ula·
tions of the U.S. Mine Safety and
Health Administration <MSHA) or the
Federal Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,
& Firearms <ATF).
Because MSHA has primary respon·
sibility for the safety of workers and
ATF has primary responsibility for
the storage of explosives to protect
the public, inclusion of these provisions in the regulations would be an
unnecessary duplication. The excep·
tion is the lack of a provision to regulate the use of two-way radios in the
vicinity of ·explosives. MSHA has ad·
vised the Office that the use of two·
way radios has never been known to
cause an accident and that. estimated
costs of requiring those throughont
the industry would be $4,000,000, a
cost that would appear not to be justified.
II. To avoid redundancy by Federal
agencies in inspection and enforcement, and to stay within the authority
of the Act, deletions we:ce made from
proposed Section 816.61<a). The pro~
posed regulation r·e quired compliance
with al1 ...applicable local, State and
Federal laws and regulations and the
requirements of Sectior...s 816.61:...816.68
in the storage, ha...."'ldling. preparation,
and use of explosives. The secU:m was
changed to :require compliance with all
appli-cable State and Federal iaws in
the use of explosives. As compliance
with all sections of the regulations is
independently required, the reference
to Sections 816.61-816,68 was deleted.
The Act in section 515{b)(15) requires the Otfice to "ensure that explosives are used only in accordance
wi.th existing State and Federal law
and the regulations promulgated by
the regulatory authority .. • ."The Act
·does not mention local law. In many
cases it will not be necessary for inspection personnel of the Office to determine all the laws which may be apnHcable in the numerous municipalities and counties within their assigned geographlca.l · areas, because
those governmental bodies will enforce
those provisions directly. Therefore,
refeTence to local la¥.r.s and regulations
has been deleted.
Further, the Act mandates that the
Office ·"ensure that explosives are
used only in accordance with State
and Federal law , .. " <en1.phasis supplied). Traditionally, the "use" of explosives has been differentiated in
iF~DlEiRAl.

State and Federal regulations from
the processes of manufacture, transportation, and storage, such as i.s done
in IviSlL.4.. regulations. See 30 CFR
55.5-1,
55.6-40,
55.6-90,
77.1300,
7'7..1301, 77.1302, 77.1303. Inspection by
personnel of the Office to ensure compliance with :all Federal and State laws
pertaining to storage, preparation, and
handling of explosives is not required
of the Office by the Act under Section
515(b)(l5). These aspects are presently
sufficiently regulated by other Federal
and State agencies, such as ATF,
MSHA, and the U.S. Department of
Transportation. Therefore, the reference that appeared in the proposed
regulations pertaining to the storage,
handling, and preparation of explo·
sives has been deleted.
III. Section 816. 6.1 (b).
A. Several individuals and groups objected to the use of "the equivalent of
five pou..'>"!ds of TNT" in the proposed
rules as being confusing, since no
mining operation uses TNT, the limit
was too low, or the regulation was ambiguous. Based on the comments received, the following alternatives were
considered and alternatives (2) and (5)
were adopted.
( 1) Retain the specification "the
equivalent of five pounds of TNT" as
written in the proposed permanent
ru1es,
(2) Substitute in Section 81S.61{b)
the plu·ase "five pounds of explosive
or blasting agent."
(3) Increase the weight to "250
pounds of explosive or blasting agent."
(4) Define the term "explosives" in
the regulations.
(5) Do not further define the term
"explosives."
B . A few commenters felt that the
specification in the proposed rule of
'''the equivalent of five pOlmds of
TNT" was ambiguous and confusing.
1"TNT" is used for military operations,
not industrial blasting. One of these
cemrn.enters recommended that the
Office define explosives. Another comreenter asked for clarification .at to
whether os:rvr means five-pounds-perbla.'3t or five-pounds-per-delay, and recommended specification of fivepounds-per-delay, P..nother commenter
:suggested that the minimum weight
be increased to 250 pounds, and that a
provision be made for exempl;ing unscheduled detonations in case of misfire , wet holes, o:r other instances.
The comments on the ambiguity of
the "TNT" specification are correct, so
the Office has replaced the phrase
"the equivalent of five pounds o.f
TNT" by "five pounds of explos'ives or
blast-ing agents." A similar chs,nge was
also made in Section 816.64(a) of the
final regulations. "Explosives or blasting agents" covers the range of products used for industrial blasting. Since
both
"explosives'' and
"blasting

agents'' ai'e widely accepted terms for
many specific types of detonable materials, and the definitions are common
knowledge to those engaged in surface
mining activities~ no specific definition
in the regulations is necessary. Of
course, State regulatory authorities
may adDpt specific definitions, if those
definitions cover all types of detonable
materials used for blasting in surface
mining activities in the particular

State.
C. As proposed, Section 816~61<b)
clearly stated that the rules apply to
"blasting operations that use more
than five pounds ... ." However, to
eliminate any possible confusion, the
term "blasting operations" has been
changed to "blasts." Therefore, an
"explosives and blasting agents" used
in a particular blast will be aggregated
to determine if these regulations
apply. The Office clearly does not
mean that the regulations should be
applicable on the basis of five pounds ·
"per delay!'
The r-ecom..r:nendation to increase the
minimum charge specifications to 250
pounds was not accepted. First, this
comment merely asserts, without providing supporting data, that blasts
containing up to 250 pounds of explosive can be conducted safely. Second,
(Ref. 14) Bureau of Mines Bulletin
65·6, p. 66, Figure 5.1, shows that even
27 pounds of explosive fired unconfined at a distance of 900 ft. will yield
an airblast with overpressure of ap.
proximately .08 pounds per square
inch, or 150 decibels, an unacceptably
high level f.ar in excess of the maximum allowable levels for blasting
needed to protect the public. <See Section 81£.65<e) and the literature cited
in this preamble to support the maximum decibel levels.) Thus, if blasts at
27 pounds can produce .overpressure ·
far in excess of allowable limits, the
Office be1ieves that establishing the
minimum level for application of these
regulation<; at five pounds is desirable
to ensure that blasting is conducted,
a.s required by the Act, to adequately
protect the public. See Section
515{b}(15) of the Act.
D. Finally, the Office has also decided not to adopt a special exception
from the b1asting schedule warning requirements for misfires and for other
reasons that lead to explosives failing
to fully detonate. Such an exception is
ur1necessary, if the need for additional
bla,sting to replace misfires and wet
holes is accounted for and described
with particularity in the original blasting schedule. For example, if the
schedule describes that blasting will
occur at 2-3 p.m. on X date, then reblasting at 3 p.m. for misfires occurring at 2 p.m. will have been properly
described in the schedule. It is noted,
however, that re-blasting occurring at
times or under conditions not specified
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in the blasting schedule would not be permit area and include a map shOW·
allowed, because then the public will ing the permit area.
not have received the adequate warnB. Analysis of Comments and Altering required by Section 515(b)(15) of natives
Alternatives 2 and 3. Numerous comthe Act.
IV. Section 816.61(c). Several com- ments were received relative to setting
menters questioned the specification a time limit on completion of the preblast survey and submission of the
in the proposed rules of persons requiring blaster certification and per- report. The Office rejected the altersonal characteristics of persons han- native of setting a specific time lir.nit,
dling explosives. As a result, the Office in days, for the initiation of a preblast
revised Section 816.6l<c) to eliminate survey report and, instead, adopted
reference to personnel characteristics the alternative of requiring both
of persons handling explosives and to "prompt" responses to the request for
retaiil only the requirements that surveys and "prompt" submission of
blasting operations be conducted by survey reports to the regulatory authority. This alternative will further
certified blasters.
·
Adequate requirements for certifica- . the purposes and requirements of the
tion of blasters will be provided in Act to ensure that preblast surveys be
detail in 30 CFR Part 850. Therefore, completed in a reasonable time prior
it is redundant to specify other re- to blasting, at the same time leaving
auirements for certification of blasters flexibility to the regulatory authority
administer preblast survey requirehi Section 816.61(c). It is sufficient hl to
this section to provide that all blasting ments to Jit local needs and workloads.
Alternative 4. A few cow.menters recoperations be conducted by certified
ommended
that provisions should be
blasters. Several commenters stated
that is is unreasonable to certify ail made for a supplementary preblast
persons using explosives. These com- survey, where renovations or additions
have been made to a structure after an
ments will be considered in the revi- initial
preblast survey has been made.
sion of proposed 30 CFR 850.
The Office accepted this .recommendaSection 816.62 Use of Explosives: Pre- tion. The Act, Section 515(b)(15)(E),
mandates that, if requested, a preblast
blasting survey.
survey be conducted of any structures
Section 816.62(a). (A) Numerous
within one-half mile of the permit
comments were received relative to area. Additions to a structure after the
when, where, how, and by whom the survey become portions of the "strucpreblasting survey should be conduct- ture" that have not been surveyed
ed. A review of the comments resulted and, therefore, should be covered L.v:1 a
in consideration of the alternatives supplementary survey. Renovations of
listed below. Alternatives three and a structure can substantially change
four were adopted by the Office.
its features, so that a preblast survey
1. RetaLll the section as it appeared
conducted prior to the renovation will
in the proposed regulations.
no longer be representative of the
2. Set a definite time limit for substructure for the purposes of analyzmission to the regulatory authority of ing the effects of blasting on the structhrrt preblast survey report, when com- ture.
pleted.
Alternative 5. Seve:cal comrnents
3. Amend the proposed regulation to were received relative to extending the
require "prompt" responses to the re- area for preblast surveys beyond onequest for the survey and submissions half mile of the permit area. The
of the report to the requestor and the Office considers the one-half mile
regulatory authority. ·
zone ·required by the Act as adequate
4. P...mend the proposed regulation to
for most circumstances. At a 0.5 mile
add provision for a supplemental pre- <2;640 feet) distance, based on the
blast survey, if there. have been ren- scaled distance formula presented in
ovations or additions to a surveyed 30 CFR 816.65(m)-(l). more than 1,900
structure after the original preblast pounds of explosives can be detonated
survey.
within any- eight-millisecond t1me
5. Amend the section to extend the
period, without .-the maximum peakarea of preblast survey beyond one- pattide velocity of the ground vibrahalf mile of the petmit area.
tion exceeding one inch per second.
6. Amend the section to require that Similarly, at a distance of 0.6 mile
the prebla.st survey state the causes of <3,168 feet), over 2,700 pou.~ds of exexisting,
preblasting
structural plosives can be detonated without the
damag·e.
peak-particle velocity exceeding one
7. Amend the section to require that inch per second.
requests for preblast surveys be made
Therefore, at distances greater than
in writing.
one-half mile, a mmmg operator
8. Amend the section to require that should not experience difficulty in dethe blast schedule providing notice of signing blasts that will not exceed the
the right to a survey be mailed to all quantities as allowed by the scaled dis·
residents within one mile of the tance formula. Furthermore, Gustafs-

son, p. 221 <Ref. 8), states that when
ground vibration control is to be sup.
plemented with preblast surveys, the
extent of the area subjected to preblast inspection is usually within onehalf mile of a blast site. The Office did
not, therefore, extend the area of
preblast surveys. However, under Sections 503, 504, and 505 of the Act and
30 CFR 700.3<c), 730 and 736, the regulatory authority may extend the area
beyond one-half mile from the permit
area, if local situations require.
Alternative 6. Several comm.enters
recommended specifying that the
preblast survey include analyses of the
causes of existing preblast structural
damage, while another commenter recommended that persons who conduct
surveys make no comments either
during the survey or within the survey
report, concerning possible causes of
any damage noted during the survey.
The Office did not adopt either of
these recommendations. The final regulations neither absolutely preclude
nor require such information in the
survey· report.
In some cases the permittee may
choose to have the causes of existing
structural damage determined in a
preblast survey. However, such determinations need not be made in all
cases, because it would require detailed engineering analyses incompatible with the general purpose . of the
survey, which is to quickly document
that damage exists and to compare
that record as blasting proceeds.
The Office did not adopt tlie recom~
mendation to prohibit the surveyor
from making comments during the
survey. This would be contrary to an
objective of the preblast survey as
stated in the preamble to the proposed
regulations, to increa.<.>e commlli'1ieation between the mining· entity and
the public about blasting operations.
Further, the surveyor ·may in some
c::-..ses be able to provide opinions or in·
formation which could be of value to
the requestor, by explaining the cause
of existLD.g damage present at the time
of the survey.
Alternative 7. A commenter recommended that requests for a preblast
survey be made in writing and that
the person making the request state
the specific conditior.s of the structure
. to be surveyed. The Office did not
adopt this recommendation, because
the stated· purpose of the reconnnenda,tion, which was to limit the number
of requests for the preblast survey,
was contrary to the purposes of Section 515(b)(15)(E) of the Act. That
provision broadly provides for surveys
and for the surveyor, rather than the
requestor, to evaluate existing condi·
tions of structures. Moreover, requiring written requests would prejudice
persons with limited writing abilities
in invoking the protection of the Act.
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, a preblast survey is not an in·
or adjudicatory proceeding,
that written allegations be
to trigger the initiation of regu.
procedures.
rnative 8. A cor.amenter recomthat the blast schedule be
to all residents within one mile
that a map showing the permit
be included with the schedule.
Office did not adopt these recommendations, because a precise descrip·
the permit area is already reto be published in local newspa30 CFR 786.11, ~d resibeyond a distance of one-h:1lf
from the permit area can reason·be expected to have adequate
of the blasting schedule by its
tion in the local newspaper.

ations including discussions about how
operations are co'nducted and how
they may be modified, if necessary, to
prevent damage. Use of personnel employed by the mining operators to con·
duct preblast surveys facilitate this objective.
The second objective of the preblast
survey is to provide for the establishment of a preblasting record of the ex·
isting conditions of structures. The
survey will provide a baseline record
against which the effects of ·the
mining-related blasting can be assessed. AI; it is· to the operator's advantage to obtain a thorough preblast
survey, it is not necessary to burden
the regulatory authority and the industry with the requirement of approval of _specific personnel conduct·
ing preblast surveys, because the oper·
Section 816.62(b) Survey Person·
A. Numerous comments were re- · ator is likely to use competent persons
relative to the personnel speci- to conduct the survey. In addition, re~
Jic:at:io:rts in the proposed rules for con- quiring ·prior approval of specific
survey personnel would necessitate
.autc11ng preblast surveys. A . review of
the comments resulted in considera· the establishment of ·comprehensive,
tion of the alternatives listed below. job-related approval criteria. a scheme
beyond the scope of this rulemaking.
The Office adopted alternative 5.
The requirement in the proposed
1. Retain the ,section as it appeared
regulations for regulatory approval of
in the proposed regulations.
2. Amend the regulation to give personnel conducting the .surveys was,
· property owners and residents. within therefore, deleted.
III. Preblast Survey Methodology. A.
one-half mile of the permit area the
right to agTee to the persons conduct· Recommendations as to the specific
,ing the preblast surveys and/ or the details of the conduct of preblast
right to have their own candidates survey required by the rules were
perform surveys. ·
.
made by several commenters. Based
3. Establish specific approval criteria upon a review of the comments, the alfor preblast surveyors and have the ternatives listed below .were considregulatory authority approve all those ered. The Office adopted alternative 1.
The Office may alSo prepare guidance
permitted to perform such surveys.
4. Establish only .one criterion: pre~ manuals concerning the content of the
·blast surveyors· must not be employed preblast survey, if future experience
by operator.
indicates a need.
5. Delete requirement for regulatory
1. Retain the subject section as pub~
authority's approval of persons con- lished in the proposed regulations.
ducting preblast surveys.
2. Require that the subject of struc•
B. Analyses of Comments and Alter~ tural fatigue, due to blasting, -b e in·
eluded as part of the preblast survey .
natives
·
·
Alternative 2. The Office did not report.
3; Require that information be pro- ·
adopt this recommendation as it would
make · it too difficult to conduct vided in the report. on a specific miniprompt surveys: contrary to the . pur-· mum list of items.
poses of the Act. Also, it is in the per·
4 . . Require that a photographic
mittee's interest to have a thorough record, with copies of the photosurvey performed when requested, as graphs, be provided to the regulatory
it will serve as a baseline of . damage authority and to the survey requestor.
existing at the time of the survey. FurB. Analyses of Comments and Alterthermore, the public can retain its natives
' own consultants, if necessary, for conAlternative 2. A cow..menter recommended that the ·subject of structural
ducting surveys.
Alternati-ves 3, 4, and 5. Several com- fatigue due to blasting be a required
ments were received r'ecommending item to be considered in each ·preblast
against allowing the use of personnel survey. The Office did not. adopt this
employed by the mining industry to comment as the current state-of-theconduct preblast surveys, while several art indicates that structural fatigue is
other commenters asserted that use of not a factor in bla.St damage. <Me~
industry ·persoP..nel should be allowed. dearis, Ref. 12, p. 84).
As stated in the preamble to the proAlternative 3. A comment was made
posed regulations, one of the objec- that information be required on spe~
tives of the survey is to increase com- cific minimum items such as cracks in
·munication between the mining entity foundatiov..s~ water leaks, mortar
and the public about blasting oper- cracks, loo~ened gutter nails, and col·
~est;ig~tti"re

umns out of location. The Office did

not adopt ·this recommendation, as ·it
is in the self·interest of the mine operator that the preblast survey accurately reflect the condition of the structure at the time of the survey.
Alternative 4. Another commenter
recommended that a photographic
record of the structure be required as
part of the survey report. The Office
did not adopt the recommendation, because photography is not the only
method of establishing the condition
of structures. Verbal, textual descriptions are an acceptable alternative.
IV. Section 816.62(c). CA) Numerous
com..rnents were received on the requirements for a ·written report of the
survey. A review of the comments re- .
sulted in consideration of the alterna..
tives listed below. The Office adopted
alternative 2.
· 1. Amend the proposed regulations
to substitute the word "may" for
"shall" in the requirement that " ...
the report shall include recommendations ... "
2. A requestor of the preblast survey
should be allowed to file objections to
the report with the regulatory authority.
.
3. A requestor of the preblast survey
should approve the survey or include
conunents on it, before the survey
report· is submitted to the regulatory
authority.
·
4. Amend the section to require the
regulatory authority to approve, disapprove, or .modify any recommendations contained in the survey report
regarding the blasting plan, within. a
specified time period.
(B) Analyses oj Comments and Alter·
natives
Alternative 1. The Office did not

adopt alternative one. because, as
many com.menters -pointed · out, the
principal obj~ctive of the ~urvey is· to
record existing levels of'• damage. The
professionals who are competent to
perform that work are not necessarily
qualified to make recom.:..-nendations
concerning blasting itself.
Further, as .was explained in the preamble to the proposed regulations, examination of relevant technology thus
far has revealed no current, reliable
methods for routinely determi..">'ling the
condition of structures in terms of resistance to vibration of structural and
nonstructural elements, prior to blasting. Therefore, analyses regarding proposed blasting operations may not be
possible in all cases, as part of the
preblasting survey.
Alternative 2. Alternative two was
adopted because the requestor of a
survey should have the right to comment to the regulatory authority concerning specific objections to the
report of the preblast survey, so that
the regulatory authority's limited sur~
veillance capabilities of surveys are
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complemented and so that potential
disputes between the permittee and
the affected public may be resolved
prior to blasting events. In that
regard, the Office determined that the
public would not be sufficiently protected by the right to file complaL."1ts
under the inspection and enforcement
provisions of Sections 517 _and 521 of
the Act and Subchapter L, because
that process is intended to provide a
remedy for problems that have already resulted, whereas the purpose of
complaints on a preblasting survey is
to prevent adverse effects prior to
their occurrence.
Alternative 3. The Office did not
adopt recommendations by commenters that the requestor of the
survey must approve the survey report
or include comments therein, before
the survey report is submitted to the
regulatory authority. Requiring ap~
proval of the report prior to its submittal to the regulatory authority
would result in considerable delay of
the report's submission. Further, it appears to the Office that approval of
the report by the requestor might not
serve a meaningful purpose, where the
requestor was reviewing a report containing detailed technical information
difficult for lay persons to understand.
As a.n alternative, the Office has decided that the right of the requestor to
comment on the report as provided for
in alternative two will provide adequate protection, because the requestor will have had ·an opportunity to independently consult with appropriately qualified persons, if necessary, prior
to filing objections.
Alternative 4. The Office did not
adopt the recommendation of a few
com.menters that, within a specified
time period, the regulatory authority
shall in all cases approve, disapprove,
or modify any recommendations rega,rdi.i'"'lg blasting that are contained in
the survey report. It is the responsibility of the permittee, in the first instance. to conduct operations to avoid
damaging property. Therefore, it is
the permittee's primary responsibility
to either implement or reject the recommendations. Requiring regulatory
authority approval in all cases of recommendations in preblast survey reports would also be inconsistent with
the purpose of the survey, which is to
expeditiously provide a baseline reservoir of data on existing damages to
structures.
Of course, there are instances where
this consideration may be outweighed
by the need for a regulatory authority
to carefully scrutinize proposed blasting operations prior to bla.sting, such
as where restrictions of Section
816.65(f) or where the peak-particle
velocitY limit .nee& to be set below one
inch per second, to protect sensitive
structures under Section 816.85<0. In

those instances, scrutiny of the preblast survey report, together with
other relevant data, is needed because
of the greater probability of adverse
effects from blasting and also because,
ordinarily, examination of those matters will not have occurred during the
petmit application review process, as is
explaL"tled in the preamble to 30 CFR
Section 780.13.
§ 816.lH Use of Explosives: Public notice
of blasting schedule.

816.64(3,)( D. Blasting Schedule Publi-

ca.tion
A. Several commenters objected to
the provisions in the proposed regulations requiring the mining operation
to publish its blasting schedule in a
local newspaper at least 10 days, but
not more than 20 days, prior to blasting. A review of the comments resulted in consideration of the alternatives
listed below. Alternative 1 was adopted
by the Office.
1. Retain Section 816.64<a)(l) as pro·
posed.
2. Allow publication of the blasting
schedule at the .same time that notification of the filing of the permit application is published.
3. Do not require public notification
of the blasting schedule and delete
Section 816.64(a)(1),
4. Delete the requirement fer pub. lishing the blasting schedule in a
newspaper, but retain the requirement
for notification by mail.
5, Require notification of the blasting schedule only L.J. "heavily populat·
ed areas.''
B. Analyses of Comments and AUer·

na.tives.
Alternative 2. One conunenter stated
that the permittee should be allowed
to publish the blasting schedule ~.t the
sa,me th-ne as the notice of the filing of
the permit applicaton is published in a
newspaper under Section 513<a) of the
Act and 30 CFR 786.11. The commenter reasoned that, since it is in'l·
possible to predict when a permit to
mine will be granted, rerunning the
newspaper notice and performing the
mailings within the proposed rule's
prescribed time would be very difficult
to predict.
If this com..•nent were adopted, the
schedule published at the time of the
filing· of the permit application, would
be likely impossible to predict since it
would not be known when the permit
would be granted and, therefore, the
applicant could not publish with reasonable specificity the date when
blasting· was planned to start. Moreover, as is explained in detail in the
preamble to 30 CFH 780.13, permit applications will ordinarily not contain
detailed information on proposed
blasting activities. Hence, t..l-Ie applicant will not have the data available
at that point ~ith which to su.fflCient-
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ly warn the public. Alternatively,
operator can be specific, after
permit has been issued and
publishing the blasting schedule,
to adequately warn the public of
blasting, in fact, will be conducted.
Alternative 3. It was asserted by
CO!Th.ll.enter that publication of
blasting schedule is unnecessary and; .
dangerous to mine personnel who, ·
might rush operations to meet the
schedule. Publication of the blasting
schedule is required by Section
515Cb)(A) of the Act and the schedule
can be planned in accordance with
Section 816.64(b) of the regulations so
that it does not increase the danger to·
mine personnel, by selecting certain
periods during several hours of the·
day for detonations of the blasts. If a
case did occur that a blast was not
ready to be detonated at the time
originally anticipated, it could be deto·
nated during the next scheduled detonation period.
Moreover, Section 816.65<a> of the
final rules allows for detonations to be
made in deviation from the schedule
published in the newspaper. under
carefully prescribed circumstances, to
avoid a safety hazard to workers. Finally, Section 816.64(a)(l) does not
prohibit loading of blasts at any time
during the daylight hours; the sched~
ule requirement refers only to periods
of time when detonations are actually
conducted.
Alternative 4. Another coi:nmenter
agreed with the notification of the
blasting schedule by mail, but objected
to the requirement of publishing the
notice in the newspaper. Section
515(b)(15)(A) of the Act, however, specifically requires publishing the schedule "in a newspaper of general circulation in the locality," Further, persons
traveling through an · area near blasting need to be aware of the times of
blasting through newspap~r notices, in
addition to residents of those areas no- ·
tified by mail.
Alternative 5. One commenter
agreed with requiring public notice of
the blasting schedule b heavily populated areas, but objected this was impractical in remote areas. The Office
decided not to modify the regulation.
Notification in remote areas will require considerably less effort to conform with the Act, due to the proh·
ability of fewer residents within one·
half mile of the blasting site who require notification by mail. In any
event, the Act requires notification
without regard to the density of popu·
lation in the areas involved.
Section 816.64(a)(2)

A. Many comments were received on
details of the mailing of the blast
.schedule and notification of how tore~
quest a. preblast survey to owners and
resident5 within one-half tnile of the
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blast site. A review of the comments
resulted in consideration of the alternatives listed below. Alternatives 3 and
4 were adopted by the Office.
1. Retain Section 316.64(a)(2) as proposed.
2. Change "permit area" to "blasting
site."
3. Restrict the meaning of "permit
area".
4. Add a prov1s10n to Seetion
816.64(c), eliminating the requirement
for preblast survey information in
change notices.
B. Analyses of Comments and Alternatives.
Alternat·ives 2 and 3. Several com-

menters pointed · out that Section
515(b)(l5)(a) of ·the Act prcvi.des that
residents within a ·hali mile of the
"blasting site" will be notified by mail
of the proposed blasting schedule.
However, Section 51SCb)(15)(E) of the
Act provides that any resident or
owner of a structure within one-half
mile of the "permit area" is entitled to
a preblast survey. The Office takes
these area.s to be essentially the same,
when viewed over the total permit
term of a mining operation, realizL11g
that the actual location of each
successive blast within a permit area
will necessarily differ from the preceding blast at a ·given point. Changing
"permit area." as in the proposed rule
to "blasting site" would, therefore, not
accord all persons entitled to the preblast survey notice of their rights established under Section 515(b)(15)(E).
However, there are certain types of
support facmt·ies used routinely in sm· ..
f1we mining activities which do not require the use of blast:L.1g. Notification
of proposed blasting need not ordinarily be given to persons who reside or
ow-n property adjacent to such areas.
Thus, Section 816.64(a)(2) was modified in the final rule, to clarify the applicability of the notification requirement with respect to the permit a..rea.
Several commenters also recommended deletion of notice of rights t-.J
request a preblasti.ng sur:vey in the
copy of the schedule mailed to residences within one-half rr.ile of the
permit area, alleging tha.t this is expensive and will genera.te frivolous.
survey requests. A."lot.her
.
commenter
suggested adding notice of the right to
request a survey to. the newspa,per
notice. The Office decided to reject
both sets of comments. Section
515(b)( 15)(E) of the Act provides a
right for a preblast survey upon request. To implement that right and to
ensure that the public .is adequa,tely
informed <Section 102<D of the Act) of
its rights, the Office is requiring that
notice of these rights be made by mail
to the persons involved. New,spaper
notice, on the other hand, would duplicate notice by mail and could g·ener-
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ate sur;ey requests by persons outside
the one-half mile zone.
Alternative 4. One conunenter pointed out that the requirement to publish
changes in areas on schedules of blasting would also require renotification
of all residents and owners within the
area of a right to a prebla.st survey.
Since the purpose of the preblast
sunrey is to provide baseline data, additi.onal surveys an; unnecessary,
unless the structures or facilities studied have changed. Section 816.64(c)
was revised in the final rules to eliminate requiring information relative to
p:rebla.st surveys to be included in
mailed notices of changes in blasting
schedules, when notices previously
mailed to the owner or resident have
already supplied that information.
Other Comments. A commenter recommended that the regulations be
am.ended to provide that the blasting
schedule be submitted to the regulatory-$.uthority. This comment was not
adopted, however, because 'the schedtlie will have to be retained by the permittee and made available for inspection in order to know when republication is necessary. Of course, if individual States desire such in.formation,
such a requirement can be included in
their regulations.
Another commenter felt that specfal
notification conditio:ns are necessary
in Alaska. Section 708(d) of the Act
and 30 CFR 731.13, 736.22(a), 741,
allow for the regulations to be modified to fit the special conditions of
Alaska. Such modifications are not,
bowever, within the scope of the instant rulemaking.
Section 816.64(a)(3).

A. Several com1nents were received
concerning the provision of the proposed regulations that required renotifics.tion by the permittee of its blasting sched:tlle every three months. A
review of the com.tnents resulted in
co:nsider.2LUo:n of the 3 alternatives
listed below; alternative 3 was adopted.
1. Delete the requirement for renotification.
2. Retain the provision as proposed.
3. Retain t.he requirement for renotification, but lengthen the time period
beyond three months. ·
B. (1) Several corru.'nenters recommended deleting this subsection in its
entirety, arguing that the Act ·does· not
explicitly require renotification of
blt'tsting schedules. These commenters
alleged tha,t renotification is·an unnecessary cost, with one commenter citing
$1,800 as a median cost to prepare,
Ci)py,
publish, s.nd distribute the
schedule. Another conunenter recommended that the section be changed to
provide for 2..t'1 original notification
coverLng the expected life of the
mining operation, and to republish

and redistribute the schedule only in
the event that life of the operation is
extended beyond that noted in the
original- schedule. Section 515(b)
(15)(A) of the Act requires the regulatory authority to promulgate regulations that will include provisions:
. . . to provide adequate advancewritten notice to local governments
and residents who might be affected
by the use of such explosive, by publication of the planned blasting schedule in a newspaper of general circulation in the locality and by mailing a
copy of the proposed blasting schedule
to every resident living within one-half
mile of the proposed blasting site . . .
prior to blasting. (emphasis added)
There will be persons who will begin
to t:tavel or work in or move into the
area around permitted operations only
after the original notification of the
blastL.1.g schedule. Therefore, renotification of some frequency is needed so
that those persons are given the "adequate advance WTitten notice" required by the Act. Further, as the
co:mments on the proposed blasting
plan portions of the permit regulations (30 CPR 780.13) showed, highly
detailed predictions of blasting operations can.v1ot ordinarily be given several years in advance of conducting
those operation..s. Thus, renotification
of blasting schedules will be needed
on, at least, approximately an..l'lual frequencies as detailed information on
blasting becomes available to the permittee.
I;:.enotification of the bla.sting schedule at least every 12 months can reasonably be expected to keep the popuhwe adequa.tely notified and awa:ce of
the blasting· schedule and sufficiently
reduce the expense that would . have
been needed to comply with the proposed regulatior...s. By lengthening the
maxhnum time period from three to
12 months, S:m..9.l1 mining operations,
where necessary blasting can ordinarily be completed within 12 months, will
' be spared the expe:nse of renotification of the blasting schedule, unless
changes in operations are made during
the 12-month period.
Section 816.64(b)(2)(ii)

A. Numerous comments were received relative to the provisions of the
proposed regulations limiting blasting
to periods not exceeding a..TI ·aggregate
of fow: hours in any one day. A review
of the comments resulted in co:n..sideration of four alternatives; alternative 1
was adopted by the Office.
1. F.etain "aggregate of four hours"
as published in the proposed regulations;
2. Change to "aggregate ·of eight
hours;"
3. Change to "between Suv..rise and
Sunset;"
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4. Delete the last sentence of the
section, i.e., allow blasting throughout
the day, without limitation on the
length of the time periods.
B. Numerous commenters objected
to the aggregate of four hours as promoting unsafe. operations, principally
on the theory that blasters would be
rushed to meet a certain specific time
period, causing mistakes in detonation
which would be dangerous. These com·
ments, however, were based on misin·
terpretation of the regulations, which
require only that " ... such periods
shall not exceed an aggregate of fo·ur
hours in one day." (emphasis added)
This would allow for blasting at more
than one time period in one day, so
long as the aggregate of total blasting
time does not exceed the maximum of
four hours. Thus, there should be no
necessity for operations to "rush" .to
blast at one particular hour, as personnel engaged in blasting can detonate
the round during any one of the
scheduled periods in the daily aggregate of four hours.
Furthermore, as is explained in Section 861.65(a), blasting may be delayed
and conducted at a previously unscheduled tir.ne under carefully prescribed conditions, if specified unavoidable hazardous conditions arise,
in order to avoid safety hazards to
workers.
(2) Many commenters stated that
the four-hour limitation would unduly
inhibit operations and was not author~
ized by the Act; several commenters
objected that they could not sufficiently predict when blasting would be
conducted. Some commenters also
stated that the limitation would increase costs, but provided no support"ing data. P...B previously discussed, however, the regulation allows for multiple blasting periods, aggregating to a
daily total of fom· hours, givL'Y1g a great
deal of flexibility to an operator to
fasbion its own blasting schedule. Because the reg>..lh:ttions only specify that
detonation must be within the time
frame, the operator can do all preparation for blasting during other times. In
fact, several commenters stated that if
it was clear that several different
times agg-regating to four hours was
·permitted, then the four· hour limitation would be acceptable.
Regardless of possible inhibition of
operation and costs associated with
these limitations, the Office must establish some time limitations on blasting
under
the
Act.
Section
515Cb){15)(A) of the Act requires that
the person conducting surface mining
activities ". . . provide adequate ad.
vance written notice to local govern·
ments and residents
of the
planned blasting schedule."
Thus, some limitation on the fre·
quency of blasting must be imposed. to
ensure that predictions are made by

the operator for the purpose of including in the schedule "adequate advance
written notice." Secondly, Section
515Cb){15)(c) of the Act requires that
blasting be limited with respect to the
"timing and freq1tency of blasts ... "
Therefore, limitation on the total duration in which blasting may occur in
any one daylight period is appropriate
to implement this Section of the Act.
Given that the Act requires establishing limitations on the timing of
blasting, the industry must develop
the capability of · planning its oper~
ation so as to be able to predict in advance, to a certain ext,ent, the times in
which blasting will occur. As noted
above, some conunenters indicated
that this can be done under the "fourhour aggregate" system, which is what
the Office requires.
(3) Comments that suggested limited
blasting only to eight hours per day or
"sunrise to sunset" would not meet
the requirements of the Act. These
limitations would not provide a schedule with sufficiently specific advance
warning to inhabitants of areas
around the minesite, persons traveling
through these areas, and local governments so as to allow thos~ person.s and
governments to regulate their daily activities around normal work or business hours when blasting would take
place.
V. Section 816. 64(c).

Additions were made to this Section
from the proposed regulations, due to
corr...ments received and discussed
under the preamble to Sections
816.64(a)(2) and 816.64(b)(2)<ii).
§ 816.65 Use of explosives: Surface blast_ing requirements.
Section ·816. 65(a).

(A) A few commenters objected to allowing the regulatory authority to
specify · time periods for allowable
blasting that are more restrictive than
su..."1.rise to sunset, while others recom·
mended further restrictions on bla.st·
ing between 5 p.m. to sunset. Some
commenters objected to prohibiting
blasting .at night, alleg-ing that it may
be dangerous to hold unde;tonated
charges overnight. Other comments
proposed that the regulatory authority be allowed to grant exemptions for
night blasting on a site-specific basis
in remote areas; additional comments
cited the special conditions in Alaska
as an example where restrictions on
night blasting are unreasonable. One
commenter assumed a conflict between this section and MSHA's proposed blasting reg;ulations. A review of
these comments resulted in the Office's consideration of five major alternatives; alternatives 4 and 5 were
adopted.
1. Retain the Section as proposed;
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2. Allow blasting at night in "remot
areas;"
3. Modify the· Section to add furth
restrictions on blasting between 5:
p.m. and sunset;
4. Modify Section 816.65(a) to
more specific as to the reaso:ns the re
ulatory authority may use to
more restrictive time periods on an
hoc basis;
5. Modify Section 816.65(a),
adding a provision to allow for b
ing at night on loaded charges
car:.not be either detona,ted by
or delayed until sunrise of the fol
ing day for safety reasons. <Thls
native included attaching
to the use of night blasting., to
that the public is still adequately
warned and protected as required by
the Act.)
(B) Alternatives 3 and 4. A few com
menters objected to allowing the regu~
latory authority to prohibit or other-:
wise l"'egulate blasting in time periods
i.11 addition to the sunset-to-sunrise re- ·.
striction. These comments objected to
the vagueness of the discrer'"'.,,.,.,...,,,.·
power which would have been gran
the regulatory authority under the
proposed rule. The Office agreed th:1t·
more specificity is desirable. .Accord-.
i...'1gly, the regulations have been
fied to clarify the conditions under ·
which the regulatory authority has
the power to further modify hours for
blasting.
·
The regulatory authority will only ,
be empowered under Paragraph (a) to
impose more restrictive blasting time
periods for the specific purpose of protecting the public from adverse noise. ·
In some cases, protection against noise
may warrant special precautions, particularly because it can be much more .
severe under certain atmospheric conditions <Hef. 25, p. 404 and Ref. 21, p . .
15). The public is adequately protected
from other effects of blasting, such as
ground vibrations and fl:Tcock, by Sections 816.65(g) and (1). A few commenters recom.tnended , that blasting
should be further restricted, than in
the proposed regulations, between 5:00
p.m. and sunset, because of noise
caused by blasting that would occur
during those hours when people relax
at the end of the day. The Office did
not accept this recommendation as it
would be redundant. The regulatory
authority may specify more restrictive
time periods to protect from adverse
noise under Section 816.65(a)<l).
(C) Alternative 5. Several commenters noted that it may be dangerous to hold explosive charges ·overnight which were loaded with the intention of detonation during the day,
but through equipment failure or
sudden adverse weather occurrences
could not be detonated until after
sunset. These comments asserted that,
in the next day, the explosives could
13, 1979
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to detonation by blowing out and
rocks over the area, due to
accumulation in the charge
, or could result in incomplete or
n at all. The t.P..reat of
contingencies was said to be
y problems to · the workers, such
digging out undetonated exploSome of these comments recomd modifying the reguiations to
for blasting ~.t night to prevent
safety problern.s.
'
though not fully explained by the
~onarn.ents, throwing of rocks could
result from leaving uzldetod charges held overnight. Due to ·
deteriorating effect of moisture in
blast hole on some types of exploor blasting agents, some of the
ged blast holes in a blast may not
the power necessary to fragment
unding
rock
as
originally
d. Under these circurnsta.nces, it
probable that some charged holes
would lose their potential ~ower to a
greater degree than others, due to
having been in the grou..11d for a greater number of hours or being subjected
. to more moisture. 'Where charges that
retain a cor..siderable portion of theil·
original powe:r were adjacent to more
severely weakened charges, a situation
: could be createq that would result in
excess rock being thrown in the air.
This could be catLSed by the failure of
some .weakened charges to move the
rock burden in a lateral direction as
planned, with the more powerful
charges only moving rock in a vertical
direction.
As a result, the Office decided that a
change LYi the regulation should be
made to allow blasting at pJght, when
it is necessary to prevent creating a
hazardous condition, while maintaining controls to prevent abuse of the
provision. These controls are imposed
to ensure that the public is adequately
warned of an emergency blast and
that records are made a11.d reported to
the regulatory authority to ensure
that the provision is not used except
in unavoidable hazardous situations.
The Office notes that, while MSHA
currently does not prol1..ibit aU surface
blasting at night, a proposed revision
to MSHA's regulations (33 CFR 477.
1308(j)) would create such a blanket
pror.Jbition. The Office will, however,
ensure that its regulations are closely
coordinated with MSHA's final rule
and expects that, given the safety
problems discussed above, MSHA will
appropriately n10dify its proposed regulation when adopted in final form.
(D) Alternative 2. One commenter
proposed that the regulatory authority be allowed. to' create exemptions for
blasting at night, on a site-specific
-basis, for surface mines in "remote
areas." This comment was rejected.
. The ACt- requires that blasting be appropriately restricted :18 to times with·

out regard to the density of population in surrounding areas. Indeed, the
Act requires protection of even a few
persons (i.e., "the public") in areas lo·
cated near to the permit area. Furthermore; the use of the "remote
area" concept would be very difficult
to enforce, because it would require
extensive field investigations to determine the density . of population in
areas surrounding mi.nesites, often in
very difficult terrain, thereby utilizing
enormous regulatory · authority resources for the benefit of very few
mine ·operations.
(E) A commenter from ...4Jaska objected to the restriction on nighttime
blasting due to portions of that State
having up to 5% months of completely
daylight time and wL."'lters where daylight is only 2-3 hours a day in areas
where coal is actively produced. This
was decided to be outside the scope of
this national rule-making and should
be addressed, if valid, throu,gh appropriate special provisions for Alaska
under Section 508 of the Act and .30
CFR 731.13, 736.22(a)(l), and/or 741,
depending upon whether the State of
Alaska . seeks to implement its own
State program.
<IID Section 816.65(b).
(A) MSHA cpmmented that thiS section, as proposed, was unclear in two
ways. First, unscheduled blasting wa,c;
to be allowed only in "emergency conditions approved by the regulatory authority." The Section did not specify
when or how these situations would be
approved by the regulatory authority
and left the ir.aplication that Qperators
would ha.ve to contact the regulatory
authority, after an emergency arose,
to obtain permission to blast at U.."l·
scheduled times.
The Office agreed with this comment and .has reworded the Section to
read, "previously approved by the regulatory authority in the mining plan."
Though 30 .CFR 780.13(f) requites
that applicants for permits list such
situations in the permit application,
persons who are responsible for meeting the requirements of Section
8l6.65(b) could ha'.re misinterpreted
the method and time of regulatory approval as the section was previously
worded.
MSP.....A..'s is second concern was that
the word emergency, along with the
listing of "rain, lightning, other atmospheric conditions," was not consistent
with MSHA terminology. MSHA considers rain and lightning to be expected and _recurring hazardous e"~/ents, not
emergencies. MSHA labels such events
as "hazardous situations," along with
emergencies
(totally
unexpected
events v:hich are also hazardous, e.g.,
fires). The Office agreed to substitute
MSHA's term, hazardous, for emergency, which makes terminology of
the two agencies consistent and de-

scribes all situations which threaten
operator or public safety. The Office
has further limited approval of unscheduled blasting to those times of
unavoidable hazardous situations, preventing. approval of situations which
could be created by the operator to
justify deviation from the blasting
schedule for convenience and not safety's sake.
Adoption of these changes in Section 816.65(b) also required changing
the word emergency to unavoidable
hazardous in Sections 816.64(b)(2)(V),
816.65(a)(2)(i), and ·a17.65(b)(2)(i), and
adding it .at Section 780.13(f), to maL~
tain consistency of terminology
throughout affected portions of the
regulations.
(B) ( 1) Several other cornments received on proposed Section 816.65(b)
suggested that additional requirements be added, that the blasting
schedule be eliminated; and asserted
possible conflicts with MSHA regulations. Analysis of these comments led
to consideration of three alternatives;
alternative 1 was adopted.
1. Revise Section ·816.65(b), only as
per MSHA's comments.
2. Require a report to be submitted
to the regulatory authority, within 10
days of a..TJ.y emergency blast.
3. Explain the definition of emergency condition in this section.
<2) Alternative 2. One cominenter
recommended that the emergency conditions anq reasons for deviating from
the blasting schedule be documented
and reported to the regulatory author,
ity within 10 days of the occurrence of
the blast. The Office believes that the
recording · requirements of Section
8~6.68 are adequate to ensure that suf~
ficient information about the blast is
developed and maL."ltained for scrutiny
by the public and regulatory authori-·
.tY. Under Section 816.68, tne permit
tee must record pertinent information
about each blast contemporaneously
with blasting and maintain that record
for public and regulatory authority inspection. This should be adequate, on
a national basis, for regulation of the
wide variety of circumstances in which
emergencies may occur.
That. range is disting-u.ishable, how-ever, from the narrow type of circumstances when .blasting at night would
be authorized in Section 816.65(a). In
the latter situation, reports should be
filed with the regulatory authority
much less frequently, and the regulatory authority needs to more close1y
scrutinize night blasting because of its_
high potential for causing adverse
noise effects. The decision on Section
816.65(b), of course, will not preclude
individual States from requiring the
filing of such reports, if their needs require it.
(3) Alternative 3. Another commente!" suggests that the conditions
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justifying deviation from the schedule
be expanded to specifically include
"events beyond the operator's control." The Office feels that this is adequately provided for by substituting
the adjectives unavo·idable and hazardous to describe those situations
which warrant unscheduled blasting.
(4)
Other Comments. One commenter's objection, that the schedule,
.stating it is impr~ctical to establish,
was rejected. The Act in Section
-5 15(b)05)(A) requires a blasting
schedule.
Another commenter suggested that
there are some differences between
Section 815.65(b) and MSHA's regulations, 30 CFR 77.1303(uu) and proposed Section 77.1305(g). MSHA's existing and proposed regulations call
for suspension of operations and withdrawal to a safe location of all persons
upon the approach of an electrical
storm. The Office does not believe
that these create a conflict with Section 816.65(b), . as the withdrawal
would constitute justification for deviation from the proposed schedule, if
the operator's permit had provided for
such
conditions
under
Section
780.13<0. If delay because of storm
conditions had not been approved by
the reguiatory authority in the
permit, the operator would have to
wait for the next scheduled time
period to conduct blastin,g operations.
In no event does Section 816.65(b)
allow for blasting during an electrical
storm.

Some of these commenters asserted
that, to meet the requirement that the
signal be audible for a distance of on.ehalf mile, the noise level of the signal
would be greater than allowed by
MSHA. Although the particular regulation was not specified by the commenters, 30 CFR 70.510(b)(3) of
MSHA's regulations lists a table of
permissible noise exposure levels as
follows:
Duration per
days <hours)

Noise level
CdBA>

8 ..................................................................

90

6 ..................................................................

92

4 ..................................................................
3 ........... .......................................................
2 ..................................................................
1 v. ...............................................................
1 ..................................................................
% •..•• : .......................................................... ,

95
97
100

12 ......................... ........................................
or less.....................................................

1

v.

<Figure

102
105
107
110
115

1)

These do not substantiate the commenters' assertion that the requirement for warning signals a.udible to
one-half mile from the blast would require a sound source that would
exceed MSHA's allowable noise levels
at the mine. First, several warning
signal devices can be appropriately positioned at strategic locations within
the one-half mile area and the sounding of the several devices coordinated
electronically or by some ether means.
The noise levels from the individual
devices would be considerably less
than for a single device used to notify
the entire one-half mile area. The Of·
fice's regulations do not specify that a
single signal de·11ice has to be audible
for one-half mile. Rather it requires
that signals th!:!~t are audible within a
range of one-half mile shall be given.
Second, as provided in MSHA's Section 70.510(b)(3), a sound level of 115
dBA is an allowable level for up to 15
minutes per day. Adequate warning
signals under the Office's regulations
can be conducted to aggregate less

III. Sect·ion 816.65(c).
<A) A number cf COilli'!lenters objected to the requirement that warning
and all-cle:u signals be given which
are audible at a distance of one-half
mile from the blast site. Other commenters felt that this provision is al~
ready covered by MSHA regulations,
that particular items should be deleted, that additional sectio:ns should
be added covering specific provisions than 15 minutes per day, particularly
on safety in the storage and use of ex- considering that blasting may only be
plosives, that the signals should be au- conducted within a total aggregate of
dible "under normal weather condi- four one-hour periods. Thus, warning
tions", that some wording was unnec- and all-clear signals may be divided
essary, and that the section was inap- into eight segments. of one mL.J.ute
. propriate for the State of Alaska.
each, far less than the 15-minute limit
The Office's review of these com- imposed by MSHA.'s regulatior...s. .
ments led to the consideration of four
Third, calculations made by the
major alternatives and the adoption of Office and contained in its ach-ninistraalternative 1.
tive record indicate that a warning
<1) Do not revise this Section from
signal sounded at 115 dBA <MSHA's
the proposed rule;
maximum in Table 1) or less can be
(2) Reduce the audible limit to one- audible at a distance of one-half mlle.
_auarter mile or less;
(C) Coverage by MSHA. Several com(3) Delete the requirement for peri- menters stated that the provision..c:; of
odic notification and posting of signs;
this Section are already adequately
(4) Specify the signal source and addressed under MSHA's regulations.
· MSHA has only one proposed signal
signal character.
(B) Alternative 2. Several com- warning regulation (30 USC 77.1308h),
ment.ers reconunended that the audi- and it merely provides that "ample
ble distance requirement for signals be warning shall be given ... " However,
reduced to one-quarter mile or less. Section 515<b)(15 )(A) of the Act re-

quires that daily notice be given to
residents/ occupiers in the area that
are within one-half mile of the blast
site. Therefore, the Office decided not
to alter the regulation, because the
provisions of this section will fulfill
the Act's requirement for daily notification of the public, in a manner that
is satisfactory, appears to be most
practical, and does not duplicate
MSHA's proposed general requirement.
(D) Alternative 4. A few commenters
recommended that additional provisions be added to Section 816.65(b), to
specify rules on handling explosives,
and that this paragraph be modified
to specify the actual signal type and
the signal source. The material that
was recommended to be inserted is
covered in MSHA's rules, 30 CFR Part
77. Additicn of those rules would be
mere duplication of MSHA, a.s opposed
to the requirements for when sigrials
are to be given and at what distances
they must be audible, and would not
provide any greater protection to the
public or environment. If conditions in
particular States require specific sig- - ·.
nals or signaling devices, these can be
adopted in that State's regulations.
<D) Alternative 3. Several commenters recommended deletion of the
provisions for ·periodic notification or
communication of the meaning of signals and maintenance signs. Commenters felt that miners and visitors
are warned and instructed when entering the property. That, in itself, would
not, however, provide warning instructions for residents within one~half
mile, if they are not employees of the
mine. Therefore, the corr. . 'nents
.
were '
not accepted.
<E) Other comments. (1) One com~
menter recommended that the section
should be changed to "audible, under
normal weather conditions, within

a

range of one-half mile." The Office
did not feel that this modification
would Lrn.p:rove the regulations, as the
phrase "normal weather conditi.ons"
would be subject to highly variable,
and the statute, requires adequate
warnings without regard to the type of
weather conditions. Indeed, severe
weather is the time when warnings are
most necessary, because of the increased danger of airblast and reduced
visibility for persons traveling near
the permit area.
<2) A commenter stated that the
phrase, "through appropriate instruc·
tions," should be deleted as unnecessary additional wording. This wording
specifies how the information shall be
communicated and the Office, therefore, decided it should be retained to
er...sure that the Act is fully implemented.
(3) Another commenter alleged that
there are significant differences between most mining to be covered by
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this Section and conditions of mmmg
LTJ. the State of Alaska. This comment
was believed to be putside the scope of
this national rule-making and can be
more appropriately resolved when a
particular permanent regulatory program is approved for Alaska under
Subchapter C and D.
(4) Several commenters aJleged that
the blasting schedule provision is redundant, because audible warnings required prior to a blast under Section
816.65(c) would be sufficient. Audible
warnings alone, however, are not suffiCient. The Act specifically requires
publishing of blasting schedules i.n advance. Furthermore, audible warnings
will · not provide adequate advance
notice either to persons inside buildings in the area around the minesite
(and thus cut off from ·the signa1s), or
to persons who travel through the
blast area between the signal and the
blast. ·
( 5) Several comments cited Gusta.fsson (page 256, ref. 8) on the effects of
atmospheric conditions on the propagation of blast noise, as justification
for eliminating the four-hour time aggregate. Gustafsson correctly points
out that". . . wtnd direction, wind velocity,
. ai.r temperature, and air pressure have
a very great effect on the propagation
of pressure waves. Even the type of
weather, for example cloudy or almost
clear, should be taken into consideration when estimating the propagB,tion
of pressure waves .... "
However, the multiple time frames
allowed by the "four-hour aggregate"
rule of Section 816.65(b)(2)(ii) and the
emergency blasting provisions of Section 816.65(a) and (b) provide a degree
of flexibility such that the requirement for a blasting schedule need not
be the cause of blasting at times when
atmospheric conditions may cause
propagation of blast noise. If the blast
cannot be detonated during any of the
scheduled blasting periods because of
adverse atmqspheric conditions, the
blast can be detonated when necessary
in accordance with Section 816.65(a)
and (b).
( 6) One com..rnenter stated that the
"four-hour limit is meaningless," asserting that operator will be able to
blast for 10 minutes in any hour and
thus bhtst every half-hour throughout
the day. The regulations, however, do
net allow this to occur. Section
816.64(b)(1) states that "a blasting
schedule shall not be so general as to
cover all working hours . . . . " Section
816.64(b)(2)<ii) states that "such penads shall not exceed an aggregate of
four hours." <Emphasis added.) These
sections of the regulations limit blasting operations to not more than four
specific hours. Thus, blasting could
occur during the hours of 9 a.m.-10
a.m., 11 a.m.-12 p.m., 1 p.m.-2 p.m., 3

p.m.-4 p.m.,_ but not in 10-minute increments or each of the hours 9:00
a.m., 10:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m., 12:00 p.m.,
1:00 p.m., 2:00 p.m., 3:00 p.m., 4:00
p.m., 5:00 p.m., 6:00 p.m., 7:00 p.m. To
fu.rther ensure thP~t this system is not
abused and provides for protection
against the hypothetical situation
raised by commenters, a provision was
added to Section 816.64(c) to allow the
regulatory authority to require republishing and redistribution of the blasting schedule, if there is a substantia.l
pattern of non-adherence to the original schedule as evidenced by the absence of blasting during scheduled periods.
IV. Section 8.l6.65(d).
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spection by the mining p-ersoririevfu.di·~·,;:'), :: .......
ca~es it is safe to do so. To ·accompils.h · /:.·
thiS may require that acceSs ··to< the
areabe regulated more or less than:io
minutes prior to the blast. Thus, if the
section were not re-worded, there
would be confusion about the area to
be guarded and in some instances the
public would be subject to unnecessary
inconvenience due to the specified
time limit of control prior to the blast.
<D) One cominenter also objected to
the inclusion of livestock in the regulation on the grounds that all States
have livestock fencing laws and therefore the inclusion of livestock was redundant. Livestock constitutes "property" protected by the Act. Fencing
may not be successful in all cases, or
fences may be too far apart to preclude widespread movement of animals into close proximity of blasting.
Therefore, the Office decided not to
delete livestock from the section.
V. Section 816.65(e-).

<A) A few commenters pointed out
that some confusion could result from
the wording of the proposed rules as
to the limit of the "blasting area" to
be protected from entry. Objections
were also received on the time ·limit
for guarding and on the protection of
livestock. Based on these comments,
Although several com..rnenters supthe final rule was reworded to clarify ported the proposed version of this
the area to be regulated and to elin1i- section. other comments suggested
nate the requirements of prohibiting that either it be deleted, or the wordaccess to the area for a specifi.c time iilg changed to agree . with relevant
prior to the bla..st.
MSHA regulations. Several com<B) Several commenters stated that
recorr..x:nended deletion on the
use of the term "blasting area" would menters
grounds that the guarding of charged
result in confusion as to the actual
extent of the a.rea to be regulated holes is already covered by MSHA and
under this section. The term "blasting that an additional rule covering the
area" was used in proposed Sections same item is merely duplicative.
816.6.5<d) and 817.65<e), to mea...'1 the MSHA does, in fact, cover the protecarea possibly Sllbject to flyrock from tion of charged holes under 30 CFR
blasting. However, one commenter 77.1303(g), which provides: "Areas in
stated that MSHA presently interprets which charged holes a:re awaiting
"bla,stirJ.g area" to be confined to the firing shall be guarded or barricaded
and posted or flagged against unaublast hole pattern.
Another con"h'TI.enter expressed the thorized entry." The Office believes
fear that the Office's proposed rule that the MSHA rule is adequate, so
would be interpreted to allow ULJ.au- that the Office's proposed rule was rethori.Zed persons to enter the blast- dundant. MSHA's regulation will
hole pattern area at a!1Y th'Ue until 10 apply to surface coal mining operminutes prior to deton-ation of the ations throughout the active pha.se of
blast. Such an interpretation is lli1War- mining. Blasting is not ordinarily conranted and would be tmacceotable to ducted at other times in the surface
both MSHA and the Office.· Further, · mL7J.ing of coal, and the flagging/
by deleting the words "blasting area" guarding of holes is related solely to
and substituting "an area possibly sub- worker protection, not those outside
ject to fiyrock from blasting," the con- the mine-site.
Section 816.65(J)-Airblast Standfusion of terms will be elirninated.
<C) One of the commenters also ards
(A) N1L'11erous comments were repointed out that, where i.t is necessary
to stop traffic during blasting near ceived on a variety of aspects of the
public roads, the 10-m.inute minimum airblast standard, including recomcontrol limit will ca.use extra inconve- mendations for both higher and lower
nience to the traveling pubiic. The permissible noise levels, changes in
O.ffice feels that it is not necessary to frequency specificatioD.s in Hertz
specify a particular time limit prior to <Hz.), a.nd exemption of certain structhe blast for Vlhich access to the fly- tures from protection by the standards. A review of the comments resultrock area should be controlled.
The purpose of the rule is to assure ed in the consideration of the followthat the public or livestock will not ing alternatives. Alternatives 10, 11
enter an area where they could be en- and 12 have been adopted.
dangered by .flyrock during blasting
<1) Retain the rules a.s proposed;
and that access to the area after a
(2) Increase the permissible airblast
blast will not be permitted, tmtil an in- level;
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( 3) Decrease the permissible air blast
noise level standards;
(4) Permit a percentage of the blasts
to exceed the noise level standards;
( 5) Delete the air blast noise level
standards entirely;
(6) Change the Hz <± 3dB) in the
table Ln Section 816. 65( e )(1) to Hz
( -3dB);
<7) Delete the C-weighted noise level
standards;
(8) Replace the .numerical airblast
noise level standards with a stemming
requirement;
(9) Use only one frequency specification, instead of multiple specifications;
(10) Delete the reference to the
permit area in Section 816.65(e)(l) and
allow a waiver from persons leasing
structures from the operators;
<11) Add a provision enabling the
regulatory, authority to require monitoring of blasts;
<12) In Section 816.65Ce)(2) change
the upper limit of frequency from
500Hz to 200Hz and specify "Type 1"
sound level meters for C-slow measurements.
II. Analysis of Comments and Alter·

natives
A.
Introd·uctio.]t.-MSHA

health
standards in 30 CFR, Parts 70 and 71,
protect only mine. workers from hearing loss caused by continuous noise,
such as that emitted by trucks, shovels, car shutters, and crushers. However, impulsive noise, such a.s airblast resulting from the detonation of explosives is not similarly regulated . by
MSHA. Because impulsive airblast can
cause property damage <Ref. 21, PP
2,3,15; Ref. 25, p.400), the Office has
adopted standards to prevent damage
to struct ures and to protect the public
from noise resulting from airblast.
Alternatives 2, 3, and 5. Reference 21
was written in 1974 and was based on
26 .quarry blasts a..."1.d an analysis of the
resul~s of a great deal of previous work
by other researchers. This reference
recommended a 136 dB linear peak
value <equivalent to the 130 peak
measured at six Hz or lower peak response) as a minimum allowable level
for airblast, based on dari1age probabilities. This data was further supported
by more recent work.
The airblast noise level standards of
the regulations are based largely on a
special study conducted by the Bureau
of Mines CRef. 22). The time histories
·of hundreds of cases of ground vibration, airblast, and structural response
to ground vibration and a.irblast were
plotted and analyzed. Using the observed structural response to ground
vibration and airblast and observed
damage to the structures, an appropriate airblast/ground vibration equivalence, consistent with the latest data
on structure response, damage, and
tolerable levels was derived.

(2) A second independent technique
The noise level limitations specified
in the table in Section 816. 65< e )(1) rep- was used to analyze the airblast re .
resent the conclusion of the Bureau of sponse data, involYing displacement
Mines study, the latest state-of-the-art produced strain which is related to
in understanding coal mine blasting cracking in interior walls <Ref. 22, p.
airblast on structures and methods of 4), according to the following method:
measurement of that airblast. To inMethod No. 2: <Displacement-procrease reliability, two independent ap- duc'ed strain method)
proaches were used to derive the lowest observed damage level
values specified in the regulation.
!
(1) The first analysis involved deter0.016 in maximum wall displacement
mination of the structural response asl
sociated with a one.inch-per-second using lowest natural frequencies
.
l
ground vibration. Plots were made of
the previously described data orga- compute theoretical associated airnized into four classes: one-story blast
homes, two-story homes, corner reMethod No. 2 was used because dis·
sponses <structural), and mid-wall re- placement, or the distance a particle
sponses <non-structural).
moves, is not, by itself, a good damage
The airblast response data were predictor, since displacement is frethen similarly analyzed, except that quency dependent. Thus, both disthe above four categories were each placement and frequency should be
examined for six types of airblast de- specified. <Pea.k -particle velocity does
scriptors. The results of this series of not have this disadvantage, because it
comparisons correlated very closely, is not frequency dependent). However,
probably because the natural frequen- structure walls and corners have deficies of structures 1 are within a narrow nite frequency ranges <Ref. 22, p. 4).
range <Ref. 12, pp. 6&7 ).
An analysis was performed to deterBased on the first method of analy- mine the airblast levels associated
sis, it was decided that the amplitude with the lowest damage case in the
of mid-wall and corner motions of available data of 0.016 inches maxi. structures could be limited to levels mum wan displacement. For both midbelow those causing d~mage, by limit- walls and gross-structure motions
ing the amplitude of airblast from 135 <corners), the most strict values were
to 137dB, 2 when measured on a blast derived by taking the lowest natural
meter <Ref. 20, pp 20-23 and 21, p. 14) frequencies typically encountered, 12
that measures the peak amplitude and Hz for mid-walls and six Hz for
has a flat frequency response of 0.1 to corners. In all cases, the associ a ted
200 Hz <135 dBL <O.lHz), or when the airbla..st level for both one-· and twoamplitude of airblast is limited to 109- story homes equaled or exceeded the
112 dB wh.~ measured with a "type 1" 135 dBL (0.1Hz) peak linear and 109
sound-levei meter that will hold the dB C-slow, with most values within a
peak reading and uses the C-weight- few dB of these limits, further indicat-ing, slow response described in ANSI ing that the 135 dBL (0.1 Hz) and 109
Standards Sl.4-1971 <d.BC-slow).
dBCC-slow) limits are necessary to proLimiting airblast to 137 dBL <0.1Hz) tect from structural damage.
would protect structures from struc<3) The use of C-slow measurements
tural damage, when the most disad- has been recommended in the Com·
vantageous combination of structure mittee
on
Hearing
Bioacoustic
response to ground Vibrations and <CHP...BA) Working Group 69 report to
structure respon.se to airblast is con- the EPA. <Ref. 5, pp. V-1-V-5). The
sidered {Ref. 22). Consequently, the Office is not convinced that this
use of 135 dBL <0.1 Hz) provides a method is superior to, peak-linear;
slight safety factor to · preclude ho,Never, C-slow is included as an aldamage to structures. This factor was ternative, based on CHABA's recomalso needed to try to reduce human mendation, to provide for the use of
armoyance factors from mid-wall another class of monitoring instrustructure motions and associated rat- ments which will give equivalent inditling <Ref. 2i, pp. 15 and 16). C- catior;_g of potentially damaging air~
weighted-slow responses were similarly blast to the other types of instruments
analyzed, with the value of 109 dB C- allowed under the regulations.
slow recommended as being equivalent
<4) ·Some commenters suggested
to the 135 dBL <0.1 Hz) level.
lower noise decibel standards, based on
arguments that human annoyance· is
1
caused at levels of noise below the proAs used in Ref. 22, the natural frequency
of the structure is that frequency at which posed standards. Some commenters
the structure tends to vibrate when excited dispute this, arguing that prevention
by an impulsive loading such as airblast or
of human annoyance goes beyond the
ground vibration from blasting.
requirements of the Act. The latter
2
As used in Ref. 22, the dB (decibel) is a
measurement of sound pressure and is de- commenters felt that the 135 decibel
(0.1 Hz or lower) specification was unfined
20 times the logarithm to the base
10 of the ratio of the measured pressure to a reasonable, because it provides an adreference pressure of 20 micro newtons per ditional safety factor <Ref. 22, pp. 3-5)
square meter.
to prevent human annoyance, as com·

as
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d with the one-inch-per-second
particle velocity lir.nitati.on, and
uld be raised to 137 decibels.
State agency submitted compreve testimony on the annoying efto humans of ai:rblast at coal
blasting. Two commenters docuthe relationship between sonic
and surface mine airblasts.
on a large volume of data, the
enters recommended changing
table values of 135dB, 132dB,
30dB and 109dB, to 128dB, 125dB,
23dB and 98dB, respectively. These
ta lend support to 135dB, rather
137d.B as a reasonable level. Midmotions and associatea· rattling
by air blast <Ref. 2~. pp. 1-5)
not only human annoyance, but
also cause minor damage such as
bric-a-brac and dislodgement of
items from shelves. Furthermore, the
Act requires preventing harm to public
· health and safety, which includes pre. vention of severe a11noyance to people
(see Section 515(b)(15)).
The two adverse effects from airblast that were emphasized in the argument for lower airblast levels were
loss of sleep and a startle effect. The
regulations already are believed to alleviate loss-of-sleep problems, by prohibiting night-time blasting, except in
the case of a documented safety
hazard under Section 816.65(a). Such a
safety hazard, where documented to
the satisfaction of the regulatory authority, should reasonably take priority over loss of sleep. It will be the responsibility of the regulatory authority to assure that the night blasting
waiver provision is not abused. Therefore,. the Office decided not to adopt
more stringent noise standards in response to the loss-of-sleep comments.
The "startle effect" cited by a commenter is based on studies of sonic
booms, which are sLrnilar to airblast
· fro!n blasting. However, sonic booms
are normally unpredicted events. Because of the blasting schedule provision of Section 816.64 and prohibiting
of blasting outside normal daylight
hours, Section 816.65<a), the public
will have reasonable notice of when to
expect blasting, thereby alleviating
the startle effect. Also, the Office
notes that a warning signal is required
to alert the public before blasting, Section 816.65<c).
Furthermore, it ls hnportant to note
that, because the decibel scale is lcgari.thmic, a 7 decibel <db) reduction
from the proposed standard amounts
to a r~duction of about 55 percent in
the sound pressure. <For instance,
132dB=l.69 psi, 125dB=.75 psi.) Based
on typical airblast levels <Ref. 21, p. 12
and Ref. 19, pp. 12 and 13), this would
be a very difficult reduction to achieve
as an absolute limitation. Since Sections 816.64 and 816.65(a) already substantially alleviate the two objections
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of "loss of sleep" and "startle effect,"
the proposed airblast standa.rds have
not been lowered.
<5) Some commenters stated that
meeting the one-inch-per-second peakvelocity limitation will automatically
control airblast damage. This is not
true. In addition to the charge weight
per delay and distance· from the blast,
which do control both airblast noise
and ground vibrations, damage from
airblast is independently a function of
the type of burden being blasted, type
and amount of stenuning being used
<Ref. 25, p. 4:03), improper or lack of
covering of surface detonating cord,
and lack of attention to rock structural weak.J.1esses and weather conditions
<Ref. 21, p. 15, Ref. 8, p. 220, and Ref.
13, p. 15). Thus, control of ground vibrations alone will not prevent airblast
damage, and the specifications of Section 816.65(e) are necessary for limiting airblast.
(6) A few corn.Inenters stated that
the airbla..st standards are based
merely on preventing crack extensions
in walls of structures and, therefore,
distort the purposes of the Act. How·
ever, Section 515<b)(15) of the Act requires prevention of damage to structures. Propagation of an existing crack
is a reasonable definition of damage,
and the prevention of such events is
not an unreasonable restriction. Of
course, airbla.st can also cause initiation of new cracks, also considered
"damage" by the Office . .AB discussed
above, the airblast standard will also
help to reduce human annoyance, independent of structural damage.
<7) Without giving reasons, several
coill.l'"Ilenters asserted that the study of
Reference 22 cannot be defend~d.
Some commenters (agaLTJ. without a rationale) felt that the airblast standard
is inappropriately tied to the one-inchper-second peak-particle velocity limitation. The study L11 Reference 22 was
based on ·hundreds of structure respoP.se, ground vibration, and airblast
time histories. These data were obtained from field studies involving surface mine production blasts and onsite
field measurements. The Bureau of
~fines hB..s been the nation's leading
research organization in the field of
blast vibrations for over 20 years. The
researcher who conducted the study
on which the airblast standard is
based is a recognized authority in the
field of airblast and ground vibrations.
The large volume of data contributing
to the study, the reputation of the organization conducting the study, and
the qualifications of the investigator
lend strong credibility to the study.
None of the cmrt...>Jlenters stating that
the study can..'l.ot be defended have
given a...TJ.y compelling rebuttal to the
study. None of the corn.."!lenters gave
substantial data which would establish
that noise levels significantly greater

than those to be allowed under the
regulations could preclude damage to
structures. Rather,
they
mainly
arg.ued that the specified limits cannot
be met 100 ·percent of the time. As ex~
plained below' airPiast can and should
be adequately controlled to meet the
regulation without a variability provision.
Further, damage to structures is created through structural vibrations
from both ground vibrations and airblast. Through analysis of hundreds of
vibration records from production
blasts, the Bureau of Mines established a reliable equivalence between
the response of a structure to a oneil1.ch-per-second peak-particle velocit y
and the airblast levels specified in the
tables. <Ref. 22, pp. 1-5). The validity
of the one-inch-per-second peak-particle velocity ground vibration damageprevention criterion fs established in
the preamble discussion of Section
816.65(f).
Therefore, the validity of the airblast table values for preventing
damage has been adequately established by correlation between ground
vibration-produced damage and airblast noise levels. The inappropriateness of tying the airblast criterion to
the one-inch-per-second peak-velocity
limitation was only alleged by the
commenters, but no justification was
offered. Therefore, the Office believes
it entirely correct to establish the
noise level standards in the maruier selected.
<C) Altenwtive 4. Several commenters stated that the table standards cannot be met consistently because of variations in rock subjected to
blasting and weather conditions. Some
comm.enters recommended that the
operator be permitted to exceed the
standard 20 percent of the time.
HistoricaUy, air blast from coal
mining has not been pervs..sively regulated in this country. Therefore, it has
not been necessary for all mine operators to systematica.lly design biasts to
limit airblast, except where specific
complaints arose. Corrunenters' requests that the limitation be met only
80 percent of the time appear to be
based on the range of airblast occur_ring .u nder current practice, rather
than what the industry is, in fact. capable of achieving. Reference 25,
pages 403 to 405, describes blast design
techniques such as stemming and
proper burden which will reduce airblast to a level meeting the standards.
<See also Ref. 21, pp. 3 and 15). The
necessity to consider weather conditions in reducing the propagation of
airblast is discussed in Reference 25, p.
404; Ref. 3, p. 15, a.nd Ref. 21, p. 15.
The Office, therefore, believes tha.t
the operator will be able to meet the
standard. If adverse weather problems
develop, such as a strong wind blowing
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in the direction of nearby structures
from the blast operation or a strong
tempera ture inversion <Ref. 25, p. 404
and Ref. 21, p. 15), it rna~ be necessary
to reschedule blasting until adverse
conditions subside. 3
Further, a standard requiring compliance only 80 percent of the time
could subject the public to potentially
damaging airblast for 20 percent of all
shots. Such a standard would not fulfill
the
prov1s10n
of
Section
515(b)(l5)(C) of the Act, which requires prevention of damage to property outside the permit area by limiting the duration and frequency of
blasting. Furthermore. allowa,nce for
the standards to be violated 20 percent
of the time is particularly inappropraite where, a.S here, the Office finds
that the factors leading to excee.jances are within the indsutry's ability
to avoid violation of the standard. Finally, because blastil}g is a non-continuous, essentially non-regularized activity, a compliance standard allowing
for 20 percent of violations of a standard would be virtually impossible to
enforce consistently through field surveillance. Such a standard would require very heavy cominitment of regulatory authority resources to monitor
for unpredicatble periods of time in
amC~..ssing and analyzing data until sufficient data were obtained to calculate
a 20 percent deviation figure.
(D) Alternati·ve 6. One commenter
suggested a specification of C- 3dB)
only, rather than (±3.dB) in Section
816.65(f)(l). A second conunenter felt
that ( ±3dB) allows too much tolerance. No rationale or justification was .·
given for the change from (±3dB) to
<-3dB), and the Office did not adopt
the first com..rnent. The ( ±3dB) de·
fines the frequency response limit of
the measuring instruments and not
the accuracy of the measuring system
<Rd. 21, pp. 4 and 5 ). It is . not a toler·
ance allowed to the operator in meet ing the standard. but rather an instrument calibration speci-f tcation. 4 The
(±3dB) was determined to be a proper
specification. The rule has not been
changed in that regard.
(E)
Alternat-ive 7. Coro..menters
stated that the C-weighted standard is
not valid, because it is alleged not to
respohd to a great deal of low frequency energy associated with blasting.
However, Reference 22, pp. 1-5, estab~
lished the equivalence of the C·

weighted standard to the other airblast damage standards, in terms of its
effect on structures and use in precluding damage, thereby indicating its
utility even in low freqhency situations. The Cornrnittee on Hearing and
Bioacoustics has ·supported the Cweighted measurements to the EPA
<Ref. 5, pp. V-1-V-5). A state agency,
in its comments on this section, also
presented a proposed C-weighted spec~
ification but made no comment as to
its validity. Therefore, the Office decided to retain the C-weighted standard.
(F) Alternative 8. One commenter
felt that a stemming requirement
should be specified, rather than an
airbla.st limitation, and another commenter supported the Office's proposal not to include a stemming limitation. Stem...ming is insert material
placed in the top of the blast hole
above the explosive charge. Proper
stem.ming alone will not control airblast. Proper blast design <Ref. 1, pp.
373-396) and attention to weather conditions CRef. 21, p. 15, Eef. 25 p . 40<!)
are also important in controlling airblast. Thus, the suggestion to replace
the airblast rioise levels limitation
with a stemming requirement was rejected.
(Q) Alternative 9. Some commenters
felt that four different frequency
specifications would be difficult to enforce and recommended that only one
be selected. All of these commenters
recommended their own airblast criteria, each based on four frequency response spectra. which is also the basis
for the Office's standard. The Office's
multiple frequency standard was "selected, because a wide variety of airblast monitori...'lg equipment is available with a wide variety of frequency
response. Since a reliable comparability of the frequency responses was established in Ref. 22, pp. 1-5, the multiple· standard was adopted to avoid
unduly limiting the use of various
types of monitoring equipment, all of
which are capable of reliably detecting
damaging levels of airblast. Because
the four different frequency specifica·
tioru; amount to essentially the same
level 9f noise control, the Office has
decided to retain the four specification
standards to allow for the use of -a
wider variety of testing equipment.
<H) Alternative 10. Some commenters suggested deleting the limita·
tion on the exemption of property
3 A temperature inversion is a condition in
which the temperature decreases, then in- owned by the permittee and exempt
creases with altitude, rather than decreas- from the airblast standard only that
ing with altitude, causing sound waves to be property in a permit area. Another
refracted back to the earth. <Ref. 25, pp. commenter ·suggested deleting this
40<1-405) <Knowledge of the existence of a
limitation on the assumption that the
temperature inversion can be obtained from permittee's property not be leased to
local weather bureaus>.
_
•The limit of the frequency of a given b· any other person. The first suggestion
strument is that frequency at which the in- was accepted, because the Office bestrument fails to respond to three decibels lieved it unreasonable to require a
person to protect his own property
or more of the aCtual noise present.

from a.irblast whether or not it is ·
within the permit area. In response to ·
the second comment, the regulation
was modified to allow a person leasing
a structure from the permittee to sign ·
a waiver relieving the operator from
meeting the airblast limitation. with ·
respect to that structure.
<D Alternative 11. The proposed
rules on airblast made no provision for
requiring airblast monitoring, where
violation of the standard is suspected.
The
ground
vibration
Section
816.67<c), has such a provision. To
enable the regulatory authority to
properly enforce the airblast provisions, wdrding has been added at Section 816.65(e)(4).
(J) Alternative 12. One commenter
correctly stated that, since the major
part of sound energy is in frequencies
below 200 Hz, specifying a blast meter
with at least 500 Hz is unnecessary
and would eliminate the use of satisfactory instruments that are presently
available. The Office agreed with this
analysis and has changed the regulations to reduce the frequency response
specification to 200 H z.
<K) Other Comments. One commenter felt that the specification in
the regulation for the frequency limit
of the noise measuring system should
be flat or calibrated.~ However, the
corn.Inenter did not provide evidence of
a comprehensive data base suggesting
that such equivalencies can be routinely made on a national basis. The regulation has not been changed, as requirL.'lg a flat response assures that ade~
quate monitoring instruments will be
used. Further, use of calibrated systems on a routine basis would cause
doubt as to the accuracy of data collection.
Another commenter felt that ad·
verse weather conditions should be
used by the regulatory authority to
determine extenuating circurr..stances
in any decision on penalties assessed
for violation. This suggestion was not
accepted. As discussed more fully
above, _it is the operator's responsibili·
ty to take weather conditions into account when firing a blast. The operator should not create a situation damaging to a private structure, regardless
of eather conditions, because the operator can delay blasting until after
weather returns to normal.
Some commenters correctly stated
that three types of sound level meters
are described in P~SI-SI. 4-1971. As
pointed out in Ref. 12, p. 22, a large
amount of the energy in airblast and
ground vibration is contained in frequencies below 20Hz. This is reflected
5 A specification that an instrument's re·
sponse is flat . means that the resoonse to
the frequencies within its range is ·constant
to within less than one dB. Calibration at·
tempts to establish an equiv.a.lence between
an instrument without a flat response and
one with a flat response.
.
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in the different sound levels specified
when using different blast meters. Because Types two and three sound level
meters described in SI. 4-1971 have
frequency cutoffs at 20Hz and Type
one meters have a frequency response
down to 10Hz, it is evident that Type
two and Type three meters would not
give as good an indication of the potential damage as a Type one meter.
The fL.J.al regulations reflect this by
requiring that only Type one meters
be used for the C-weighted, slow response values.
VII. Sections 816.65([).
A. Substantial comment was received
on proposed Section 816.65(g). Most of
the comments requested that the
1,000-foot limitation in subsection <1)
be reduced to some lower 11.--nit, on the
theory that this limitation was arbitrary and had no statutory basis. Several commenters also suggested tha.t
the 500-foot limitations in subsection
(2)-(3) be deleted. Several commenters
felt the 1,000-foot limit was acceptable, assuming that specific v;aiver
provisions are available. Other commenters argued that the paragraph
should be entirely deleted, because
other provisions of Section 816.65 assertedly adequately protect the public,
making distance limitations unnecessary: A few comments stated that the
phrase "other appropriate investigation" should be deleted, and a few requested that a provision be added tha.t
the dist&J.ces not be decreased if there
was . a probability that airblast or
ground vibration would be increased:
A few comments stated .that, either
the entire section, or the reference to
dwellings should be deleted. Several
commenters stated that the 1,000-foot
limitation would impose unwarranted
costs on the industry. Review of the
comments indicated that the following
alternative should be considered and
that alternative 3 should be adopted.
<1) Retain Section 816.65(f), as in
proposed Section 816.65(g);
(2) Change the distance limitations
from 1,000'/500'/500'/ to 300'/300'/
500'/, or to% mile /500'/500'
(3) Add the term ".seismic investigations" to Section 816.65(f), retain Sections 816.65(f)(l) and 816.65(!)(2) as
unchanged and delete 816.65(f)(3).
B. Analysis of Comments and Alternatives.
(1) Legal Authority. Several commenters stated that the 1,000-foot distance limitation requiring regulatory
authority approval for its waiver wa.s
arbitrary and lacked statutory authority. This argument has been rejected
in the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia In Re S·ur!ace
Mining Reg·ulation Litigation 452 F.
Supp. 327, 345-·346, <1978). The Court
held that the Office does have authority to establish a 1,000-foot distance

lL'TI.it on blasting in its regulations
under Section 515<b)(l5) of the Act,
where those regulations do not absolutely prevent rrJ.ning. Rather, blasting operations may be reg--u.lated, if allowed within the specified limits, upon
approval of the regulatory authority.
(2) Alternative 2. A commenter
stated that no blasting should be allowed within % mile of a residence
t.mder any conditions, but provided no
evidence to justify this position.
Therefore, the Office declined to
aecept it.
Several commenters recommended
distance
limitations
for
Section
816.65(£)(1) of less than 1,000 feet.
Some .comments suggested 500 feet,
two recommended 300 feet, one recom~
mended SOO feet, and five simply
stated that 1,000 feet was too great a
distance. Most of these commenters
based their recommendations on the
incorrect belief that the Office did not
have statutory authority to set such a
limit.
Several others stated that blastL.;.g is
done safely at distances closer than
1,000 feet, and, therefore, should be allowed. The fact that blasting can be
done safely at distances less than tOOO
feet from a structure does not ju.stify
eliminating the 1,000-foot limitation.
Because blasting can adversely impact
pu.blic property and safety at distances
up to 1,000 feet, if not properly controlled, there is a substantial need for
close scrutiny by the reg-ulatory authority of blasting operations within
this distance.
Flyrock and noise are particular
problern.s cau3ed by blast.ing within
1,000 feet of dwellings. In Perry
County, Kentucky, flyrock from sur~
face mine blasting several hundred
feet away severely i.'1jured a four-yearold standing in the doorway of his
11ome and damaged three homes and
four automobiles. <Surface Min·ing
Control and Reclamation Act of 1977:
Hearings on H.R.2. before the Subcommittee on Energy and Env·ironment of
the House Committee on Interior and
Insulcrr AJfa:irs, 95th. Congress; First
Session, Part II, p. 313 <1977) ("House
Hearings"). In Dante, Virginia, a 200pound rock was tr.uov:m over 2,000 feet
from the blasting site <House Hearings, Part II, p. 313). The State of Alabama, recogni~~ing the problem of flyrock and noise, specifies a distance
limitation on blasting of 800 feet,
within which special precautions must
be taken by covering all detonating
cord to minimize airblast and posting
of guards to protect against flyrock.
<House HearL.~gs, SUPRA Part I, p,
138). Cases have been revealed where
blocks of rock up to one-half cubic
meter have been throV..n hundreds of
meters. <Gustafsson, Ref. 8, p. 86 ).
Blasting is also a problem with respect to excesive ground vibrations

within 1,000 feet of dwellings. To
comply with the scaled distance formula of 60 at 1,000 feet, the maximum
charge weight per delay is 278 pounds,
as shown in the table in Section
816.65(i)(2). For ammonium nitrate
fue~ oil at a specific gravity of 0.8 gm/
cc, this amounts to a seven-foot charge
length placed in a 12-L.'l.ch diameter
blasthole and a 12.5-foot charge
length in a nine-inch diameter blasthole. 6 Since single charges of these
lengths would be unacceptable <Ref. 1
pp. 383-390) for blasting L."1 a typical
surface mine with bench heights of 50
to 100 feet, the operator would have to
take alternative action such as monitoring all shots, using a modified scaledistance formula as allowed in Section
816.65<b), using n:::.ultiple~delay deck
charges within the blasthole, or drilling smaller diameter blastholes. To
assure compliance with the one~ inch
per-second peak-particle velocity limitation in such a close-in situation, it is
ir.c1portant that the operator mal~e his
contingency plans known to the regulatory authority and have them approved so that compliance can be
properly monitored.
In those situations where the operator is not using scaled distances but is
monitoring each blast, special precautions are also necessary, such as those
described by a commenter. That comment stated that, historically, an oper~
ator's charge weights were 400-1,000
pounds. Assuming that 1,000 potu.J.ds is
a common charge, this would represent charge lengths of 25.5 feet in a
12-inch diameter blasthcle and 45.4
feet in a nine-inch blasthole. 1 These
would be acceptable charge lengths
under many conditions <Ref. 1, pp.
388-395 ). Additional precautions to
meet the one-inch-per-second peakparticle velocity limit may be needed
as shown by the considerable variability to be expected f:rom use of the
sealed distance formula.
Medearis <Ref. 12, p. 44), has plotted
predicted peak-particle ground .vibration velocity against distance -for a
1,000-pound charge. The curve of the
plotted data passes through the one~
inch-per-second peak-particle velocity
line at a distance slightly greater than
600 feet. Because geological conditions
can effect the propagation of ground
motion, as has been indicated in Gus~
tafsson <Ref. 8, p. 217), some scatter of
data around the curve of predicted ve6
Calculations: ANFO specific gravity (den sitY)=0.8 gm/CC gmjccx82.4=16/CU. ft.

<standard
conversion
factor)
2
1rr
Xh =Volume of a cylinder. Therefore:

0.8 X 62.4 X 0 = 1r (.5) 2
(7.1) = 278.4lb
· 0.37 X 62.4 X 11"<.375) (12.6)= 277 .9lb.
2

ANFO specific gTavity (density)=0.8 gm/
cc
gm/cc x 62.4
<Standard
Conversion
Factor)=lb./cu.ft. <Standard Conversion
Table) 7TT tx 11 =volume of a cylinder. Therefore:
.8 x 62.4 ~< 1TL5l 2
<25.5)=1,000
lb.
.8 X 62.4 X ;r(.375) 2 ( 45.4)= 1,000 lb.
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locity can be expected, indicating that
the cne-L."lch-per-second limit may be
exceeded or reached at distances close
to 1,000 ft., if blast design is not em·
played. The 1.000 ft. distance limitation thus provides a safety factor to
account for this scatt1~r and to alert
the operator that special precautions
must be taken to prevent structural
damage.
(3)
Waivers. Sever al commenters
stated that the 1,000 foot distance was
acceptable, providing that the regulations specified the written waivers by
occupants or owners of any structures
within 1,000 feet of the blast site could
be used to justify the lesser distances,
instead of compliance with the rest of
Section 815.65. Such waivers do not
assure the regulatory authority that
the operator will take the necessary
special precautions to protect the
public from the danger of flyrock and
to ·protect the strt1ctures involved ·
from possible damage caused by excessive ground motion or airblast. Therefore, this suggestion \Vas not accepted.
{4) Redundancy. Other comments
stated that the other provisions of the
blasting performance standards, such
as Sections 816.65(g), 816.65<f), and
81S.65(h), adequately protected struc,
tures and the public, making the 1,000foot/500-foot limitations unnecessary.
The Office · has carefully considered
whether ·section 816.65<f)(D-(2) are
merely redundant to other sections
and has concluded that, to the contrary, these provisions are essenti8J to
a rational regulatory scheme for blasting. S-ection 816.65(f) establishes requirements for advance approval by
the reg-ulatory authority of particular
blasting events by the operator, that
paragraphs (c)(g) & (i), which are generally self-exec~1ting, do not ordinarily
require. This advance approval requirement is important when blasting
is conducted in close proximitles to
the types of structures and facilities
involved.
Numerous comments to the Office
indicated that, ordinarily, permit applicants ca:n_n.ot be expected to present
detailed information on the frequency.
quantities, 'and location of blasting
the appropriate portion of the application (30 CFR 730.13 ). The Office
agreed that it may be impossible to ac·
curately establish this level of detail
until shortly before mining operations
actually commence in the field. In addition, preblast surveys of structures
in the area around the mine will not
ordinarily be performed until after a
permit is issued, so data on conditions
of those structures suggesting the
need for ·special precautions in the
course of implementing the blasting
performance standards will not be
available in the initial stage of the
permit process.

in
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The Act,

however, requires that

mining operations not be conducted

until the operator has borne the
burden of proving ability to comply
with applicable performance standards. <Sections 102, 506Ui), 507(b),
508Ul.), 510(a)-(b) of the Act). As the
operator will not be able to ·provide
such a demonstration, in detail, during
the formal permit application process,
it is essential that regulatory authority scrutiny of blasting operations take
place at some l9,ter point, prior to the
conduct of blasting in relatively close
proxiro..ity to those structures and
facilities where the risk of harm is
substantial. Thus, Section 816.65(f) is
an important alternative to close scrutiny of proposed blasting operations
during the permit application review I
approval stage.
(5) Basis Jo·r regulatory a·uthority approval. A few comments suggested removing the phrase "other appropriate
investigations,'' from the rule, ir.o.plying that a preblast survey under Sec·
tion 816.62 is sufficient data for the
regulatory authority to authorize a
waiver of the distance lL-rnits of Section
816.65(f), Preb1ast surveys will not
i1ecessarily provide sufficient data,
however, to determine whether the
distance limitation should be reduced.
First, preblast surveys are not necessarily required to assess existing physical conditions of structures. Survey reports may, but are not required to,
specify how the operator intends to
blast. Second, seismic or geologic investigations may be necessary or considered appropriate by the regulatory
authority to indicate special conditions existing in the area around the
blast site warranting special operational precautioD..S. Third, to determine if
airblast noise limits will be complied
with, it may be necessary to develop
information· on weather conditions
a,nd proposed blasting procedures. AU
of these are elements, in addition to a
preblast survey report, that may be
needed by the regulatory authority
before approval is granted under Sec·
tion 816.65(f). There.fore, the phrase
"other appropriate investigations" has
not been deleted.
A few cormnenters suggested that a
provision should be added that in no
case should the distance be reduced if
there was a probability that the
ground vibrations or airblast noise
would be increased by blasting authorized under Section 816.65(f). Such an
addition would be redundant, however,
as Paragraphs (c) and (i) already speci·
fy the maxi.mum allowable peak-particle velocities and airblast noise levels.
Authority to blast under Section
816.65<£) will not change these ground
motion and airblast limits provisions
and will not allow for less stringent
ground motion and airblast limits to
be followed.

<6) Costs. Some commenters
that the 1,000-foot distance limita
would impose unwarranted costs
the industry. A few co:mmenters
ed the additional costs to the
where land companies lease
near mines, with provisions th
occups,nts must vacate within a
notice. These commenters re
that, in these cases, the operator
land company would be forced to iss
eviction notices to prevent complaints.
The Office does not consider this to be
a valid argument for eliminating
regulation. First, the commenters
not show that ordinarily struct
and facilities within the dist
limits will be owned by the opera
Thus, the distance limit is still imp
tant for those persons occupying or
using structures or facilities not under
the control of the operator within the:
· specified limits. Second, to the extent .
that the commenters are correct <i.e.; ·
in order to comply with the blasting
performance standards, persons inhabiting structures in close proximity to
the permit area must be physically relocated), the regulations still shouldbe retained so that the health and ·
safety of those persons js protected.
Third, the Office does not expect that
such removaJ will ordinarily be required, hecause the industry should be .
a,b le to obtain approval of the regulatory authority through establishing
that blasting within the specified distances can be done in compliance with
the peak particie velocity, air blast,
and flyrock performance standards.
The remainder of the commenters
predict that, because of doubt as to
whether a permit to mine closer than
1,000-feet would be granted, operators
will encounter difficulty in obtaining
fina...'1cing or will have to pay higher
interest rates. This difficulty should
be minimized, however, because the
specific focus on the blasting ·performance standards will ordinarily occur
after permits are issued and operators
are about to ,start. Because the 1,000foot limitation is intended as a distance at which the regulatory authority is to ensm·e compliance with the
other provisions · of the blast performo
ance standards, the Office does not
expect the permission to mine will be
difficult to obtain. It is indeed expected that approvals will be granted in
many, if not most, cases. Therefore,
this should not be a substantial deterrent in obtaining financing for mining
operations.
(7) Blasting near deep mines. Several commenters suggested that Section
816.65(g)(3) in the proposed rules be
deleted, as unnecessary in view of the
provisior...s of Section 816.79. The
Office agreed that Section 816.65(g)(3)
was redundant, given Section 816.79,
and has, therefore, deleted the provision.
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<B> Seismic investigations. The term
seismic investigations has been added
to Sections 816,65(£) and 816.65<g) in
the proposed rules for clarification.
since seismic investigations are an acceptable means of proving that an operator can comply with the blasting
performance standards withi..'1 a distance of 1,000 feet, as regards the
peale-particle velocity limits of Sections 816.65<D and 816.65(j) . <See preamble to Section 816.67).
VIII. Section 816<g) <816. 65<h) (in pro, posed rule).

A. In comments on the proposed regulations, several persons felt that flyrock restrictions are un...""lecessary.
Some commenters felt that the restriction on castL"'lg flyr()ck to one-half the
distance to the nearest structure illegally preempts operators' property
rights. One com:.rnenter reconunended
a variable flyrock distance standard,
based on the slope of the terrain
around the blasting location. Some
commenters suggested a stemming
specification, rather than a flyrock restriction. Many commenters suggested
the need for major revisions to this
section for clarity and to el:Lill.inate redundancy. Based on comments, the
following alternatives on Section
816.65(g) were considered, and alternative 1 adopted1. Rev.rrite the section for conciseness and clarity, eliminating the restriction on throwing rock more than
half the distance to roads and rail..
roads;
2. Delete or modify the restriction
on throwing rock more than half the
distance to the nearest structure;
3. Specify blast design requirements,
rather than flyrcck distance limits;
4. Permit exemptions f.rom the distance provisions;
5. Delete the provision entirely.
B. Analysis of comments and alternatives.
( 1> Introduction. Flyrock represents
a catastrophic potential for harm to
the public from blasting. <House Committee Hearings-supm. Part II, p.
283 ). Flyrock falling through the roofs
of structures, cited in those hearL11gs,
has the potential to cause death and
injury, in addition to structural
damage.
(2) Alternative 1. Several commenters felt that portions of Paragraphs (1), (2), and (3) in proposed
Section 816.65(h) were redundant. The
Office agreed. The Section has been
rewritten as one paragraph to enhance
its clarity and eliminate unnecessary
repetttion of the phrase "no fiyrock
shall be cast" and the specific types of
sti'uctures protected by this section.
In response to one corn...··nenter's suggestion, the reference to roads and
railroads in the "one-half the distance" limitation has been deleted. If

access to these areas is adequately
guarded, as is to be required under
Section 816.65(d), no danger from fly~
rock should occur.
(3) Alternatives 2 and 5. A commenter's suggestion for a graduated
flyrock limitation based on the slope
of the terrain surrounding the blast
site was not accepted. A property
owner needs the same degree of pro·
tection. in the form of a buffer zone,
regardless of the terrain slope. Since
airborne and groundborne flyrock are
treated the same L"l this Section, the
"one-half distance" requirement gives
equal and adequate protection to all.
Flyrock is more difficult to predict
than other blast effects. Limiting fly.
rock casting to within one-half the distance to the nearest occupied struc~
tures provides a neces~ary safety
factor for people living at a mine
permit perimeter. If a person lives 50
feet from the mine perimeter, and a
blast is 1,000 feet from that p~rimeter,
simply stating that the flyrock may
not go past the perimeter would provide inadequate protection from both
flyrock that L.Jitially lands near the
perimeter and then rolls towards
nearby structures, and from concussion and debris generated by bndh""lg
flyrock.
Some conunenters felt that it is im·
possible to control flyrock. This ls not
true. Flyrock controls, using the basic
recommendations from Ref. 1, pp. 373396, are common practices in the industry. <This reference covers, in
detail, proper design for blasts.) If the
burden is less than 25 tiines the
blasthole diameter, the shot may
become violent and excessive, and fly.
rock can occur. If the stemming dis·
tance is less than 0.7 times the burden
an L.'nbalance of forces can occur. re·
sulting L.-, excessive flyrock. Vthere
midseams, voids or other zones of
weakness occur in the burden, the
blast energy will be released violently
through these zones, creating concus~
sion and flyrock. Stemming, rather
than explosive, should be loaded L.!
these zones to prev~nt flyrock. If a
blast causes flyrock to be thrown
closer than one~half the distance to a
structure, the operator should be able
to solve the problem, by increasing
burden and ster.c. ..ming distances and
paying close attention to zones of
wealmess iil the burden.
A comment by a vibrations con
sultant that uncontrolled flyrock will
occasionally occur was not accepted.
Using design techniques spelled out in
Ref. 1, pp. 382-395, and Ref. 8, pp. 83,
83, the operator can use sufficiently
conservative designs to adhere to the
provisions of Section 815.65(h). Vvnen
blasting near residences, it will be in
cumbent on the blaster to exercise
close control over blast design and pay
4

4

close attention to the rock structure
being blasted to reduce flyrock soread.
(4) Alternative 3. Some commenters
suggested that blast design specifications be substituted for flyrock limit ations. based on books identifying items
of preferred blast design. However, detailed specifications for blast design to
Hmit flyrock in all cases would be an
excessive burden to many operators,
becaus~ of the extreme variation in
rock density, competence, and geology
encounLered .on a national ba..sis, and
the lack of substantial data to show a
high degree of correlation between
each variable of blast design and a specific flyrock distance limit. Given this
variation and lack of existing data
base, the Office feels that it is prefer·
able to specify required results and
leave the method of compliance with
the standard to the industry, based
upon a choice among variables identified above as controlling flyrock.
(5) Alternative 4. Some commenters
suggested that .a provision be made for
exemptions to the flyrock limitation,
but gave no basis for this suggestion.
Substantial exemptions to the lLrnita.~
tion would pres.ent a hazard to the
public. The regulatory · authority will
not be expected to know the specific
structural aspects of the rock to be
blasted when receiving permit applica~
tions, given the final rules' version of
Section 780.13, in response to comments. Because the specific sizes and
distances of flyrock will not be known
in detail, the regulatory authority
would not be able to routinely make
the analysis necessary for approval of
. exemptions. Further, such an exemption woulq constitute a total variance
from this performance st3.1"1dard, con~
tra:ry to the limit of Office authority
provided by Congress. <See In re Sur·
face Mining Litigation, 452 F. Supp,
327, 338-339 <D.D.C. 1978)).
Other Comments.

(1) One comJnenter felt the rock
traveling along the ground should not
be considered flyrock. Since rolling
rock can be as hazardous as rock falling upon persor1s or structures, the
provision for rock traveling along the
g-.cou..r1d was retained.
(2) On the question of pre-emption
of the operator's rights, the Act does
not allow a person conducting mining
to operate within the confines of the
permit area so as to cause damage or
injury to persons in nearby areas. SecUons 102 and 515(b)(l5), ~pf the Act.
(3) A comrnenter suggested changing
"area of regulated access" to "safety
perimeter." This was not adopted, because "area of regulated access" is a.
more specific term as it is tied to snecification of '·access areas" in Section
816.65(d).
IX. Section 815.65<h) <Sect-ion 816.65(-i)
in the proposed rules).
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A comment was received recommending deletion of Section 816.65(i)
from the regulations as unnecessary,
alleging that "actual disruption and
fracturing of the rock only takes place
VF;ry close to a blasthole." This is cettainly not true in the case of flyrock,
which is documented in the legislative
history, as described in the preamble
to Section 816.65(0. Excessive flyrock
could change the course of a. small
stream by creating barriers to the
original flow of water in the stres.m
and by initiation of rock slides in unstable pit slopes adjacent to streams.
Moreover, the text of Section 816.65Ci)
comes
directly
from
Section
515(b)(l5)(C) of the Act, and clearly
reflects the intent of Congress.
X. Sect-ion 816.6S<i), (Section 816.65(j)
in. proposed rule) , Peak -Particle Velocity Limits.
·
A. A large number of commenters
objected to the one-inch-per-second
limit for peak-particle velocity of
ground motion. The majority of these
comments recomruended that the li1n~t
be placed at two inches per second, a1·
though others recommended levels as
low as 0.2 inch per second. Other com·
ments indicated that the proposed
rule was ambiguous as to how corripliance with the pa:r ticle velocity standard was to be measured in the field.
Some commenters recommended that
this section be revised to specify the
conditions UL"lder which the regulatory
authority would monitor ground
motion and the equipment to be used.
Study of the comments received led to
the consideration of the followL11g al~
ternatives:
( 1) Retain this section as proposed
without change;
(2) Specify that the maximum peakparticle velocity shall be as measured
in any of three mutually perpendicular directions, or specify that the
maxirrium peak-particle velocity is the
maximum. of resultant of three components which are measured in tt~~e
mutually perpendicular directions; s
(3) Retain the l~it of one~inch-per
second peak·partiCle velocity vs. specifying a lL.-nit of up to two-inches-persecond peak-particle velocity vs. a
limit as low as 0.2 inches per second;
(4) ElL11inate any specific maximum
peak-particle velocity and use an
equivalent scaled distance <explosive
weight/delay vs. distance to structure)
only.
(5) Replace the maximum peak-pa,rticle velocity standard with a "structural respons~" criterion; and
8 A component is a velocity measurement
taken on a pre·determined orientation. The
three common components are vertical (V}.
taken in true vertical orientation; radial (r)~
taken on the line from the blast to the measurement point; and transverse ( t), taken on
the horizontal line perpendicular to (r). The
resultant is the vector sum of v, r, and t, and
is equal to Vv 2 + r~ + t 2•
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(6) Require the regulatory authority
to monitor blasts at a mi.ne without
notifying the mine, to use certain
specified monitoring equipment, and
to require that the operator use
trained monitoring personnel versus
not providing for such requirements
on monitoring.
After consideration of these alternatives, the Office decided to retain the
one-inch-per·second peak-particle velocity, specify that thLs .limitation is to
be measm·ed in any o£ three mutually
perpendicular directions, and to reject
other alternatives.

B. Analysis of Comments and Alternatives.

<1) Some of the comments received
reflected confusion as to the fundamental purpose of this .section. These
commenters appeared to critici.ze the
onecinch-per·seco.nd standard on the
theory that the adoption of this standard is an attempt to protect against
not only property damages caused by
blast grou..11d vibrations, but also
against causing any annoyance to
people by emotional distress.
~ later discussion will explain, the
one-inch-per·second standard is based
principally on protecting property
Jrom damage, although it should also
reduce the level of human emotional
distress caused by ground Vibrations.
Bulletin 656 <Ref. 14, pg. 28), based on
the Salmon nuclear event, states that
an estimated 35 percent of all families
will complain when exposed to ground
vibrations of two-inches-per·second,
and 18 percent will complain at oneinch-per-second. Although frequencies
and durations for nuclear blasts are
different than for conventional blasts,
some similar complaint reduction
should be expected in coal mining.
Therefore, the standard being adopted
is anticipated to reduce emotional distress somewhat, although not completely prevent it.
<2) Alternative 2-0ne commenter
approved of selecting the "resultant"
form of measurement of peak-particle
velocity for ground vibration. As the
Office does not intend that the resul·
ta.nt method of measuring the mini·
mum peak·particle velocity be re~
quired, Section 816.65<0 was modified
to clarify the method of measurement.
The Office has decided that the resultant method should not be used,
principally because that method has
not been used in collection and analysis of the data in the literature upon
which peak·particle velocity standards
for mL'le blasting have been based. All
peak-particle velocity data presented
in Bureau of Mines Bulletin 656, <Ref.
14, pp. 93-103), was measured as the
maxhnum in any of three mutually
perpendicular directions. Therefore,
most of the work correlating peak-particle velocity from blasting in mining
-with structural damage has been done

with the velocity determined by measuring the greatest velocity in any of
three mutually perpendicular directions, without use of the resultant
method.
Investigators working on a relationship between blasting ground vi bra- ··
tions and structural damage continue
to determine maximum recorrunended
peak-particle velocity as that measured from any of three mutually perpendicular directior...s CRef. 19, pp. 1213 ). The historical da,ta pool on
ground vibrations and related damage
is an based on measurements talc en L.'1
three mut11ally perpendicular directions, as opposed to vector sum measurements. Therefore, the three-component system is the only one on
which a vibration regulation can logicaJ.ly be based.
(3) Alternative 3-The Office received a wide range of comments as to
the level at which the peak-particle velocity standard should be set. Many
commenters arg-u.ed for a level above
one-inch-per-second, most of these
recommending two-inches-per-second,
which was the prevailing industry
standard prior to promulgation of the
Office's interim regulations in December, 1ST?. Some commenters urged
that the standard be set below oneinch-per-second, arguing that structural dama.ge and/ or emotional distress
cannot be elt"ninated, unless peak-particle velocity is reduced to a level as
low as 0.2 inch per second.
(a) Some C01I1...J'.nenters suggested that
the two-inch-per-second standard be
adopted, alleging that an operator
would subject blasting personnel to a·
great hazard with the one-inch·persecond standard because blasting
would have to be conducted more
often in order to break up the same
amount of overburden. P....nalysis of
this claim does not reveal that it is
substantial.
The primary method for reducing
ground motion from mL.1.e blasting is
to reduce the charge 'Weight of explo·
sives per delay <Ref, 7 at 93; Ref. 14, p.
73; Ref. 13, pp. 8-9). In most instances,
the same amo.u nt of rock can be
broken in a sjngle blast by increz,sing
the number of delays used in a round
of blasting~ Commercial delays, L11 conjunction with sequential timers, provide between 100 a,nd 200 delay intervals per blast round. <Ref. 17, pp. 1-2).
Readily available sales literature h'1di·
cates that cap manufactm:ers market
20 different delay periods. Furthermore, detonating cord delay-connectors can be used in series to provide an
essentially unlimited mL.-nber of delay
periods per blast. Delay blasting
switches (sequential timers) can be
used to increase the number of delay
periods available when using electric
controls CHef. 12, p, 9).
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A few cornmenters alleged, however,
that increasing the number of delays
requires reducing drill patterns, thereby reducing the size of individual
blasts and requiring more total
number of blasts. Ref. 1, pp. 373-397,
however, makes no provision for needing to reduce bla.st patterns because of
an increased number of delays. <See
also, Ref. 7 at 93-97 and Ref. 12 and
17, supra. Moreover, the extent tha.t
the commenter's assertion l¥light be
true, the Act requires precluding
damage from ground vibrations.
One commenter also stated, without
providing demonstration, that by increasing the number of delays, there is
an increased chance of propagation between charges which could lead to
damage at closely adjacent buildings.
<Propagation is the initiation of a
charge by means of an earthborne or
airborne shock wave radiating from a
nearby detonation.) The blasting
agents used in surface mining today
are, however, very insensitive to accidental initiation and not subject to
charge-to-charge propagation in surface blast designs. <See, e.g., Ref. 7 at
95).

(b) Some commenters that recommend the two"il1ch-per-second level
relied on technical literature or their
own experiences to argue that a twoinch-per-second standard is "adequate" for protection of structures
against blast damage. However, none
of the commenters who cited tl)eir
own experiences submitted detailed
data showing comparisons· between
d&.llage and peak-particle velocity
from blasting in representative sets of
minbg blasting situations. Without
those data, the Office could not evaluate the claims of those commenters
who cited personal experiences, which
L.'1 any event, appear contrary to the
weight of data available in the relevant literature.
Technical literature cited by commenters urging the two-inch-persecond standard was primarily Bulletin 656 <ref. 14), Medearis (ref. 12) and
Laadegard-Pederson <ref. 10). Bulletin
656, however, states that the two-i1'1.Ch·
per-second standard will protect structures from damage only 95 percent of
the time. <Ref. 14., p. 73). This is not
an adequate standard, because the
Section 515(b)(15)(C) of the Act requires prevention of damages. Medearis does not support the two-inch~per-second criterion, but a complex
structural response criterion, discussed
later. Ref. 10 is a review of various
other papers and presents no new
data.
One other commenter recommended
eight additional publications for study
of the peak-particle velocity limit<?~
tion. Four of these involved only nuclear explosion data, not coal mining,
and are not sufficient for establish-
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ment of a coal mining standards on a
national basis.
The fifth article cited by the com~
menter was Bulletin 656, <ref. 14)
which has already been discussed. The
sixth was Bulletin 442, the· data from
which form part of the analysis L11
Bulletin 658. The other two suggestioP..s were references 23 and six, both
of which are addressed elsewhere and
which support the one-inch--per-second
standard.
Another commenter suggested that
vViss and Nicholls, ASCE, 1974, supports a two-inch--per-second standard.
However, this publication concerns a
very limited test, performed with only
a few blasts near one house in a hardrock mining district, and thus is not a
sufficiently comprehensive piece of
work on which to base a national surface coal mine blasting standard, be- ·
cause of the limited scope of the study
and the difference in rock type; i.e.,
hard rock versus the soft sedimentary
rocks associated with coal mining,
Another commenter suggested using
Bureau of Mines RI 8168, by Siskind,
Stachura and Radcliffe. However, this
publication does not deal with structural damage criteria of any type from
ground vibration.
(c) When published in 1971, Bulletin.
656 was the most comprehensive and
best information, available on the
peak-particle velocity limit. Bulletin
656 recognized <at p. 73) that. the probability of damage for a twc~inch-per·
second vibration would be about five
percent. Commenters pointed out that
this probability estimate was based on
four instances ("points") where
damage could be sho\\rn at levels below
two-inches-per-second and that these
points had the greatest standard deviatioru.
·
However, none of the literature cited
by the commenters established that
no damage will occur at the two-inchper-second level. 1\Iedearis <ref. 12)
feels "that peak-particle velocity in
itself is not a good criterion, although
he is the only published authority in.
our records \\rho takes this specific position. Further, on page 87 of Ref. 12,
Meaderis states that his criterion
would be more strict than current
practice · with regard to one-story
structures.
Another comrnenter said that repeated blasting will not cause fatigue
damage. The Offke has never contended that this was a factor. The
damage from repeated vibration discussed L11. the preamble to the proposed final rules refers to induced settling through compaction of material
on which a house is built. Vibration is
a standard civil engineering technique
for compaction of material. Vibration
damage data typically are of a single
event type and thus do not consider
accumulated effects from multiple

blasts. One of these effects could be
induced settletnent. This is a contributing factor, although not a major one
to lowering the limitation from two- to
one-inch-per-second, i.e., several small
vibrations may do as much damage a.s
one larger one.
(d) One of the commenters who
criticized
the
one-inch-per-second
standszd recognized that the two-inchper-second standard is not really adequate to preclude damage. A careful
review of the tectu.J.ical literature, as a
whole, shows that the one-inch-persecond limit is what is necessary to
preclude damage to buildings from
blasting. The best available information clearly shows that damage to
property naw result from blasting vibrations below two-inches-per-secm.J.d.
Indeed, this literature recognizes that
even a limit of one-Ltlch-oer-second
may not absolutely protect -structurss
from minor damage.
Integration of data from Dvorak
<Ref. 6) yields 32- points of damage
below two-L."'"lches-per-second. Gustafsson <Ref. 8. pp. 207-210), using information developed from over 100,000
blasts, recommended a safe level for
peak-particle velocity down to 0. 7 inper-second. depending on geologic conditions, and a threshold of damage as
low as 1.2 inch-per-second. This is a
very impressive volume of actual blast
data, and, by its very number, encompasses a wide variety of conditions
sL.--nilar to that present in coal· mining
across the U.S. Tyna...-, (Ref. 23. p. 19)
recommends a peak-particle velocity of
0.75 inch-per-second. These sources
thus indicate that a particle velocity
specification
below
two-inch-persecond is necessary in order to protect
the majority cf structures from
damage,/ and that one-inch-per-second
is a res..sonable criterion.
(e) Some commenters alleged that
the use of , the one-inch-per-second
li..'llit would be burdensome on operators. Costs will probably be Lflcreased,
in some cases, because of additional
delays required and a small amount of
additional loading time. Ba.sed on a
comparison of use of a scaled-distance
formula of 50 <to achieve two-inch-persecond) to use of a scaled-distance formula o"f 60 <to achieve one-inch-persecond), the charge weight per delay
will have to be reduced about 30 percent.9
60 = l,OOOFVW

v·w = I,ooo;6o

vw =

16.667
v'W = 278 lb/delay
v'W = 400 lb/delay
278/400 = 70%

50 = 1,000/'/W

VW

vw =

=

1.ooo;5o

20

If an operator is currently blastir1g
at or near two-inches-per-second, he
9
Calculated by comparbg the two scaled
distance equations: SD = distance/Charge
weight.
Example: Calculation comparing scakd
distances of _50 to 60 using an absolute d~s
tance of 1,000 feet.
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would have to use approximately 40
percent more delay intervals to
achieve the one-inch-per--second based
on use of the scaled-distance data in
Ref. 14,. p. 17. Delay intervals, however, are not a major component of the
total costs associated with blasting. 10
These additional costs will, however,
be offset by reduced damag-e to structures and reduced human annoyance.
Further, some additional cost is not a
valid reason for allowing for blasting
with a significantly greater probability
of structural damage and human distress, since Section 515(b)<l5) of the
Act requires that blasting be conducted so as to "prevent" damage and
L11.jury. Moreover, no conunenter indicated that surfa,ce mLTling would have
to cNwe in any locations because of increased cost a.ssociated with the Office's blasti1'1g regulations.
One commenter complaL11ed that a
large coal company had recently purchased a new drill to acquire capability of drilling smaller holes to meet the
one-inch-per-second standard and the
entire cost of $250,000 for the drill
an expense in imposing this standard.
However,· that drill will replace drilling
time for older, larger drills and thus
the older drills will last longer. Also,
the company .will have more operational flexibility, by the abilitY. to
drill more types of holes. Moreover,
there was no way for the Office to calculate accurately how much the drill
purchase cost the company in the long
run. When lower maintenance <resulting from a newer drill), increased operational flexibility <resulting from an
extra drill), fewer complaints and
damages <resulting from lower ground
vibrations), and. better fragmentation
<resulting from smaller holes with
closer spacings) are considered, the
company could even conceiva,bly have
-saved money~ by mak.h~g this purchase.
<See, e.g., Ref. 7 at 95-97.)
(f) A few commenters recornmended
lowering the allowable vibration level
to below 1 L.J.ch/second. In most of
these comments, reliance was put on
information dev~loped by a State

was

agency and the recommendations contained in Appendix· C of the Commit·
tee on Bioacoustics and Biomechanics
Report <Ref. 5). AB was pointed out in
comments by an industry commenter,
Appendix C was not an actual recommendation made by the CH. '\..B.A
.
workfug group, but was included as background information. The material
quoted in Appendix C of the report
was a summary of the 1976 draft
standard, International Standards Organization, Technicai Committee 108,
Standards Committee 2, Working
Group 3. The actual recommendation
of the CHABA report was that since
structural damage had been observed
to levels as low as one-inch-per-second,
even that level should be regarded as
one of potentially adverse exposure.
(g) A few comments stated that the
one-inch~per-second standard was arbitrary or discriminatory against coal
mining as compared to other met;h.ods
of mining. The above material demonstrates that the standard is not arbitl·ary. Nor is it lL.l'lduly discriminatory,
sL~ce the Act require.s establishing a
standard to prevent property damage
and injury from ·surface coal mine
blastL.1g.
(4) Alternative 4, Use of Scaled-Distance Formula Only.

,

One commenter proposed that the
ground vibration criterion be eliminated completely, ·appearing to recommend that all reliance be placed on explosive charge weights .and distance
formula. Although charge weight-distance formula . is one method of protecting structures from ground vibrations <Ref. 14, pp. 70-74 and Ref. 13,
pp. 8-9), use of seismographs to predict adequate charge weights is al<.>o
acceptable. Section 816.67(b) provides
that a different charge weight-distance formula can be used, if it can be
sho~m that the maximum peak-particle velocity is not being exceeded.
Thus, the Office decided not to accept
tr.tis -comment.
'
(5) One commenter objected to the
provision in Section 816.65(ir that the
maximum allowed peak-particle velocity is to be lowered below one-inch~
10 No additionai detonating co:rd would be
per-second, if required by population
required to meet the one-inch-per-second
density, age of structures, geolog·y, hystandard sL"lce the hook-up of explosives
drology, or frequency of blasts~ The
would be the same. Some additional delays
would be L"lterposed on the surface, but
commenter did not feel that a relathese are less than $1..00 each. In the case . tion.ship between those elements and
where the operator is alre~.dy using in-hole
ground vibration · had 'been demondelays, no additional delays would be
strated.
·
needed, only a wider variety. No additional
Gustafsson
<Ref. 8, p. 208) .found
loading time would be required because the
that older structures cannot withstand
same powder loads would be_ used. There
ground vibrations as well as ·newer
might be a slight insignificant increase in
time due to delay pattern design, care in structures. Some evidence does exist
proper loading, etc., If an operator chose to
that the frequency of bl~ting does
load different delayed charges within a
have an effect on structures <Ref. 8, p.
borehole to reduce the charge weight per
209). Density of population may re~
delay, this would take a little extra time.
quire a lowering of the ground vibraTile increased time, even with an extremely
. complex blast, should amount to less than 5 tion limitation because of the possibil·
ity of increased hu...rnan distress. Ref.
percent; increased cost of materials Cdelays,
14, p. 28, shows that the percentage of
cord, etc.) would be almost nil.
HD~RAl

persons affected by distress is a
tion of the level of grom1d vibrati
In high density population areas,
larger number of persons will be
tressed, since the number of
affected is determined by mul
the percentage of persons expected
be affected by the number of persons
in a given area.
In some cases, geologic structure .
may cause vibrations to propagate
more efficiently through the ground ·
and cause more complaints or damage
than normal. Vvith regard to effects
on hYdrology a..11.d water supplies, it is ·
clear that blasting can adversely affect
ground waters by rock fracturing,
<Ref. 7, at p, 2; Ref. 26 at p. 25; Ref.
27, Vol. 1, at p. 120 ). The regulatory
authority, therefore, needs to be pro- ·
vided with authority to specify a lower
peak-particle velocity, where use of ·
one-inch-per~second is insufficient.
(6) One commenter objected to the
one-inch-per-second sta..."'ldard, saying
that mine-caused blasting damage is
due to poor enforcement of the twoinch standard, rather than to actual
ground vibration levels at two-inchper-second. The data cited in this discussion, particularly Dvorak (Ref. 6)
Gustafsson <Ref. 8) and Tynan <Ref.
23) show; however, that because
damage and distress can occur below
two-inches-per-second,
one-inch -persecond is needed.
(7) Alternative 5. The Office received
a number of comments which objected
to the adoption of a peak-particle velocity standard which is based · upon
the assumption that all structures respond in the same manner to a given
ground vibration, as opposed to a
standard which is derived from analyses leading to a "structural response
criterion." .These comments urged the
latter criterion be used, based on the
work of 1Yledearis <Ref. 12) to determine allowable maximum vibration
levels.
Medearis' work involves the determination of how a structure will respond
to a ground vibration. This response
will vary with the frequency of the
ground vibrations, the height of a
building, the type of ground on which
the structure is built, and the type of
~construction and age of the structure.
Medearis' system requires that the
natural frequency of structures be determined by test blasting, along with
spectral response curves showing the
response of the structure when excited
by different frequencies and amplitudes of gr01.md vibrations. The predominant frequencies of the ground
vibration, which will vary with the distance from the blast, must also be determined.
It is important to note, too, the Medearis' studies were not performed at
actual blast sites. Medearis' studies involved records of 7 4 blasts provided by
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Vibra-Tech Engineers CRef. 12, p. 20)
and simulated structural vibrations induced by "slamming doors or bumping
appropriate structural components."
(Ref. 12, p. 4). The structures studied
were not those involved in the blasts.
His simulated vibrations r.re not truly
representative of blasting events because they excite only selected por'tions of the structure whereas blast vibrations excite the entire structure.
To fully develop the Medearis' system,
<lctual field blasts with a.ssociated
ground vibration and structural vibration measurements are needed.
P..s Medearis states (Ref. 12, p. 87)
.· .. this technique is based on a lLrnited
amount of data and requires further
research. In contrast, the one-inchper-second criterion used by the Office
is based on a large· volume of published data <ref. 6, 8, and 17) and
Bureau of Mines unpublished data
which correlate damage directly with
ground vibration data, and do not tal\:e
structural response into account.
Further, some comrnenters indicated
that computer analysis is necessary
for using the structural response
system in each ·particular situation,
making this a cumbersome and costly
procedure, Ll'l comparison to the peakparticle velocity limitation, which uses
the scaled distance formula or seismo··
graphic readings for implementation
and compliance purposes. Moreover,
given that detailed blasting plans
cannot be provided at the permit application stage, there would be no necessary point in the regulatory process
where the regulatory authority would
have t/utH! to conduct an in-depth
review of the computer analysis results.
The Office, instead, has decided to
use a system involving the alternatives
of scaled-distance or seismographic
readings, which has been widely used
throughout the industry f.:)r many
years and c&.'1 continue to be applied
under the regulations without the necessity of Medearis' system for gatheri.'r).g site-specific stl"l..lctural data and engaging in computer modeling.
(7) Alternative 6. Finally, it was also
argued that the Section should be
amended to provide that the regulatory authority should not notify the
mine when ground vibrations are
being monitored, that the regulatory
authority use only certain equipment
and trained persoiL.'1el, and that the
latest equipment should be required
for use by well-trained personnel. The
Office, however, prefers to leave these
enforcement particulars to the regula~
tory authority in individual cases,
based on a case-by-case use of the best
testing methodologies and whether
notice to the operator may be needed.
It was not felt that further modification of this paragraph was warranted.

XI. Section 816. 65(j) <Section 816. 65Ck)
in proposed rules).

CA) Several commenters requested
that this provision be modified to
afford additionaJ relief front the oneinch-per-second peak-particle velocity
limitation at certain structures. Several commenters suggested allowing for
waiver of t .h e peak-particle velocity
Emits at any location under control of
the operator or at any property of any
other person willing to grant a waiver
of the peak-particle- velocity limit. Section 515(b)(15)(C), of the Act however;
requires that blasting be limited to
preclude dangers to underground
mines and to surface or underground
waters. Thus, allowhJ.g for waiver of
the peak-particle velocity merely at a
particular location would not satisfy
the requirements of the Act <See Refs.
26,27), because:
1. A.11 underground mine might be lo·
cated at or under the surface location
of the person agreeing to the waiver,
and
2. A spring or stream used by dovm~
stream or downgradient persons might
pass through or under location of a
person agreeing to the waiver for
structures on adjacent property overlying surface or groundwaters.
Therefore, the Office decided it
could not authorize waivers of the
maximum peak-particle velocity limit,
without preserving restrictions to protect underground mines and surface
and ground waters. A'l a result, any
waivers must be appropriately based
on pre-conditions, as specified in Section 816.65<0.
B. Some commenters felt that an operator should not be required to protect his or her own structure from vibrations merely because the structure
was leased to another party. If the requirement protectL.1g a lessee were
dropped completely, a lessee of the
property owned by the operator would
lose the right tmder the Act to protec·
tion from discow..fort and damage from
ground vibrations caused by blasting.
Thus, the waiver provision in the final
rule was adopted to protect the les·
see's rights and still pennit the opera·
tor to seek relief from the basic re·
quirement of the regulation.
C. Some commenters felt that a
structure owned by the operator, even
though it is off the permit area,
should be exempt' from the one-inchper-second lL'llitation. The Office
agrees that the location of the property with respect to the permit area
should not be a determinant in authorizing waivers to the permittee. The
final rule reflects this.
D. Several cominenters felt that the
one-inch-per-second limitation should
be subject to waiver by a private
homeowner or lessee thereof, in addition to structures owned by the permittee. Allowance for these t~-pes of
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waivers, however, can easily subject
homeowners and their lessees to
undue coercion' by the mine .operat,cir.
~dditionally, homeowners may waive
n~hts to protection of their property
Without realizing the significance of
this action. The average lay person . is
not likely to have adequate technical
knowledge for intelligent selection of
an alternative peak-particle velocity
ground vibration level under a waiver.
In comparison, the permittee should
have employed competent experts to
conduct blasting and upon whom the
permittee can rely for advice in deciding whether to use the waiver of the
one-inch-per-second limit. Thus,. the
Office feels that a provision for a
waiver from private homeowners or
their lessees, other than the permittee, is unjustified.
XL Section 816. 65Ck) and (l) <Sections
816.65(1), (m) of proposed rules).

A. Several comments were received
on the use of a scaled-distance formuia
of 60 as an acceptable means of compliance with the one-inch-per-second
peal\.-particle velocity limitation of
Section 816.650). As a result of the
comments, the following alternatives
were considered, and alternative 1 was
adopted.
<1) Retain the text of the proposed
rules;
(2) Reduce the scaled dista.."lce equation to 50;
(3) Use a scaled distance greater
than 60.
B. <1) Scaled distance is an expression which relates the absolute distance from a blast to a structure · to
the square root oJ the charge weight
of explosive per delay. ~..!though vibration data tend to have cor..siderable
scatter, equivalent scaled dista.."'lces
tend to give similar vibrations. The
scaled distance equation is as follows:
SD = R/v'W
. Where R is the distance from the blast to
the structure in feet, and W is the charge
w~ight per delay. The following examples
will illustrate this. Given distances of 1,000
feet and 5,000 feet, what is the maxirmun
charge weight per delay that can be used ln
complying with a scaled distance of 60? A
scaled dista..Tlce of SO?
1000 ft.
5000 ft.
60 = 1ooo;vW
60 = 5000/v'W
SD = 60
v'W = 1000/60
v'W"= 5000/60
v'w = 16.667
= 83.333
w = 2781b
= 6944lb
SD =50
50 = 1000/v'Vl
50 = 5000/VW""
= 20
..;w-= 1oo
w = 400 lb
w = 10,000 lb

vw
w

vvr

(2) Analysis of Comments and Alternatives
(a) Altenwt-ive 2. Several commenters stated that a scaled distance
of 50 should be adopted, based either
on ref. 14 or on the comJnenter's practices. Ref. 14 discussed use of 50 as a.
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basis for meeting a peak-particle velocity standard of two-inches~per-second,
and it was the infonnat'ion in that bulletin that set the established practice.
Because the particle velocity limitation is being reduced to one-inch··Persecond, a .higher scaled distance was
required for compliance with this
lower limitation. The scaled distance
of 60 was derived from the combined
velocity data, p. 71, Ref. 14, The Office
recognizes that the 60 scaled distance
is an empirically derived number with
a built-in safety factor, and therefore,
perm~ts the operator to seek relief by
deriving a site-specific scaled distance
factor, ba.sed on seismographic data
from a particular blast site, subject to
approval by the regulatory authority.
<Section 816.67(b)).
(b) A few commenters stated that a
scaled distance of 50 will keep vibrations in the 0.5 L'1ch per second range.
The data on page 71 of ref. 14 refute
this assertion. In any event, if the operator ha,s a property at which the
scaled distance of 60 is unduly restrictive, he may seek relief lli'lder Section·
816.67Cb), by use of site-specific seismograph data.
{C) Several commenters argued that
the scaled distance of 60, when compared with the scaled distar:.ce of 50,
results in a reduction by 30 percent of
the weight of explosives to be detonated at one time. This is true, but the
fact remains that the scaled distance
"of 60 is necessc.ry to keep vibrations
below one-inch-per-second, unless the
operator seeks relief under Section
816.67(b) or meets the higher scaled
distance by emloying more delays in
the blast.
(d) Alternati-ve 3. A State environmental agency recominended that the
scaled distance should be 100 for compatibility with one inch per second,
but provided no detailed data. to substantiate this. The combined data on
page 71 of ·ref. 14, furthermore, based
on recordings of 159 blasts in 24 operations, refutes this contention.
<e) Other comments.
<1) A commenter stated that no

scaled distance is adequate to protect.
against a specific level of gTound vibrations because of variations in blastingcap firing times. <Ref. 23, pp. 17, 21, 24
and 27). Manufacturers and the industry have been aware of this firing time
scatter since the development of delay
caps. However, the data enu..J:nerated
above,. from which the 60 scaled distance was derived, are empirical data
·obtained from blasts using detonators
with assumed scatter in firing times.
Thus the cap scatter is automatically
incorporated and accounted for by the
results of the data analysis supporting
the 60 scaled distance.
(2) One cornmenter reconu>nended
that the specification that the scaled
distance be determined by reference to

the distance to the nearest structure
should be clarified, to be the "shortest
distance that seismic waves would
propagate through the earth or along
the surface of the earth," because the
current wording is believed ·to be too
conservative, iri some cases, for complex terrain. However, the scaled distance ha.s historically been measu:r·ed
on · a horizontal plane analagous to
land surveying techniques. CRef. 25,
pp. 405-408; Ref. 13, p. 7; Ref. 14, pp.
70-72) If the scaled distance of 60 is
too conservative in certain instances in
complex terrain, relief is available
through Section 816.67<b).
(3) Several commenters suggested
rewording from "within any eight··millisecond period" to "with at least eight
milliseconds' separation in time from
all other detonations." The Office rejected this suggestion because it would
unduly restrict an operator's options
in blast design. The premise of the use
of delay intervals <Ref. 13, pp. 8, 9 and
Ref. 14, pp. 40, 70, 71) is that any
amount of explosive detonated within
an· individual interval may act as a
single cha1·ge in terms o.f producing vibration.s. F'or ·an efficient blast des:tgn,
an operator may want to use delay intervals of less than eight milliseconds.
This is permissible under the scaled
distance concept, as long as the maximum weight of explos1ve fired within
any eight-millisecond period is used in
the scaled distance calculation.
(4) A few coro....t-:nenters argued that
the eight-milliseconds figure is not
specified in Bulletin 656. This is true,
but the data used in calculating the
eight-millisecond specification are accountep for and used in calculations of
the scaled distance formula in Bulletin
656.
XIII. Proposed Sect-ion 816.65(n).

A few commenters requested that
the provision in the proposed regulations for limitL"'1g the duration o:f
ground vibra.tions be deleted. Based on
the review of the comments, the
Office decided to accept this recommendation.
The commenters reconunended deletion o;f this section on the grounds
that it is unnecessary, confusing, and
simple· to circumvent. The Office
agrees that the Section is u:rmecessary.
The Office's rati-onale for proposing
this Section was tha.t ground vibrations o{ one-second duration _ constitute steady·state conditions. This contention cannot, however, be supported.
This Section was adopted from a State
regulation.
Subsequent
corrJ.nents
from that State revealed, however,
that the rule is not based on sufficiently accurate and available data.
Iviany delay systems designed to have
vibration durations of longer than one
second have been in use for years with
no rep~rted problems. as the com-

menters noted. Spreading vibrations
over a longer time period is one of industry's most effective ways of reducing peak vibrations, and thus this Section would be counter-productive to insuring that peak vibrations be minimized under other paragraphs of these
Sections.
XIV. Proposed Section 816. 65(o).

Numerous commenters felt that the
requirement for regulatory approval
of the use of ctJ\ay systems combining
surface and in-hole delays, as specified
in the proposed rules, should be deleted. Based on rationale provided
with these comments, the Office decided to delete this provision,
Most of the commenters stated that
combination surface/in-hole delay systems have become · common practice
for reducing blast vibrations. They felt
tha.t the scaled distance formula in
Section 816.65(m) and the one-inchper-second peak-particle velocity limitation in Section 816.65(j), is adequate,
so that a requirement forspecific regulatory authority approval to use combination surface/in-hole delays is an
unnecessary burden. Several commenters felt that the Office is needlessly specifying to L11.dustry how ·to
achieve the required results, instead of
simply specifying the required results.
A few commenters felt that .an additional time delay cri.terion/or continuous monitoring requirement should be
added. However, according to Ref. 17,
pp. 1, 2, these combination systems
have been widely used, with excellent
results, to control ground vibrations.
Placing additional restrictions on their
use will discourage operators from
using t:Q.e latest available technology
to control vibrations. The Office
argues that the public is adequately
protected by Sections 816.650) and
816.65(i) and that a.pproval of combination delay systems by the regulatory authority is a significant burden,
without benefit.
§ 816.67

Dile of explosives: Seis.71ngraph

measu:rem~nt.

(A.). A number of individuals or organizations submitted cornments in this
section objecting to various provisions.
A few of these stated that the frequency response of structures and the
conditions of structure should be considered to allow for variances for use
of the prescribed charge weights of
the scaled distance <requirements of
Section 816.65Ci)) and <10. Some commenter·s stated that Section 816 .67Cc)
should be deleted and one commenter
stated that the provisions of Section
816.67(c) should be used only if a complaint has been made by a citizen. One
commenter felt that significant economic risk should be cor1.sidered in deciding when a waiver of the scaled dis-
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tance formula is allowed. One commenter stated that the "remoteness of
an area." should also be a consideration for allowing for waiver of the
scaled distance formula, and another
felt that because seismograph monitoring may be required, a scaled distance of 50 should be used. One commenter wanted this Section's specification of a peak-particle velocity of one
inch-per-second replaced by twoinches-per-second.
Consideration of the corr..m.ents led
to the following alternatives, and alternative 1 was chosen.
(1) Clarify Section 816.67Cc) to provide that when the regulatory authority requires the collection and recording of seismograph data, it also has
the authority to specify the monitoring location. Leave other provisions
unchanged.
(2) Allow structural response, economic risk, or "remoteness" to be used
as additional factors to authorize waivers of the scaled dista.nce formula
under Section 816.67(a).
(3) Delete the authorization to the
regulatory authority to require seismographic readings or limits its application.
(B). (1). Several cmnmenters .stated
that the frequency response of structures <Ref. -12) and the condition of
structures should be considered when
allowL."lg for waivers of the scaled distance tables based on seismographic
measurements. The above discussion
on the one-inch-per-second peak-particle velocity limitation Section 816.65<D
provided detailed reasons for not
adopting a system of limiting ground
vibrations from blasting, .based upon
the Medearis theory of structure resnor...se. It is not adequately developed
for use at this time, is very complex,
and requires costly, tLrne-consu:ming
analyses. Condition of .a structure is
not grounds for changing the allowable peak -particle velocity. Section
816.65 (j) and <k)_provide that the one-inch-per-second particle ve1ocity may
riot be exceeded at any structure not
owned or leased by the pern·.tittee.
(2). A few commenters stated that
Paragraph 816.67\c) of these Sections
should be deleted because it confers
too much discretion .on the regulatory
authority to require seismographic
readings by .permittees. However, to
provide a mechanism for enforcing the
one-inch-per-second velocity li.ii'J.it, it is
essential that the regulatory authority
have the option to require seismograph measurements, where questions
arise as to the operator's compliance
with the limit by use of the scaled distance formula. It is not expected that
the regulatory authority will use its
discretion arbitrarily.
(3 ). One commenter stated that Section 816.67(c) should be used only
when there has been a complaint

made to the regulatory authority
about a permittee's blasting. No
reason was given by the commenter
for this. It is anticipated that this provision will be applied mostly where
there have been complaints. However,
where blasting records or inspectors'
observations cast doubt as to the operator's compliance with the one-inch
limit by use of the scaled distance formula, the regulatory authority needs
the option to require measurements
because use of the scaled distance formula is not considered to provide absolute protection against exceeding a
specific ground vibration level. <Ref.
14.)
(4). One commenter felt that Section
816.67Cc) should. be employed on..ly
where the:re is significant economic
risk. A determination of economic significance would provide a vague sta:.>'ldard which would be difficult to administer, particularly in the field. Detailed
economic data, including property valuation , materials, would be required.
This data would be costly to assemble
and
access.
Ftlrther,
Sections
515(b)05)(C) of the Act requires the
prevention of damage to property
whether or not based on a "significant
economic risk."
(5). One cov.llllenter felt that operators in remote areas should be permitted to use a scaled distance formula.
larger than that required to protect
against one~inch-per-second. Remoteness, however, has no bearing on
struetures, since all structm·es must be
protected. In fact, operators in remote
area.s should have the least difficulty
in complying \vith the scaled distance
requirements and the one-inch-persecond velocity limitation. Stuctures
b remote areas tend to be located further from blasting, thereby allowing
more explosives to be used before exceeding the one-inch-per-second velocity lirl'Jtation at those structures.
(6). One commenter stated that,
since we have provided in Section
816.67(c) for the regulatory authority
to require monitoring of all shots, the
scaled distance of 50 should be adequate. The lise of seismic mo:PJtoring
and the use of the scaled distance
equation are two separate options for
compliance UJ.ider Section 8HL65. As is
explained in the preamble to Paragraphs 818.65(k)-(1), the scaled distance of 60 is necessary to meet the
one inch per second peak-part"icle velocity limit, ii seismographic data is
not obtained.
(7). One commenter wanted the oneinch-per-second spe:cification of Section 816.67 replaced by two-inches-persecond. For consistency between the
standards of Section 816.65 a...11.d 816.67,
the one-inch-per-second must be retained.
(8). A few coiil.&.-nenters had no criticisms of Section 816.67 but suggested

clarification. In order to clarify the
provisions of Section 816.67, Paragraph (c) has been revised to reflect
that when the regulatory authority requires that a semismograpll record be
made, it will also have the authority to
specify appropriate data collection locations, if necessary.
§ 816.58 Use of explosives: Records of
blasting operations.

<A). Numerous commenters suggested various changes in the information
required in the blasting record in the
proposed regulations. A review of the
comments resulted in consider.a tion 6f
the following alternatives. Alternatives 4 through 8 were adopted.
<1) Retain the text of the proposed
rule;
(2) Establish a minimum distance
specification for documenting particulars about the nearest structures
<Paragraph 816.68(d));
(3) Change the wording of Section
816.68(k) concen1ing the charge
Weight within any millisecond period;
(4) Add temperature, wind direction;
and approximate wind velocity a.s data
requirements to Paragraph 816.68(e);
(5) Add a requirement for making a
sketch of the delay pattern used;
( 6) Change the wording of Paragraph (m) for clarity.
(7) Replace "person" with "operator" hi. Section 816.63(a);
(8) Add a requirement to record the
number of ·persons used in the. blasting
crew.
(B). (1). Several commente:rs suggested that documentation -of the nearest
structure be li.1nited to structures
within one-half · mile and one commenter suggested a dL'3tance of 10,000
feet. The rationale given for the 1/2
mile distau'1ce was "to be consistent
with the Act." However, the Act clearly intends that all structures be protected, regardless of the dista.nce from
the blast. The dista.n ce to the nearest
structure, whatever the actual distance, is necessary to assume that the
structure is adequately protected, by
either the scaled distance factor or a
seismog-.caph record.
(2). A few conu""nenters suggested
changing the wording of Section
816.6B<k) to "explosives detonated
with at least eight milliseconds' separation in time from other detonations." Based on the detailed rationale
discussion iil the preamble under Section 816.65 (k) and (1), the Office has
decided not to make this cha,nge, because delay intervals of less than eight
milliseconds are permissible under the
scaled distance concept, as long as the
maximum weight of explosive fir~d
within any eight-millisecond period is
used in the scaled distance calculation.
(3). One conunenter suggested that
temperature be added as as specific requirement in Section 816.68(e). Ref.
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14., p. 65, and Re£. 13, p. 11, state that
atrbla.st propagation is influenced by
temperature and wind. So that the
blast record will be useful in determining possible causes for high airblast
noise levels, the wording "including
temperature, wind direction, and approximate velocity" ha,s been added to
Section 816.68(e).
(4). Section 515<b)<15)(B) of the Act
requires that the blast record contain
"the order and length of delay in the
blasts." The sL.>nplest and clearest way
to accomplish this is through a sketch
of the delay pattern. Therefore, a provision for this has been added to the
blast record requirements.
<5 ). For clarification and consistency, Paragraph (m) now reads 'liJl.itiation system" and the word "person"
i.s replaced with "operator" in Paragraph (a). The name of the blaster-incharge is already required in Paragraph (c). To check compliance with
30 CFR Part 850, which specifies the
allowable maximum number of persons on individual blasting crews, a requirement has been added to record
the number of persons in the blasting
crew.
(6). One commenter felt that having
a blast record open for public inspection is undesirable because it would be
misunderstood and misinterpreted.
Section 515(b)(15)(B) of the Act specifically requires maintaining the
availability of records for public inspection.
Disposal Qf excess spoiL
30 CFR 816.71-816.74, along with the
definitions of "head-of-hollow" and
"valley fills" in Section 701.5, regulate
excess spoil. Section 816.71 lists general requirements that apply to all fills,
.including those dealt with in Sections
816.72-816.74. These requirements are
basically safety and environmental
protection standards which the engineer designing the disposal area must
satisfy. H the particular spoil disposal
area does not fall within the defini, tions of hea,d-of-hollow or valley fill,
the requirements of Section 816.71 are
the governing regulatior..s. If the spoil
disposal area falls within the definition of valley fill, then in addition to
the more general requirements of Section 816.71, the valley fill must also
meet tl1-e requirements of Section
816.72. If the particular spon disposal
area falls within the definitior:.. of
hea.d .. of-hollow fill, then in c:ddition to
the more general requirements o.f Section 816 .71 and 816.7::? the fiJl must
comply with Section 816.73. Section
816.74 provides an alternative method
of constructing a head-of-hollow or
valley fill.
These different approaches were
adopted to allow increased flexibility
for the operators and the State regulatory authorities while maintaining the
§§ 816.71-816.74

public safety and environmental protection that Congress mandated.
The flatter fill areas are covered by
the more general requirements of Section 816.71 since the risk of failure or
pollution of ground or surface water
may be less than in steeper areas.
Both Sections 816.72 valley fills and
Section 816.73 head-of-hollow fills are
defined in Section 701.5 of the final
regulations.
For valley fills, Section 816.72 pro·
vides for a fill with-a rock underdrain
constructed with diversion ditches
that carry surface water away from
and around the fill. The engineered
rock underdrain and diversion ditch
system are necessary becaus-e valley
fills block a path of water flow from a
watershed above the valley fill. If the
fill is a head-of-hollow fill, then there
wm be a smaller watershed, in which
ca.se Section 816.73 provides · that the
fill may be constructed with a rock
chimney drain and water may be diverted toward the rock chimney. Section 816.74 governs a special type of
either head-of-hollow or valley fill
that is made up of at least 80 percent
by volume of sandstone, limestone, or
other durable rocks that do not slal{e
in water. In such fills', internal drainage is more free and failure because of
saturation is much less of a risk, and
erosion should be minimal. Therefore, .
special methods of construction are allowed.
Spoil disposal practices in mining operations have had a major impact on
the environment and, in some cases,
represented a significant hazard to life
and property. The requirements out~
· lined in these Sections of the final regulations provide positive measures to
protect life, property, and the environment by establishing criteria for the
dispoal of excess spoil materials while
achieving adequate drainage control
and long-term stability~ For reference
to the potential environmental impacts of excess spoil disposal see:
"Final Environmental Impact Statement OSM-EIS-1," pp. III-13-15.
If excess materials are i111properly
placed across drainage channels and
provide. inadequate drainage and stability, disturbance to the hydrologic
balance and impact on safety could be
profound. <Comptroller General of the
U.S., 1977, pp. 1-2; Coalgate and
others, 1973, _pp. 93--9':1; Hopkins and
others, 1975, p. 9; Taylor, 1948, pp.
40£-407). The purpose of det~iled con~t:·uction standards for disposal of
excess spoil is to construct fills whJch
will not require maintenance over the
life of the fill. Fills constructed for
highways, railroads and buildings are
not only carefully engineered, but also
monitored and maintained for their
lifetime. In contrast, excess spoil fills
are ultimately the responsibility of the
surface landowner who is likely not to

have the capital or equipment f,
long~term maintenance or remedi
action. Therefore, it is essential
design and construct excess spoil
properly.
Major issues which have been i
fied based on public comments
separated into five areas:
0) Semantic interpretations of
terms "haul or convey" versus "
port and placed'';
(2) durability requirements for rock
used in underdrains; (3) Lift thick...'1esses for excess spoil·
placement;
( 4) Allowance of alternative spoil disposal methods; and
(5) Provisions for the disposal of coal·
processLTl.g waste in excess spoil fills.
Each of the principal issues, as well
as additional comments, are addressed
below.
The authority for these proposed
Sections is found in SectioP..s 102, 201, ·
501, 503, 504, 507, 508, 510, and 515 of
the Act. The rationale for selecting
the fina.l regul2.tions L"ll. lieu of the alternatives analyzed in the Regulatory ·
A...YJ.alysis is found in the context of this
general preamble discussion, the disposition of submitted comments relat- .
ed to the proposed regulations, and
the preamble to the proposed regula- .
tions for these Sections.
Technical literature used in the
preparation of these Sections is listed
in the preamble discussion for Section
816.91-816.93 in addition to the following:
Bragg, G. H., Jr., and Ziegler, T. V.I.,
1975. Design and Construction of Compacted Shale Embankments, Volume
Two: Evaluation and Remedial Treatment of Shale Embankments. 233 pp.
FHvV ARD-75-·62.
Casagrande, D. R., 1978. Presentation at Public Hearings October 26,
1978, and submitted as written comments on the letterhead of Casagrande Consultants, October 27, 1978,
3 pp. with 4 page a.ttaclh11ent.
Council on Wage and Price Stability /Regulatory
Analysis
Review
Group. Comments submitted to OSM,
dated November 27, 1978, pp. 13-17.
Curtis, W. R. 1971a. Strip-mining,
erosion and sedimentation. American
Society of Agricultural Engineers
Transactions. Vol. 14, no. 3, pp. 434436.

Curtis, \V. R. 1971b. Terraces reduce
runoff and erosion on surface mine
benches. Journal of Soil and Water
Conservation. Vol. 26, no. 5, pp. 198199.
Curtis, \V. R., and Superfesky, M. J.,
1978. Erosion of Surface-mine spoils,
in New directions in century three:
strategies for land and water use. Soil
Conservation Society of America, 32d
annual meeting, August 7-10, 1977,
Richmond, Va. Proceedings. pp. 154158.
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DiMillio, Albert F. 1978s. Status of
shale embankment research. Public
Roads, a journal of highwa.y research
and deVelopment. Vol. 41, No. 4, pp.
153-161.
Dodson, Gerald F. J.V!emorandum to
the Administrative .Record, dated November 6, 1978. 2 pp.
Ettinger, Charles. Transcript of testimony given at public hearings held
by OSM on October 25, 1978, pp. 7-22.
Franklin, J. A., and Chandra, R.
1972. The slake-durability test. Pergamon Press, International Journal of
Rock Mechanics and :Niining Sciences.
Vol. 9, No. 3, pp. 325-341.
Goal, Paul F., Jr., and Leer, Steven
F. ·written memorandum dated November 21, 1978, submitted at public
hearing held by OSM on November 22,
1973, 10 pp. with Exhibits and Appendices, transcript of hearings, pp. 40-64.
Green, B. C. \Vritten comments submitted to OS}JI, dated NQvember 27,
1978, 23 pp. with fj,gures and illustrations.
Heley, W. and Macirer, B. N. 1971,
Develonment of classification Index
for Cliw Shales TRS-71-G, pp. 95.
Report 1 ·waterways Experiment Station, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers ..
Loy, L. D., Jr.; Ettinger, Charles E.;
Frakes, M. R.; Kremer, D. J. 1978. Development of New Design Concepts for
Construction of Valley F'ills, 182 pp.
Lutton, Richard J. 1977. Design and
Construction of Compacted Shale Embank:<nents, Volume Three: Slaking Indices for Design. FH\V _.A_..-q_D-77-1, 88
pp,

Mason, Brian, 1966. Principles of
geochew..istry. Third edition. John
'Niley and Sons, Inc., New York, 329
pp,

NCA/ AMC Joint Committee, Comments received proposing addition of
816.74. Submitted to OSM, November
2rl, 1978. pps. S-190 through S-194.
Plass, W. T. 1967. Land disturbances
from strip mining in eastern Kentucky. U.S. Forest Service Research
Notes NE-52 <7 pp.) :tffi-68 <6 pp.), NE·:.
69 <7 pp.), and NE-71 (7 pp.).
Shamburger, J. H., Patrick, D. M,,
and Lutton, Richard J. 1975. Design
and Cor..struction of Compacted Shale
Embankments, Volume One: Survey of
Problem Areas Ln Current Practices,
288 pp. FH"Vi ARD-75-61.
Underwood, Lloyd B. 1967s. Classification and identification of shales.
Journal of the Soil Mechanics and
Foundation Division, ASCE vol. 93,
No. s:M6, pp. 97-116.
U.S. Congress: H. Rept. 218, 95th
Congress, 1st sess. p. 126 <1977).
U.S. Department of Energy, 1978.
Comments in a document to OSM, November 24, 1978, Section on Excess
Spoil Disposal, pp. 1-15.
U.S.
Enviro.rLtnental
Protection
Agency. 1976b. Erosion and sediment
control-Surface mining in the eastern

United States; Vol. 1, Planning; Vol. 2,
Design. U.S. Environmental Protection
·Agency Technology Transfer Seminar
Publication EPA-625/3-76-006. Vol. 1,
102 pp; Vol. 2, 137 pp. <Available from
U.S. Department of Commerce, NTIS
PB-261 353 ).
U.S.
Environmental
Protection
Agency. 1978sb. Pollution control
guidelines for coal refuse piles and
slurry ponds. <Prepared by W. A.
Wahler and Associates, Palo Alto,
Calif.). U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency Contracts Nos. 68-03-2344 and
68-03-2431 report. 213 pp.
U.S. 95th Congress. 1977a. Surface
Mining Control and Reclamation Act
of 1977. Pub. L. 95-87. 91 Stat. 445-532.
Weigle. 1966. Spoil bank stability in
eastern Kentucky. Mining Congress
Journal, April1966. pp. 67-68 and 73.
Young, Stephen .G. "Comments on
Substance of CEA's Contacts Relating
to OSM's Proposed Nationwide Permanent Program fer the Regulation 'of
Surface a..."ld Underground Mining,"
dated January 12, 1979. Letter of 2
pages with attachment 113 pp. and 6
Appendices, dated December 15, 1978.
§ 816.71 Disposal of excess spoll: General
requirements.

Section 816.71 requires controlled
placement utilizing current engineer~
ing practices common L."l embankment
construction for all types of perrnanent fills. This Section implements the
general requi:remeilts outlined ir"l the
Act and is applicable to all excess spoil
disposal areas. For definition of the
different types of fill see 30 CFR
701.5.
Disposal of excess spoil in designated
offsite storage areas such as pre-existing mined benches is presently practic€d in several States. In some areas,
disposal of excess spoil has occurred
without benefit of permits, sufficient
bondi.ng, or minimal provisions for environmental control. Under the proposed permanent regulations, Section
816.7l<a), disposal of excess spoil was
to be permitted in areas only "other
than mine workings or excavations."
The Office recognizes the cor...structive
and · beneficial results for disposal of
excess spoil in such workings or excavations, and strongly encourages this
practice which is feasible and consistent with both the Act and the permanent performance standards. As a
result,
the
wording of Section
816.7l<a) has been modified to clarify
the language.
Commenters said the first cut or box
cut spoils should not adhere to the
same requirements as excess spoil. The
co:m1·nenters said Section 515(d) of the
Act separates the requirements of
steep versus flat slope areas regardL."'lg
spoil disposal. The legislative history
and the Act in Section 515(b)(22) do
not indicate that excess spoil regula-
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tions should be divided based upon
mmmg terrain slopes. Therefore
where box cut or first cut spoils are
not required to achieve approximate
original contour or cannot be handled
in accordance 'Nith Section 816.101,
they should be treated a.s any excess .
spoil and comply with the requirements of Sections 816.71-816.74.
Commenters objected to the use of
the phrase "haul or convey" since Section 515(b)(22)(A) of the Act uses the
language "transported and placed."
The legislative history shows that
"standards require controlled placement of spoil. Spoil must be transported-hauled by truck or other vehicleplaced and compacted.... " <123 Cong.
Rec. H-7582, July 21, 1977). The intent
of the recommended change was to
allow uncontrolled end-dumping soil
as an acceptable method of spoil placement. This recommendation is rejected.
One commenter noted that the use
of the word "replaced" in Section
816.71<c) regarding topsoil appeared to
be an error. He suggested use of the
term "placed" as an alternative. This
cominent was rejected, as "replaced" is
consistent with Section 816.22.
A commenter suggested that remov- ·
al of topsoil, vegetative, and organic
material was net neeessary "in the
nonstnictural portion of the fill to
L."'lsure stability." The Act, however, requires removal of topsoil in Section
515(b)(5); therefore, this comment is
conside1·ed non-substantive and carmot
be accepted.
Some..- commenters contended that
all topsoil should be removed from the
entire disposal area beiore any spoil is
placed on it. This is not implied by the
regulation. OS1vr recognizes that the
entire removal of topsoil before spoil
is placed in the area is undesirable.
Concurrent removal of topsoil is accepted and desirable and minimizes
the disturbances at the disposal site.
A commenter suggested that moderate slopes are not always stable hecause the parent bedrock which produces moderate slopes usually results
in deeply weathered soils. He suggested that foundation investigations be
required prior to fill placement. This
comment was rejected, as placing this
requirement in Section 816.71<e)
would be redundant because Section
816.71(n) requires foundation investi·
gations.
Commenters proposed a variance allowing small depressions or impoundments on the crest of fills, if demonstrated to be consistent with the postmining land use and stability of the
fill. Corr..menters said that such impoundments would enhance postmin. ing land uses, such as grazing. It is a
commonly accepted engineering and
construction practice to minimize infil·
tration of surface water into the fill
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which are not specifically discussed in · in slopes and ·shafts at underground
the preamble to Part 817 ~
operations except for the LTlitial
rounds on the surface. The ·Office
§ 817.61 Use of explosives: General re~ finds no conflict with MSHA;s proquir~ments.
·
posed rule, as the Office does not regNumero.u s comm~~ts. ,.were re.ceived ulate blasting under Part . 817 inside
which pertaj.ned specifi(!ally to ·Section · underground . mine · wot~ings. Initial
817.61. As a result :of .these,comments, rounds of slopes and shafts liave been
the following a~ternatives_ were consid- provided for in final Section 817.61<a>
ered and alternatives . two, .three and which regulates surface blasting for
under~ound mining.
··
four were adopted by the .Office.
..
1. Retain the wording of Section
§ 817.62 Use of explosives: Preblas~ing
817.61<a) as proposed.
survey.
2. Revise Section 817.61 to restrict
A ·few cornn1enters recommended
Section 817.61-817.68 to only surface
bla.Sting .activities . incident
under- limiting . the area in which preblast
gi'OUnd mining, including construction surveys are required Jor surface blaStof initial rounds pf ·slopes and shafts. ing assoCiated ·- w1th · · underground
As a result .of such an addition, por- mining toi~ a one-hal(mile radius f.roin
tions of ·Section 817.65(a) of the pro· the bla.Sting actfviti~s~ as provided for
p9sed regulations would become un- in Section 515(b)(l5) of the Act. -The
Office accepted these comments, ·be·
necessary.
3. Delete reference in Section cause there was no appareilt basis to
expand the area for mandatory . pre817.61<afto Sections 816.61-816.68.
4. Delete Section 817.61 of the pro- blast surveys · from surface · min1ng
posed ·regulations. which required a <one-half mile) for underground mines
blasting schedule for surface blasting (any portion o:f the mine). ·
incident to underground mining.
Alternative
2-Numerous
com- § 817.65 Use of explosives: Surlac~ blasting requirements.
.- ·
menters have pointed out an obvious
ambiguity in the proposed blasting
(i) Several co:nLments were r¢ceived
regulations for underground mL."ling. conceflling the 24 hotlr notice req·qired
Although proposed Section 8l7 .65(a) for surface blasting in support ·'q f unstated that the provisions of that Sec- dergroUnd ' mining in . the . proposed
tion applied oiily to blasting conduct- rules. As a result. of these conill1ents
ed oil the surface, that distinction w~ the following alternatives ·were con,sidnot made for the rest of SeCtions ered and alternative 2.was adopted~: ·.
817.61-817.6.8. Acioptlon .of alternative ·. 1. Retain · the .wm·cting · ~ l?l1bll~heCl
two clarified 'the 'OffiCe's ,intent not to in the proposed reguiatl.ons. . . .. - .
regulate blasting performed under2. ·Modify Section 817;65<,b) by i,iiground, because this · activhy is ade- serting "appro~imately'' '
'front ' of
quately controlled by MSHA. By "24 . hours" and inserting ·"sttrfa;c.e" ·in
..
adding Section ~17.61(a} to the final front of "blasting event."
rules, proposed Section 817.65(a) was
··a. · Change the .Section . to require a
made minecessary and was changed in notice a.t least 10 days; but not more
the final rules.
·
than 20 days, prior to blasting.
Alternative 3-In response to com4 ..Delete the Sfctioil. ·
. Alternat·ive 2. -one · commenter obments that underground mining activi-'
ties should· not .be subject to all re- jected that the not~ce
blas~ing was
· quirements of Sections 816.61-816'.68. required to ' be given exactly 24 . hours
the Office .revised Section 817.61<a) so prior to blasting. As thiS wpu.1d bot be
that the final rules require under- nec.essary or practical if there ·are a
ground ·mining activities to comply large number of surrounding residepts
only with Sections 817.61-817.63, to be notified, the word ''approxi~te
which have been ·appropriately tai· ly" has been adoed to qualify the aqvance notice requirement. · · · ~
lored solely for those activities.
·
Alternative 4~everal commenters
Alternative 4. The same com.ffienter
objected to the requirement of the also questioned the Office's authority
proposed rules for a blastii'ig' schedule to promulgate brasting reguiations for
§ 817.6l..:Sl7'.~8 · us~ of explosives. ·
for surface blasting incident to under- undergiound mines. because blasting
These .SeCtions are promulgated ground mining. The Office agrees be- is not one of the 'subjects listed i11 Sec. under the ~ author1ty of Sections 102, cause it was not the intent of ~Congress tion 516(d) of the Act. However, Sec201, 501, 503; . 504, 507, 5l0, 515, 516, to ·require a .blasting schedule for this tion 5l6(b)( 10) of the Act makes all of ·
and 719 of·the .Act. Most of the provi- type of blasting. Section 81 'l~65<a), re- the performance standards of Section
sions of tpes~ . regulations are substan- quiring . a · 24 .hour notifich.tion :for 515 of the Act applicable to "other
tially id~n.t~¢al' ,t o ··,the blasting .per- blasts of this type. is adequate pro tee- . surface impacts" not speCified iii SecfoiTnartce . stanO.ards :regulations for tion for the public, given the limited tion 516(b) of the Act, thereby insurface ,; 'mini.ilg ·' (~ctivities . ·. (Sections frequency and ·duration of surface corporating, by reference, Section .
. · 8lB.61...:816,6S)>.:· !:['<?' J,.~fiat e~teht; the blasting associated with underground 515<b)<l5) of the Act. Further, Section
.,reader .·•·}$ ,tef¢rred: to ~ the appropriate mining activities.
516(d) of the Act makes the permit apOne cororx;~:ntE:.r . PQlp t ed out that plication reqt.lirements of Title V of
MSHA's
proposed
rule,
Section the Act applicable to ·undergrour1d
77.1308<D, win ~Bow blasting at night mining. Under the permit application

is r-eopened for . mining to recover the
. remaining coal.
· ·
The authority for this Section is
found in Sections 102, 201, 501, 503,
504., 510, and 516 of the Act.
Discussion Of specific language and
. ,alternative language to require fixed
percentages of coal recovery are in the
preamble .dis.clliision of Section 816.59
to which the reader is · referred for a ·
discussion. of iSsues relevant to this
Section.
One comment was received suggesting that specific percentages of coal
. recovery be required. This . comment
was rejected foi," the 'reasons explained
in the preamble to Section 816.59.
One commenter suggested that OSM
shouid not promulgate a standard .for
emil recovery of underground mining,
on the gi'OundS that . the Act did not
authorize Federal coal recovery ·standards for ·. deep mines, . citing Section
517<a) of the Act limiting inSpections
to strip mines. OSM haS rejected this
suggestion on the basis that Section
515(b)(l) itself, and as appliedtl1,ro~gh
Section 516<b)(10), requires coal recovery standards for ·deep .mines. Moreover, OSM feels that Section 517(a) of
the Act authorizes i1:1spections of underground mines. Section 517(a) au·
thorizes 'inspection of "surface coal
mining and reclamation operations."
This . pt'.!.l'ase ·· is defined by Section
701<28) of the Act and Section 700.5 of
·these regulations. to include the sur~ face effects of undergrotind mining.
The amount of coal recovered has an
effect on the surface in that maximum
recqvery can preclu.,de the 'n,eed 'to redisturb the ·surface at a. future date, a
prirriary · objective of this Section of
the . regulationS. Maximum recovery
from
underground mine may be. a
snialler percentage ·. of the total coal
than would be recovered using surface
minirig methods if such methods were
feasible for the specific site.
It is understood that the operator
must' strike a balance between this requirement to maximize coal recovery
and· the requirements of Sections
817.12f.:.,l26 dealing with subsidence
control. Both the coal recovery plan
and subsidence damage control pl'an
must be approved by the regulatory
authority.
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requirements at Section 507Cg) of the
Act, .there is a requirement that the
.applicant establish how the blas~ing
provision of 515(b)(15) of the Act will
be met. Therefore, the .. Office . does
have- the authority to promulgate
rules for surface .. blasting at .underground coal mines that are in accor'dance with Se.ctiori 515<b)<15), as modifled so as to .accommodate any distL."lct
difference between surface and underground-coal minii1g.
·
, Sui-face blasting associated with underground coal mining,
compared to
surface rrJnes, commonly involves a
lesser quantity of explosives and is not
of such a continuing nature as for surface mini,rig activities, because smaller
surface areas of overburden removal
are liwolved. However, underground
.mining activities do illvolve S'(Jbstantial
biasting for road or facilities' coristructiori,' "facing-up;;"' oper~.tlons for installat~on of adits, and · fi1itial bla,sts for
slopes and shafts. Th~ environmental
i,nlpact of these .ge;nera.lly smaller
blasts,· conduct'ed for a shorter ·time
period, is less severe than the legislative . history indicates for surface
IPJnirig bla.Sts. Therefore, the provi..siorts .of .Section 515(b)(15)(A) ,of ,t he
~Act "tequired modification .as applied
tp tind~rground mining activities. In
the ()ffice's judgment• . a 'notification
of 'blasting approximately 24 ,hours in
advance of the, blast will .Provide a(lequate .n otificition .for 'the infrequent
type qJ· bra,S·t~i inv9Ived. ·· · _:'.:·.· ·
. .- ·Attemativ~ ~3. ''One cominenter r.ecoinmended .·. that notifying r.esidents
\Vitliih. if2 n:Uie at iea.st .10 days, but not
mo~t{ than:- 20 d~Y&, p'iior to any :blasting evertt be 'required otiJy for ~'facirig
up, , operations~" on the ~heory that
.t his iriodifica,tion . ~C>uld coruo'f~ Part
817 to· propos.e'd 'Section 816.64(a). Sectio.n Sl6J~4. however,mreq~rr¢spublish
il1g a blilSting schedule <in .the local
newspaper.''ior ,all types . of blastmg.
l3ecau'se .there,. Wa.S AO .oasis,shoWn 9Y
the ·:coriuneiiter. to .distiriguish among
the .types ..of blastlng in surface w.o rk
ill uilcterlri:ound· ml.riing, the Officer.e:·j ectedlhe comment.
(2) §817.6S<d). One cOmmentef requ¢sted clarification as to which underground mining activities require
maintenance of signs UJ.-1.der Section
8l't.ll<f). In respqnse, ·the. Office has
Clarified the wo1~ding of this Sectiqn to
specify persons who conduct · surface
bl3.$ting incide·n t. to underground
mlnin&". The comrnenter ccn-ectly
rioted . that, as . proposed Section
817 ,65(d) would have required any
person . conductit'"lg .·. underground
mining a.ctivities to comply with
of
the.provisions of Secti~n 81'7.11CH.

as

ments of proposed Section 817.68 were
received. Some coinmenters felt that it
- was unclear whether Section ' 817.68
:a pplied to blasts· fired underground.
However, the wordihg of . :Section
817.61(a) iii the final .rules makes it
cleat .that OnlY bl3.$ts tired on the sur~
face and initial 'rounds in. construction
of shafts ' and .adits are subject to the
provisions of Section 81t68.
· (2). One comment:er suggested that a
threshold size of · blast ~e specified
below which a blasting record ..is .n ot
requir-ed. The Office rejeCted this suggestion. AS is discussed in detail in the
_preamble to Section 816.61. blasting
involvL."'lg the use· of mor:e than five
pounds .of explosives n.e eck to be Closely regulated, becausb .of ihe, potential
for damage and harm to. the ·public. In
order that the . l~egulatciry authority
can properl~7 evaluate. whether the
quirements of. tl}e regulations ~pecify
ing procedures and .. standards •for
blasting of ·over five pounds .a re being
complied with, .it is necessary that the
identity, location, duration. types, a:ad
amounts of explosives used be recorded.. These items Will establish wl1ether
the operator, is, in .fact, blasting V(it,h
more .or Jess than ·f.{ve ,pounds. Furthermore~ the nwriber . and !types ·:Of
holes ·;and description of ~ela.:Vs ·\USed
"are appr.opr~te ,fueans for er.oss-check~
L"lg the ch1ims . af . the ·Qperator m.~he
total . weight of explosives .used ·J>er
. blast._ 'lfinany. :Ciltber: da~a .-req'lli:r,ed :by

re-

S~<=tiop :8J6~()8 are:'Ul)~!l,ll to,.esta1?.1~ a
h,istoriCal ciata base :b y w:~cb. .tbe ::QP~l!·
S::tor .~~n predict how to"conduct :blast-

ing over .t itne:

, . ' :. :· '

§ ' 817.71..:.811.:7-~

Disposal of underground
.. development was~e a~d. exces~ !!~poil .. :

Authority for .· these · Sectioris ..iS
fourid in Sections .102 •. 201, 501., 503,
507, 508. 510 •. 515. and ,516' of the 2\ct.
The . basis and. purpose :of thes~ SectionS are the same aS: for SectionS
816.71-"816.74 of thiS S1,1bchapter. ,All
public comments diScussed in the portion of the preambie r-elating ;t o Sections 816.71-816.74 were considered
and siini1arlY ·disPO:sed. of with .respect
to Sections . &17.71-8. 17.7~. ,.because ;the
Office beiieves that the differences between uhde:rground · and .surface
mining do not justify differences in
the coal development waste and excess
· spoil disposal requirements between
structures a-Ssociated . . with . surface
mining .and those associated with . undergro}lnd minirig. .In effec~~; . the
Oifice believe~ t1lat disposal of _:underground development wastes· pursuant
to these :sections will ,prpvide,, and is
necessary to .insui·e. the,saine level of
protection for the environment and
public health anq safety a.s iS requlre.d
§ 817.68. 1. Us~ of explosiv~s: R.ec~'rd of for the disposal of excess spoil associblasting operations. . .
ated wit11 surface mining.
·
- -.-·~ ·: ··'1\.~"few .. ·comments specifically dl- · .T he ~reader "is-·:referred --to···Sections
reded to the blasting record require- 816.'
of com' .71-.. 8··:16.74 for
. .a discussion
.

all

~~"- ·-- · -

....; i.;, l :'··; '

:

·'

.

.

...

.

:..

.

.ments .and issues relative to Sections
817.71-817.74.
§817.81- 89 .Cmil processing waste banks

· · and disp()sal of non-eoal

waste.

·:.J

·

Authority. for· these Sections .1.$
Jolind 'in .Sections 102, . ~01, ·501, 50;f~
·504, 507. 508, 510, 515; and 517' of the
Act. ·
.
"'
The ·ba.Sis and purpose of ·these Sec:tiohs ~are the same as 'f or Sections
816.81-816.89 of this Subchapt:e r; Ail
'PUblic comments discussed in the .por'tion ·of the preamble relating to ·sec:t ions 816~81..:816':89 ·were considered
and similarly disposed of with respect
to . Sections 817.81-817.89, because
·os:M believes that the· differences between surface . . .and :·.underground
·minizlg ·q<> !lot Justify ..differences in
:the ' waste disposal . reqtiiieinents between structures associated' with sur- .
iface mining and those .associated With
'underground' minittg; . . .·.
The reader :!~ · referred to S.ections
'816.81.,:816;89 ·of the preamble for a
·'discussion of. comments and issues relativeto Sections 817.81.,:8l't~9. ·
'§ 817.91-817.93 . -Coal ·processing
Dams ·and embankments.

waste;

'The :authprlt.Y for these Sections is
.f ound hi :Section 516 of the Act in ad~
dition to. :s ections of the .Act , Cited ·1n
Xhe ·.preamble .· diScussion-.
of · Sections
1
816jU~811tS}3. .

.

·

•

. .

··

.

.

. ;_ 'Tlle' \b~js ,.and ptirpose. of these .sec..;
.tions ;a re 'the_. ~arne as for SectionS
B16.91~i'6:.93, .of

thiS · subchapter~

AU

.public ;eoniinents discussed. in. the· pre~
a.mbte · ·relating to Sections '816.91~16.93
.c onsidered and .' similarly
.diSposed of, .with respect to Sectiop8
817:91-::817,93~ · '1leca1JSe. osM believes
that .the differences between·· .surface
and .u nderground. mining do ·not justify differences '.in the ,.coal proces8mg
waste dani requirements between
structures assoclated . ·w ith surface
mining .·and, those a.SsoCiated with .un~
dergrovnd minin~·
·· ·

were"

§ 817.95

·

Air ·res.ources :protection.

The ,Pasis . a_r{ci purpose of this Section are the sanie asforSection 816.95
of this Sub(!hapter. ·All public ·~oni~
ments discussed in .the preamble to
Section 816.95 were considered ·and
similarly disposed . :of with· •respect' to
Section 817,95 . .The ·statutory ~uthori~
ty for this Section iS the same :as t.n at
for ~816.95 . With. the ·addition of Section
516 of the Act. ·CotWideration .of
Whether undergro~d mi.~(;ls should be
regulated differently ,tha,.li surface
mines with .~rel)pect ;to air pollution
~ontrol is disGuss.~djn the ,preamble to
30 CFR 784.~6.. "f.l,lgitive 'dust ·contrqJ.
t~~hnique$ ,are the >s.ame whether the
dust origir).ate$ 'from surface or undet.i•
gToU11ct.'· ,,P.Pifes ,.::a.Pd,~~thereiore ~ -section

.8i7~~~ ,i,~•. jq~~~i.¢it.i' ~q:,~ecti9n 816.95.
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§ 780.4 Responsibilities.
(a) It is the responsibility

of the applicant to provide to the regulatory
authority all of the information required by this Part, except where specifically exempted in this Part.
·
(b) It is the responsibility of State
and Federal governmental agencies to
provide information to the regulatory
authority where specifically required
in this Part.
§ 780.11 Operation plan: General requirements.

;
'I

Each application shall contain a description of the mining operations proposed to be conducted during the life
of the mine within the proposed mine
. plan area, including, at a minimum,
the following:
(a) A narrative description of the
type and method of coal mining procedures and proposed engineering techniques, anticipated annual and total
production of coal, by tonnage, and
the major equipment to be used for .all
aspects of those operations; and
<b> A narrative explaining the construction, modification, use, maintenance, and removal of the following
facilities (unless retention of such
facilities is necessary for postmining
land use as specified ·in Section
816.133):
· <1> Dams, embankments, and other
tmpoundments;
<2> Overburden and topsoil handling
and storage areas and structures;
(3) Coal removal, handling, storage,
cleaning, and transportation areas and
structures;
<4> Spoil, coal processing waste, and
non-coal waste removal, handling,
storage, transportation, and disposal
areas and structures;
<5> Mine facilities;· and
<6> Water and air pollution control
facilities.
§ 780.12 Operation plan: Existing structures:

<a> Each application shall contain a
description of each existing structure
proposed to be used in connection with
or to facilitate the surface cqal mining
,and reclamation operation. The .· description shall include- ·
<1 >Location;
(2) Plans of the structure which describe its current condition;
(3) Approximate dates on which construction of the existing structure was
begun and completed; and
(4) A showing, including relevant
monitoring data or other evidence,
whether the structure meets the performance standards of Subchapter K
<Permanent Program Standards) of
this Chapter or, if the structure does
not . meet the performance standards
of Subchapter K of· this Chapter, a
showing whether the structure meets
the performance standards of Sub-

chapter B <Interim Program Standards) of this Chapter.
(b) Each application shall contain a
compliance plan for each existing
structure proposed to be modified or
reconstructed for use in connection
with or to facilitate the surface coal
mining and reclamation operation.
The compliance plan shall include(1) Design specifications for the
modification or reconstruction of the
structure to meet the design and performance standards of Subchapter K
of this Chapter;
(2) A construction schedule which
shows dates for beginning and completing interim steps and final reconstruction;
(3) Provisions for monitoring the
structure during and after modification or reconstruction to ensure that
the performance standards of Subchapter K of this Chapter are met;
and
(4) A showing that the risk of harm
to the environment or to public health
or safety is not significant during the
period of modification or reconstruction.
§ 780.13 Operation plan: Blasting.

Each application shall contain a
blasting plan for the proposed permit
area, eXplaining how the applicant intends to comply with the requirements
of 30 CFR 816.61-816.68 and including
the following:
<a> Types and approximate amounts
of explosives to be used for each type
of blasting operation to be conducted;
(b > Description of procedures and
plans for recording and retention of
information on the following during
blasting:_
·
<1> Drilling patterns, including size,
number, depths, and spacing of holes;
<2> Charge and packing of holes;
(3) Types of fuses and detonation
controls; and
<4> Sequence and timing of firing
~oles.

<c> Description of blasting warning
and site access control equipment and
procedures;
<d> Description of types, capabilities,
sensitivities, and locations of use of
any blast monitoring equipment and
procedures proposed to be used;
<e> Description of plans for recording and reporting to the regulatory authority the results of preblasting surveys, if required; and
<f> Description of unavoidable hazardous conditions for which deviations
from the blasting schedule will be
needed under 30 CFR 816.65(b).

throughout the operation and any
change in a facility or feature to be
caused by the proposed operations, if
the facility or feature was shown
under 30 CFR 779:24-779.25.
(b) The following shall be shown for
the proposed permit area unless specifically required for the mine plan
area or adjacent area by the requirements of this Section:
<1> Buildings, utility corridors and
facilitieS to be used;
(2) The area of land to be affected
within the proposed mine plan area,
according to the sequence of mining
and reclamation;
(3) Eacl:l area of land for which a
performance bond or other equivalent
guarantee will be posted under Subchapter J of this Chapter;
<4> Each coal storage, cleaning and
loading area;
(5) Each topsoil, spoil, coal waste,
and non-coal waste storage area;
(6) Each water diversion, collection,
conveyance, .treatment, storage, and
discharge facility to be used;
<7> Each air pollution collection and
control facility;
(8) Each source of waste and each
waste disposal facility relating to coal
processing or pollution control;
(9) Each facility to be used to protect and enhance fish and wildlife and
related environmental values;
(10) Each explosive storage and handling facility; and
(11) Location of each sedimentation
pond, permanent water impoundment,
coal processing waste bank, and coal
processing waste dam and embankment, in accordance with 30 CFR
'780.25, and fill area for the disposal of
excess spoil in accordance 30 CFR
'780.35.
<c> Maps, plans, and cross-sections
required under Paragraphs (b)(4), (5),
(10), and <11> of this Section shall be
prepared by, or under the directiorl of
and certified by a qualified registered
professional engfueer, or professional
geologist, with assistance from experts
in related fields such as land surveying
and landscape architecture, except
that( 1> Maps, plans and cross-sections
for sedimentation ponds may only be
prepared by a qualified registered professional engineer; and
<2> Spoil disposal facilities, maps,
plans, and cross-sections may only be
prepared by a qualified registered professional engineer.

§ 780.14 Operation plan: Maps and plans.

Each application shall contain maps
and plans of the proposed mine plan
and adjacent areas as follows<a> The maps and plans shall show
the lands proposed to· be affected

§ 780.15 Air pollution control plan.

(a) For all surface mining activities
with projected .p roduction rates exceeding 1,000,000 tons of coal per Year
and located west of the 100th meridian
west longitude, the application shall
contain an air pollution control plan
which includes the following:
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dwelling as
761.12(e).
§ 782.17

required

in

30

CFR

Permit term information.

(a) Each application shall state the
anticipated or actual starting and termination date of each phase of the underground mining activities and the
anticipated number of acres of surface
lands to be affected, and the' horizon- ·
tal and vertical extent of proposed underground mine ·workings, for each
phase of mining and over the total life
of the permit.
·
(b) If the applicant proposes to conduct the underground mining activities in excess of 5 years, the application shall - contain the information.
needed for the showing required under
30 CFR 786.25(a).
§ 782.18 Personal injury and property
damage insurance Information.

Each application shall contain either
a -certificate of liability insurance or
evidence that the self-insurance requirements in 30 CFR 806.14 are satisfied.
§ 782.19 Identification of other licenses
and permits.

Each application shall contain a list
of all other licenses and permits
needed by the ,applicant to conduct.
the proposed underground mining activities. This list shall identify each license and permit by-'
(a) Type of permit or license;
(b) Name and address of issuing authority; ·
(c) Identification ntlllibers of applications fpr those permits_ or licenses
or, if issued, the identification numbers of the permits or licenses; and
(d) If a decision has ' been made, the .
date of approval or d.i$approval by
each issuing authority.
§ 782.20 Identification of location of
public office for filing of application.

Each application shall identify, by
name and address, the public office
where the applicant will simultaneously file a copy of the application for
public . inspection under 30 CFR
786.11(d) ..
§ 782.21 Newspaper advertisement
proof of publication.

and

PART 783-UNDERGROUND MINING
PERMIT APPLICATIONS-MINIMUM
REQUIREMENTS FOR INFORMATION ON ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES
Sec..
783.1 Scope.
783.2 Objectives.
783.4 Responsibilities.
783.11 General requirements.
783.12 General environmental resources information.
783.13 Description of hydrology and geology: General requirerD,~nts.
783.14 Geology description.
783.15 Ground water information.
783.16 Surface water information.
783.17 Alternative water supply information.
783.18 Climatological information.
783.19 Vegetation information.
783.20 Fish and wildlife resources information.
783.21 Soil resources information.
783.22 Land use information.
783.24 Maps: General requirements.
783.25 Cros:? sections, maps, and plans.
783.27 Prime ~armland investigation. ,
AUTHORITY:( Secs.l02, 201, 50~, 503, 504,
506,507,508,509,510,511,513,514,515,516,
517, and 522, Pub-. L. 95-87, 91 Stat. 445. (30
u.s.c. 1201, 1211, 1251, 1253, 1254, 1256,
1257, 1258, 1259, 1260, 1261, 1263, 1264, 1265,
1266, 1267, and 1272).

§ 783.1

Scope.

This Part establishes the minimum
requirements for the Secretary's · approval of regulatory program provisions for the environmental resources
contents of applications for pertriits
for underground mining activities.
§ 783.2 Objectives.

The ob:jectives of this Part are to
ensure that each application provides
to the regulatory authority a comJjlete
and accurate· description of the environmental ·resources that may be impacted or affect.ed by proposed underground ~g activities.
§ 783.4 Responsibilities.

(a) It is the responsibility of the applicant to provide, except where specifitally exempted in this Part, all in~
formation required by this Part in _the
application.
(b) It is the responsibility of State
and Federal Government agencies to
provide information for appllc'a tions
as specifically required by this Part.

A copy of the newspaper· advertisement of the application and proof of § 783.11 General reqlilirements.
publication of the advertisement shall
Each permit application shall inbe filed with the regulatory authority clude a desGription of the existing,
and made a part of the complete appli- premining · environmental resources
cation not later than 4 weeks after the ,. within the proposed inine plan area
last date of ·publication required under and adjacent areas that may be affect30 CFR 786.11(a).
ed or impacted by .the proposed underground mining· activities.

§

--~
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· Each ~P~liC3.tion shall 'd~~c~h~: :;:Gi~,:
identify·
': .. ·
'J.;'i.i:. 'r
(a) The size, sequence; and t:i.m.i.rig &f
the subareas of the mine plan area for
,which it is anticipated that individual
permits for mining will be requested
over the estimated total life of the
proposed underground mining activities; and
(b) The nature of cultural and historic resources listed or eligible for
listing on the National Register of Historic Places and known archeological
sites within the proposed mine plan
and adjacent areas. The description
shall be,based on all available information, including, but not limited to, data
of State and local ~cheological, historic, and cultural preservation agencies.
§ 783.13 Description of hydrology and geology: General requirements.

(a) Each application shall contain ·a.
description of the geology, hydrology,
and water quality and quantity of all
lands within the proposed mine plan
area, the adjacent area, and the general area. The description shall include
information on the characteristics of
all surface and gto'und waters within
the general area, and any water which
will flow into or receive discharges of
water from the general area. The description shall be prepared according
to Sections 783.13-783.16 and conform
to the following:
(1) Information ori hydrology, water
quality and quantity, and geology related to hydrology of areas outside the
proposed mine plan area and within
the general area shall be provided by
the regulatory authority, to the extent
that this data is available from an appropriate Federal or State agency.
(2) If this information is not available from those agencies, the _applicant
may gather and submit this information to ·the regulatory authority a.S
part of the permit application.
(3) The permit shall not be approved
by the regulatory authority until this
information is made available in the
application.
(b) The use of modeling techniques
may be included as part of the permit
application, but the same surface and
ground water information may be ·required for each site as when models
are not used.
§ 783.14

Geology description.

(a) The description shall ·include a
general statement of the geology
within the proposed mine plan area,
down to and including the first aquifer .
to be affected below the lowest coal
seam to be mined. The geology for
areas proposed to be affected ·by surface operations and facilities. those
surface lands overlying coal to be
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that reaffecting the land in the future
through surface coal mining operations is minimized.
§ 816.61 Use of explosives: Genera} requirements.

(a)· Each person who conducts surface mining activities shall comply
with all applicable State arid Federal
laws in the use of explosives.
(b) Blasts · that use more than 5
pounds of explosive or blasting agent
shall be conducted according to the
schedule required by Section 816.64. '·
(c) All blasting operations shall be
conducted by experienced, trained,
, and competent persons wbo Understand the hazards irivolved. Each
person responsible for blasting operations shall possess a valid certification as required by 30 CFR 850.
§ 816.62 Use -· of explosives: Pre-blasting
survey.

(a) On the request to the regulatory
authority by a resident or owner of a
dwelling or structure that is located
within one-half mile of any part of the
permit area, the person who conducts
the •surface milling activities shall
promptly _ conduct a pre-blasting
.·sill'Vey o( the dwellirlg or structure
and promptly submit a ' report of the
survey to the regulatory authority and
to the·person requesting the survey_.If
a structure is renovated or added to,
subsequent to apre-blast . surv,ey, then
upon request to the regulatory authority SUrVey of such additions and renovations shall .b e performed in accord-·
ance. with twS Section.
,
(b) - Th~ survey shall determine the
condition _of the_dwelling or structure
and - docU:ment any pre-blasting
damage and pther physical · factors
that could reasonably be affected by
the blasting. Assessments .o f structures
stich as pipes, cables, transmission
lines, and .wells and other water sys- '
terns shall be limited to surface condition and readily available data. Spec;ial
attention shall be ,given to the preblaSting condition of wells and other
water systems used for human,
animal, or agricultural purposes and
to the quantity _and quality of the
water. ·
· (c) A written report · of the survey
shall be prepared and signed by the
person who conducted the survey. The
report may include recommendations
of any special conditions or proposed
adjustments to the blasting procedure
which should be incorporated into the
blasting plan to prevent damage.
Copies of the report shall be provided
to the person requesting the survey
and to the .r egruatory authority. If the
.., person requesting the survey disagrees
with the results of the survey, he or
she may notify. in writing, both the
permittee and the regulatory authori-

a

ty of the specific areas of disagreement.
§ 816.64 Use of e~plosives: Public notice of
blasting schedule.
(a) Blasting schedule publication.

( 1) Each person who conducts surface mining activities shall publish a
blasting schedule at least 10 days, but
not more than 20 days, before beginning a b~asting .program in which
blasts that use more than 5 pounds of
explosive or blasting agent are .detonated. The blasting schedule sh3.11 be
published. in a newspaper of ·general
circulation ·in the locality of the blasting site.
(2) Copies of the schedule shall be
distributed by mail to local ·governments and public utilities and by mail
or delivered to each residence within
one-half mile of ·the permit area described in the schedule. For the purposes of this Section, the permit area
does not include haul or access roads,
coal preparation· and loading facilities,
and transportation facilities between
coal excavation a~eas and coal preparation or loading facilities, if .b lasting
is not conducted in these areas. Copies
sent to residences shall be . accompanied by information advising the
owner or resident how to request a
pre-blasting survey.
(3) The person who conducts the
surface mining activities shall republish and ' redistribute the schedule by
mail at least every 12 months.

mmmg activities shall prepare a revised blasting schedule according to
the procedures in Paragraphs (a) and
(b) of this Section. ·Where notice has
·previously been mailed to the owner or
residents under Paragraph (a)(2) of
this Section with advice on requesting
a pre-blast survey, the notice of
change need not iriclude information •
regarding pre-blast surveys.
(2) If there is a substantial pattern
of non-adherence to the published
blasting schedule as evidenced by the
absence of blasting during scheduled
periods, the regulatory authority may
r.equire that the person who conducts
the surface mining activities -prepare a
revised blasting schedule according to
the procedures in Paragraph (c)(l) of
this Section.
§ 816.65 l,Jse of expll)sives: Surface blasting requirements.

(a) All blasting shall be conducted
between sunrise·and sunset.
(1) The regulatory authority may
specify more .restrictive time periods,
based on public requests or other relevant information; according to the
need to adequately protect the public
from adverse noise.
(2) Blasting may, however, be conducted between sunset and sunrise if:
'<D a blast that has been prepared
during the afternoon must be delayed
due to the ·occurrence of an unavoidable hazardous condition and cannot
be delayed until the next -day because
(b) Blasting schedule contents.
a potential safety hazard could result
<1) A blasting schedule shall not .be that cannot be adequately mitigated.
so gen-e ral as to cover the entire
(ii) 'in addition to the required warnpermit area ·or all working hours, but ing signals, oral notices are provided to
shall identify as accurately as possible persons within one-half mile of the
the location of the blasting sites and blasting site; and
the time ··periods when blasting will
(iii) a complete 'Written report of
occur.
_ blasting at night is filed by the person
(2) The blasting schedule shall con- conducting the surface mining activitain at a minimum- ·
ties with the regulatory authority not
<D Identification of the specific later than 3 days after the night blastareas in which blasting will take place. ing. The report shall include a descripEach specific blasting area described tion in detail of the reasons for the
shall be reasonably compact and not delay in blasting including why the
larger than· 300 acres;
blast could not be held over ·to 'the
(ii) Dates and time periods when ex-· next day, when the blast was actually
. plosives are to be detonated. These pe- conducted, the . warning notices given,
riods· shall not exceed an aggregate of and a copy of the blast report requirea
4 hours in any one day;
by Section 816.68.
(iii) Methods to be used to control
(b) Blasting shall be conducted at
access to the blasting area;
times announced in the blasting sched<iv) Types of audible warnings and ule, except in those unavoidable· hazall-clear signals to be used before and ardous situations, previously approved
after blasting; and
,r
by the regulatory authority in the
(v) A description of unavoidable haz- permit application, where operator or
ardous situations referred to in Sec- public safety require unscheduled det'
tion 816.65(b) which have been ap- onation.
proved by the regulatory authority for
(c) Warning and all-clear signals of
blasting at times other than those .de- different character that are audible
scribed in the schedule.
within a rang~ of one-half mile from
(c) Public. notice of changes to blastthe point of the blast shall be given.
ing schedules.
·
Each person within the permit area
0) Before blasting in areas or at and each person who resides or regutimes not in a previous schedule, the larly works within one-half'mile of the
person who conducts the surface permit area shall be notified of the
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meaning of the signals through appro- writing to tne above locations. A copy
priate instructions. These instructions of this publication will also be on file
shall be periodically delivered or oth- for public inspection at the FEDERAL
erwise communicated in a manner REGISTER Library, 100 L Street N.W.,
which can be reasonably· expected to Washington, D.C. Incorporation by
inform such persons of the meaning of reference provisions approved by the
the signals. Each person who conducts Director of the FEDERAL REGISTER Febsurface mining activities shall main- ruary 7, 1979. The Director's approval
tain signs in accordance with Section of this incorporation by reference ex816.11(f).
.
pires on February 7, 1980.
(d) Access to an area possibly subject
(3) The person who· conducts blastto flyrock from blasting shall be regu- ing may satisfy· the provisions of this
lated to protect the public and live- Section by meeting ·any of the four
stock. Access to ·the area shall be con- specifications in the chart in paratrolled to prevent the presence of live- graph (e)(l) of this Section.
stock or unauthorized personnel
(4) The regulatory authority may reduring blasting and until an author- quire an airblast measurement of any
ized representative of the person who or all blasts, and may specify the locaconducts the surface mining activities tion of such measurements.
has reasonably determined~
(f) Except where lesser distances are
(J) That no unusual circumstances,
approved by the regulatory authority,
such as imminent slides or undetonat- · based upon a pre-blasting survey, seised charges, exist; and
·
mic investigation, or other appropriate
(2) That access to and travel in or investigation, blasting shall not be
through the area can be safely re- conducted withinsumed
<1) .1,000 feet of any building used as
(e)(l) Airblast shall be controlled so
a
dwelling, school, church, hospital, or
that it does not exceed the values nursing
facility; and ·
·
specified below at any dwelling, public
(2) 500 feet of facilities including,
building, school, church, or conrmercial or institutional structure, unless but not limited to, disposal wells, pe- '
such structure is owned by the person troleum or gas-storage facilities, muwho conducts the surface mining ac- nicipal water-storage facilities, fluidtivities and is not leased to any other transmission pipelines, gas or oil-colperson. If a building o\vned by .the lection lines, or water and sewage
person conducting surface mining ac- lines.
(g) Flyrock,. including blasted matetivities is leased to another person, the
lessee may sl.gn a waiver relieving the rial traveling .along the ground, shall
operator from meeting the airblast not be cast from the blasting vicinity
more than half the distance to the
limitations of this paragraph.
nearest dwelling or other occupied
structure and in no case beyond the
. Lower frequency limit of
Maximum
line of property owned or lea.Sed by
measuring system, Hz
leY.el in dB
(±3dB)
the permittee, or beyond the area of
regulated access required Under para0.1 Hz or lower- flat response;......... 135peak.
graph '(d) of this Section.
2Hz or lower- pat response ............. 132 peak.
(h) Blasting shall be conducted ·to
6Hz or lower- flat response .:............ 130 peak.
prevent injUry to persons, damage to
C-weighted, slow response .................. 109 C.
public or private property outside the
./
(2) In all cases except the C-weight- permit . area, adverse impacts 6n any
ed, slow:-response, "the measuring sys- underground mine, and ch-ange in -the
tems used shall have a flat frequency course, channel, or availability of
response of at least 200 Hz at the ground . or surface waters outside the
upper end. The C-weighted shall be permit area.
(i) In all blasting operations, except
measured with a Type 1 sound level
meter that meets the standard Ameri- as otherwise authorized .in this Seccan National Standards · Institute tion, the maximum peak particle ve(A...l\lSD S1.4-1971 specifications. The locity shall not exceed 1 inch per
ANSI S1.4-1971 is hereby incorporated second at the location of any dwelling,
by reference as it exists on the date of public building, school, church, or
adoption of this Part. Notices of commercial or institutional building.
changes made to this publication will Peak particle velocities shall :' be rebe periodically published by OSM in corded in 3 mutually perpendicular dithe FEDERAL REGISTER. ANSI S1.4-1971 rections. The maximum peak particle
is on file and available for inspection velocity shall be the largest of any of
at the OSM Central Office, U.S. De- the .three measurements. The regulapartment of the Interior, South Interi- tory authority may reduce the maxior Building, Washington, D.C. 20240, mum peak particle velocity allowed, if
at each OSM Regional Office, District it determines that a lower standard is
. Office; -and . Field · Office and at the required because of density of populacentral office of any applicable State tion or land use, age or type of strucregulatory authority. Copies of this ture, geology or hydrology of the area,
publication may also be obtained by frequency of blasts, or other factors.

(j) If blasting is conducted to prevent adverse impacts on any underground mine and changes in the
course, channel, or availability of
ground or surface water outside the
permit area, then the maximum peak
particle velocity limitation of paragraph (i) of this. Section shall not
apply at the following locations:
r
<1) At structures owned by the
person conducting the mining activity,
and not leased to another party; and
(2) At structures owned . by the
person conducting the mining activity,
and leased to another party, if a written waiver by the lessee is submitted
to the regulatory authority prior to
blasting.
(k) An equation for determining the
maximum weight of explosives that
can be detonated within any a-millisecond period is in Paragraph (1) of this
Section. If ,the blasting is conducted in
accordance with this ·equation, the
peak particle velocity shall be deemed
to be within the l-inch-per-second
limit.
.
(1) · (1) The maximum weight of explosives to be detonated Within any amillisecond period may be determined
by the formula W = < D /60) _: 2 where
W = the maximum weight. of explosives, in pounds, that can .be detonated
in any 8-millisecond ·period, and D =
the distance, in feet, from the blast to
the . nearest dwelling, school, church,
· or commercial or institutional building.
· (2) For distances between 300 and
5,000 feet, solution 'of the equation resUlts ·in the following maximum
weight;
Distance, lnfeet
(D)

·300
350
400
500
600
700
800
900
1,000
1,100
1,200
1,300
1,400
1,500
1,600
1,700
1,800
1,900
2,000
2,500
3,000
3,500
4,000
4,500
5,000

Maximum weight
in pounds <W>
.

25
34
44
69
100
136

i78
225
278
336
400
469
544
625
711
803
900
1,002
1,111
1,736
2,500
3,403
4,444
5,625
6,944

§ 816.67 Use of explosives: Seismographic

measurements.

(a) Where a seismograph is used to
monitor the velocity of ground motion
and the peak particle velocity limit of
1 inch per second is not exceeded, the
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equation in Section 816.650) need not
be used. If that equation is not used
by the person conducting the surface
mining activities, a seismograph record
shall be obtained for each shot.
(b) The use of a modified equation
to determine maximum weight of explosives per delay for blasting operations at a particular site, may be approved by the regulatory authority, on
receipt of a petition accompanied by
reports including seismograph records
of test blasting on the site. In no case
shall the regulatory authority approve
the use of a modified equation where
the peak particle velocity of 1 inch per
second required in Section 816.65<0
would be exceeded.
(c) The regulatory authority may require a seismograph record of any or
all blasts and may specify the location
at which such measurements are
taken.
§ 816.68 Use of explosives:
blasting operations.

Records of

A record of each blast, including
seismograph reports, shall be retained
for at least 3 years and shall be available for inspection by the regulatory
authority and the public on request.
The record shall contain the following
data:
(a) Name of the operator conducting
the blast.
<b) Location, date, and time of blast.
(c) Name, signature, and license ·
number of blaster-in-charge.
(d) Direction and distance, in feet, to
the nearest dwelling, school, church,
or commercial or insitutional building
either(1) Not located in the permit area; or
(2) Not owned nor leased by the
person who conducts the surface
mining activities ..
(e) Weather conditions,/ including
temperature, wind direction, and approximate velocity.
,
(f) Type of material blasted.
(g) Number of holes, burden, and
spacing.
(h) Diameter and depth of holes.
(i) Types of explosives used;
(j) Total weight of explosives used.
(k) Maximum weight of explosives
detonated within any 8-millisecond
period.
·
(1) Maximum number of holes detonated within any 8-millisecond period.
(m) Initiation system.
(n) Type and length of stemming.
(o) Mats or other protections used.
(p) Type of delay detonator and
delay periods used.
(q) Sketch of the delay pattern.
(r) Number of persons in the blasting crew. .
(s) Seismographic records, where required, including the calibration signal
of the gain setting and -

(1) Seismographic reading, including
exact location of seismograph and its
distance from the blast;
(2) Name of the person taking the
seismograph reading; and
·
(3) Name of the person and firm
analyzing the seismographic record.

§ 816.71 Disposal of excess spoil: General
requirements.

<a) Spoil not required to achieve the
approximate original contour within
the area where overburden has been
removed shall be hauled or conveyed
to and placed in designated disposal
areas within a permit area, if the disposal areas are authorized for such
purposes in the approved permit application in accordance with Sections
816.71-816.74. The.spoil shall be placed
in a controlled manner to ensure(!) That leachate and surface runoff
from the fill will not degrade surface
or ground waters or exceed the effluent limitations of Section 816.42;
(2) Stability of the fill; and
(3) That the land mass designated as
the disposal area is suitable for reclamation and revegetation compatible
with the natural surroundings.
(b) The fill shall be designed using
recognized professional standards, certified by a registered professional engineer, and approved by the regulatory
authority.
·
(c) All vegetative and organic materials shall be removed from the disposal
area and the topsoil shall be removed,
segregated, and stored or replaced
under Sections 816.21-816.25~ If approved by the regulatory authority,
organic material may be used as mulch
or may be included in the topsoil to
control erosion, promote growth of
vegetation, ·or increase the moisture
retention of the soil.
<d) Slope protection shall be provided to minimize surface erosion at
the site. Diversion design shall conform with the requirements of Section
816.43. All disturbed areas, including
diversion ditches that are not riprapped, shall be vegetated upon completion of construction.
(e) The disposal areas shall be located ori the most moderately sloping and
naturally stable areas available as approved by the regulatory authority. If
such placement ·provides additional
stability and prevents mass movement,
fill materials suitable for disposal shall
be placed upon or above a natural terrace, bench, or berm.
(f) The spoil shall be hauled or conveyed ·and placed in horizontal lifts in
a controlled manner, concurrently
compacted as necessary to ensure mass
stability and prevent mass movement,
covered, and graded to allow surface
and subsurface drainage to be compatible with the natural surroundings
and ensure a long-term static safety
factor of 1.5.

(g) The final configuration of the fill
must be suitable for postmining land
uses approved in accordance with Section 816.133, except that no depressions or impoundments shall be allowed on the completed fill.
(h) Terraces may be utilized to control erosion and enhance stability if
approved by the regulatory authority
and consistent with Section 816.102(b).
<D Where the slope in the disposal
area exceeds 1v:2.8h (36 percent), or
such lesser slope as may be designated
by the regulatory authority based on
local conditions, keyway cuts <excavations to stable bedrock) or rock toe
buttresses shall be constructed to stabilize the fill. Where the toe of the
spoil rests · on a downslope, stability
analyses shall be performed in accord. ance with Section 780.35(c) to determine the size of rock toe buttresses
and key way cuts.
(j) The fill shall be Inspected for stability by a registered engineer or other
qualified professional specialist experienced in the construction of earth and
rockfill embankments at least quarterly throughout construction and during
the following critical construction periods: 0) removal of all organic material and topsoil, (2) placement of underdrainage systems, (3) installation of
surface drainage systems, (4) placement and compaction of fill materials,
and (5) revegetation. The registered
engineer or other qualified professional specialist shall provide to the regulatory authority a . certified report
within 2 weeks after each i,nspection
that the fill has been constructed as
specified in the design approved by
the regulatory authority. A copy of
the report shall be retained at the
minesite.
(k) Coal processing · wastes shall not
be disposed of in head-of-hollow or
valley fills, and may only be disposed
of in other excess spoil fills, if such
waste is( 1) Placed in accordance with Section 816.85;
(2) Demonstrated to be nontoxic and
nonaCid forming; and
(3) Demonstrated to be consistent
with the design stability of the fill.
<D If the disposal area contains
springs, natural or manmade watercourses, or wet-weather seeps, an underdrain system consisting of durable
rock shall be constructed from the wet
areas in a manner that prevents infiltration of the water into the spoil material. The underdrain system shall be
protected by an adequate filter and
shall be designed and constructed
using standard geotechnical engineering methods.
(m) The foundation and abutments
of the fill shall be stable under all conditions of construction and operation.
Sufficient foundation investigation
and laboratory testing of foundation
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ity and quantity of runoff without
treatment is consistent with the requirement of this Part to minimize disturbance ·to the prevailing hydrologic
balance and to attain the · approved
postmining land use. These data may
also provide a basis for approval by
the regulatory authority for removal
of water quality or flow control systems.
. ·
·.
(3) Equipment, structures, and other
devices necessary to measure and .
sample accurately the quality and
quantity of surface water discharges
from · the . surface disturbed area and
from underground mine workings
shall be properly installed, maintained, and operated and shall be removed when no longer required.

person who conducts the underground underground mining activities shall
mining activities demonstrates .to the not be adversely affected.
regulatory authority that the dis-(b) The area not to be disturbed
charge will- ·
shall be designated a buffer zone and
(a) Abate water pollution or other- . marked as specified in Section 817.11.
wise eliminate public hazards resulting
(C) A stream with a biological comfrom underground mining activities;
munity shall be determined by the ex(b) Be -discharged as a controlled istence in the stream at any time of an
flow;.
assemblage of two or more species of
(c) Meets the effluent .limitations of arthropods - or _mulluscan · animals
Section 817.42 for pH .and total sus- which are-pended solids, except that the pH and
<1 l Adapted to flowing water for all
total suspended solid limitations may or part of their life cycle;
be exceeded, if approved by the regu(2) Dependent upon a flowing water
habitat;
.
· - .
latory authority and is limited to( 3 ) Reproducing or can reasonable
( 1) Coal processin~ waste;
(2) Underground mine development
be expected to reproduce in the water
waste;
body where they are found; and
·
(4) Longer than 2 millimeters at
(3) Fly ash from a-coal-fired facility;
some stage or part of their life cycle
(4) Sludge from an acid mine drain§ 817.53 Hydrologic balance: Transfer of age
treatment facility;
spent in the flowing water hab~tat.
wells.
<5>
Flue
gas
desulfurization
sludge;
§ 8~7.59 ·Coal recovery.
(a) ·An exploratory or monitoring or
well may only be transferred by the
(6) Inert materials used for stabilizUnderground mining activities shall
person who conducts _ underground ing.underground min~s;
·
be conducted so as to maxtinize the
mining activities for. further use as a
(d) Continue as a controlled and utilization and conservation of the
. water well with the prior approval of identifiable flow and ., is ultimately coal, while utilizing the best technolthe regulato'ry authority. That person
ogy currently available to maintain enby an existing treatment facili- virorimental ·integn'ty, so that reaffectand the surface o~er of the lands treated
ty;
where the '\veil is located shall jointly
ing the .land in the future through sur('e) In ari.y event, the discharge from face coal minfug operations ·is minisubmit a written request to the regulaunderground mines to surface waters mized.
·
tory authority for that approval.
will not cause, result in, or contribute ·
0~) Upon an approved transfer of a
to a violation of applicable water qual- '§ si7.61 Use of e~plosives: General rewell, the .t:t:anSferee shall· quirements.
·
<H Assuine primary liability for ity standards or effluent limitations;
(f) Minimizes disturbance to the hy(~) Sections 817.61 through 817.68
damages to person.S or · property _from
drologic balance; and
the well;
.
·
(g) Meets with the approval of the apply only to surface blasting activi(2) Plug the well when necessary,
.
·
ties incident to underground niining,
Safety and Health Administra- including, but not ·limited to, initial
but in no case later than abandonment Mine
tion. '
·
·
of the well; and
rounds of slopes and shafts.
· .(3) · ASsume primary responsibility § 817.56 Hydrologic balance: P~stmining
(b) Each person who conducts · unfor compliance with Sections 817.13rehabilitation ~f sedimentati<m ponds, derground mining activities shall
817.15 with respect to the well.
diversions, impoundments, and ·treat- comply with all applicable State and
(c) Upon an approved transfer of a
ment facilities.
Federal laws and in the use of explowell, the transferor shall be secondarsives.
Before abandoning. the permit area, . .(c) All blasting operations shall be ily liable for. the transferee's obligations under Paragraph (b) of this Sec- · .the person who conducts the under- conducted - by experienced, · trained,
tion, until r:eleas~ of the bond or other ground mining activities shall ren- and competent persons -who underequivalent guarantee ·required by Sub- ovate all · permanent sedimentation stand the .hazards involved. Each
chapter J for the area. in which the · ponds, diversions·, impoundments. and person responsible - for blasting operwell is located.
·
treatment facilities to meet criteria ations shall possess a valid certificaspecified in the detailed design plan tion as required by 30 CFR 850.
§ 817.54 Hydrologic balance: Water rights
for the permanent structures and im. and r~placement. . '
poundm~nts.
·
§ 817.62 Use of explosives: Preblasting
Any person .who conducts under- § 817.57 Hydrologic 1 balance:
Stream
survey.
ground mining activities shall replace
buffer zones.
(a) On the request to the regulatory
the water supply of an owner of interauthority by a resident or owner of a
est in real property who obtains all or
(a) No surface area within 100 feet dwelling or structure that iS located
part of his or her supply of water for of .a perennial stream or a stream with within one-half mile of any · surface
domestic, agricultural'; industrial, or a biological community determined ac- blasting _activity covered · by Sections
, other legitimate use from ari under- cording to Paragraph <c) below shall 817.61-817.68, the person who conducts
ground or surface source, where the be disturbed by surface operations and the underground mining activities
water supply has been affected by con- facilities, .except in \accordance with shall promptly conduct a pre-blasting
tamination, diminution, or interrup- Sections 817.43-817.44, unless the reg- survey of the dwelling, or structure
tion proximately resulting from the ulatory authority specifically autho- and promptly submit a report of the
underground mining activities.
:rizes unde:rground mining activities survey to the regulatory authority and
closer to or ·through such a stream to the person requesting the survey. If
§ 817.55 Hydrologic balance: Discharge of upon finding a structure is renovated or added to,
water.into an underground mine.
(1) That the original stream channel
subsequent to a preblast survey, then
----·W ater--.from the surface or from an will be restored; ·and .. · ··
upon request to the regulatory authorunderground mine shail not be divert(2) During and after the mining, the ity a survey of such additions and rened or discharged into other under- water quantity and quality from the ovations shall be performed in accordground mine workings, unless the stream section within 100 feet of the ance with this Section.
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(b) The survey shall determine the
condition .of the dwelling or structure
and document any preblastl.ng damage
and other physical factors that could
reasonably be affected by the blasting.
Assessments of structures such as
pipes, cables, transmission lines, and
wells and other water systems shall be
limited to surface condition and readily available data. Special attention
shall be given to the preblasting condition ·of wells and other water systems
used for human, animal, or agricultural purposes and to the quantity and
quality of the water. ·
<c) A written repott of the survey
shall be prepared and sign.e d by the
person who conducted the survey. The
report may - include recommendations
of any special conditions or proposed
ad}ustments to the blasting procedure
which should be incorporated into the
blasting plan to prevent damage.
· Copies of the report shall l;le provided
to the ·person .requesting the survey
and to· the regulatory authority. If the
person requesting the survey' disagrees
with the ·results of the survey, h~ or
she may notify, in , writing, both the
permittee and the regulatory authority of the specific areas of disagree~
ment.

and a copy of the blast report required
by Section 817.68.
(c) Warning and all-clear signals of
different character that are audible
.within a range of one-half mile from
the point of the blast shall be given.
Each person .within - the permit area
and each person who resides or regularly works within one-half mile of the
permit area shall be notified of the
meaning of the signals through appropriate instructions. These instructions
shall be periodically delivered or otherwise ·communicated in a manner
which can reasonably be expected to
inform such persons of the meaning of
the signals. Each person who conducts
surface blasting incident to underground mining _activities shall maintain signS .in accordance with Section
817.11(£).
(d) Access to an area possibly subject
to flyrock from blasting shall be regulated to protect the public and livestock. ·Access to the area shall be controlled to prevent the presence of livestock or unauthorized • personnel
during blasting until an authorized
representative of the person who conducts the underground mining activi·
ties has re.a sonably d~termined· <1) That no unusual circumstances,
such as imminent slides or undetonat§ 817.65 Use of explosives: Surface blasted charges, exist; and ·
ing requirements.
·(2) That access to and travel in ot
(a) A resident or owner of a dwelling through the area · can be ·safely -re-or structure that .is located within one- sumed.
(e) (1) Airblast shall be controlled so
half mile Of any area affected by surface blasting activities shall be noti- that it does not exceed the values
fied approximately 24 hours prior ·to specified below at any dwelling, public
building, school, church, or commerany surface blastin,g event.
(b) All blastirig shall be conducted cial or institutional building, unless
such structure is owned or leased by
betw:een sunrise and sunset.
The regulatory authority may the person who conducts the underspecify more restrictive time periods, ground inining activities and is not
based on public requests or other rele- leased to any other person. If a build'vant ·. information according to the ing 'owned by the person conducting
need to . adequately protect the public the underground mining. activities is
leased to another person, the lessee
from adverse noise.
may sign a waiver relieving the opera· <2) Blasting znay, however, be contor from meeting the airblast limitaducted between sunset and sunrise if:
<D a blast that has been prepared tions of this paragraph. ·
'd uring the afternoon must be delayed
Lower Frequency Limit of
Maximum
dul'''to the occurrence of an unavoidMeasuring System, HZ ( ± 3 dBl
Level in dB
able - hazardous condition and cannot
be delayed until the.next day becaus.e
Hz or lower- flat response .......... 135 peak.
a potential ,safety hazard would result 0.1
2Hz or lower- flat.response ............. 132 peak.
that cannot be adequately mitigated;
6Hz or lower- flat response ............. 130 peak.
<ii) in addition to the required warn- · C-weighted, slow response .................. 109"C. ·
ing'signals, oral notices are provided to
persons within one~half ·- mile of the
(2) In all cases except the C-weightblasting site; and
ed, slow response, the measuring sys(iii) a . complete written report of
tems used must have a flat frequency
blasting at night is filed by the person response of at least 200 Hz at the
conducting the surface blasting activi- upper end. The C-weighted shall be
ties with the regulatory authority not measured with a Type 1 sound lev~l
later than 3 days after the night blast- meter that meets the standard ANSI
ing. The report shall include a descrip- S1.4-1971 specifications.
tion ·in detail of the reason for the
The ANSI Sl.~-1971. is hereby incor. .. delay:., .in ..,blasting .. including why the porated by reference as it exists on the
blasting could not be held over to the date of adoption of this Part. Notices
next day, when the blast was actually of changes made to this pulication -will
conduct.ed, the warning notices given, be periodically published by OSM in

ru

the FEDERAL REGISTER. ANSI Sl.4-1971
is on file and available for inspection
at the OSM Central Office, U.S. Department of the Interior, South Interi-·
or Building, Washington, ·D.C. 20240,
at each OSM Regional Office, District
Office, and Field Office and at the
central office of any .applicable State
regulatory authority; Copies of this
publication may also be obtained by
writing to the above locations. A.,copy
of this publication will also be on file
for public inspection at the FEDERAL
REGISTER Library, 1100 'L' St., N.W.,
Washington, D.C. Incorporation by
reference provisions approved by the
FEDERAL REGISTER February 7, 1979.
The Director's approval of this incorporation by reference expires on February 7, 1980.
(3) The person who conducts blasting may satisfy the proviSions of this
Section by meeting any one of the
four specifications in the chart in
paragraph (e)(l) of this Section.
<4) The regulatory authority may require an airblast measurement of any
or all blasts, and may specify the location . of such measurements.
(f) Except where lesser distances are
approved .by .the regulatory .authority ·
based upon a preblasting survey, seismic investigations, or .other appropriate investigations, blasting shall not ~be
.conduct.e d within ~
<1) 1,000 feet of any building used as
a dwelling, school, church;hospital; or
nursing facility; ·a nd ,
(2) 500 feet of facilities including,
but not limited to, diSposal -wells, petroleum or gas-storage facilities, mu..; ;
nicipal water-storage facilities, fluidtranSmission pipelines, gas or oil-collection. lines, or· water and sewage
lines.
(g) Flyrock, including blasted material traveling along the groJ,lnd; shall
not be cast from the blasting vicfuity
more than half the distance to the
nearest dwelling or. other occupied
, structure and in no case beyond the
line of property owned or leased by ·
the permittee, or beyond the area of
regulated access required under para~
graph (d) of this Section.
(h) Blasting shall be conducted to
prevent injury to persons, damage to
public or private property outside the
permit area, adverse impacts on any
underground mine, and change in the
course, channel, or availability of
ground or surface waters outside the
permit area.
<D In 'all blasting operations, except
as otherwise authorized in this Sec-·
tion, the maximum peak particle velocity shall not exc.eed 1 inch per
second at the location of any dwelling,
public building, school, church, or
commercial or institutional building.
Peak particle velocities shall be recorded in 3 mutually perpendicular directions. The maximum peak particle
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velocity shall be the largest of ·any of
Max.
the three measurements. The regulaweight,
in
Distance, q,. feet-<D>:
tory authority may reduce the maxipounds
mum peak particle velocity allowed, if
(W)
it determines that a lower standard is
required because of density of popula- 4,000 ................................................................... .. 4,444
tion or land use, age or type of struc- 4,500 ................ ~ ......................;............................ . 5,625
ture, geology or hydrology of the area, ·5,ooo .................................................................... . 6,944
frequency of blasts, or other factors.
(j) If .blasting is conducted to prevent adverse impacts on any under- § 817.67 Use of explosives: Seismographic
measurements.
ground mine and changes in the
(a) Where a seismograph is used to
course, channel, or availability of
ground or surface water outside the monitor the velocity of ground motion
permit area, then the maximum peak _and the peak particle velocity limit of
particle velocity lL.uitation of Para- 1 inch per second is not exceeded, the
graph (i) of this Section shall not equation in Section a17 .650) need not
apply at the following "locations.
be lised. If that equation is not used
<1) At structures owned by the by the person conducting underground
person conducting the mining activity, mining activities, a seismographic
and not leased to another party.
record shall be obtained for each shot.
(2) At structures owned by the
(b) The use of a modified equation
person conducting the mining activity, from that specified in · Section
and leased to another party, if a writ- a17.650), to determine maximum
ten waiver by the . lessee is submitted weight of explosives per delay for
to the regulatory authority prior to blasting ·operations at a particular site,
blasting.
may be approved by the regulatory au(k) An equation for determining the thority, on receipt of a petition accom-.
maximum . weight of explosives that panied by reports including seismocan be detonated within any 8~millisec
ond period is in Paragraph <D of this graph records of test blasting ,on the
Sectiori. If the blasting is conducted in site. In no case shall the regulatory
accordance with this equation, the authority approve the use of a modipeak particle velocity shall be deemed fied equation wh~r~. the peak. particle
to be within the l-inch-per-second velocity of 1 inch per second' required
41 Section a17.65(i) would be exceeded.
limit.
. (c) The regulatory authority may re(1)(1) The maximum weight of explosives to be detonated within any 8-mil- quire a seismograph record of any or
lisecond period may be determineq by all blasts and may specify the location
the formulaW=<D/60) 2 whereW =the at which such measurements are
'
maximum weight of explosives, in . tak~n.
p'ounds, that can be detonated in any § 817.68 Use . of explosives: Records of
8-millisecond period, and D = the disblasting operations.
tance, in feet, from the blast tq the
A
record of each blast, including
nearest dwelling, school, church, or seismograph
reports, ·shall be retained
commercial or institutional building.
(2) For distances between 300 and for at ~east 3 years arid shall be availa5,000 feet, solution of the equ.ation re- ble for inspection by the regulatory
sults in the . folloWing maximum authority and the public on request.
The record shall contain the followiilg
weight:
data: .
(a) Nanie of the operator conducting
Max.
the blast.
weight,
in
Distance, in feet <D>:
(b) Location, date, and time of blast.
pounds
(C) Name, signattire, and license
(W)
number of blaster-in-charge . .
(d) Direction and distance, in feet, to
25
300 ....................................................................... .
34
350 .................................................................... : .. .
the nearest dwelling, school, church,
44
400 ........................................................................
or commercial or insitutional building
69
500 .......... ,.................................................. :........ ..
either100
600 ...............·.................................... ;................... .
700 .............: ........................................................ ..
136
(!) Not located in the perniit area; or
178
800 ...................................................................... ..
(2) Not . owned nor leased by the
225
900 ...................................................................... ..
person who conducts the underground
278
1,000 .................................................................... .
mining activities.
1,100 ................................................... ~ ................ .
336
400
1,200 .................................................................... .
(e) Weather conditions, including
469
1,300 .................................................................... .
temperature, wind direction, and ap544
1,400 .................................................................... .
proximate velocity.
625
~:~gg
711
(f) Type of material blasted.
1,700 ................................................................... ..
803
(g) Number of holes, burden, and
900
1,800 ................................................................... ..
spacing..
_ ,
1,002
_1,9.0.0..................,., ................................................ .
1,111
2,000 .................................................................... .
(h) Diameter and depth of holes.
2,500 .................................................................... . 1,736
(i) .Types ofexplosives used.
3,000 ............................. ;·...................................... . 2,500
(j) Total weight of explosives used.
. 3,500 .............. :..................................................... . 3,403

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

(k) Maximum weight of explosives
detonated within any a-millisecond
period.
· <D · Maximum number of holes detonated within any a-millisecond period.
(m) Initiation system.
(n) Type and length of stemming.
(o) Mats or other protections used.
(p) Type of delay detonator and
delay periods used.
'(q) Sketch of the delay pattern.
(r) Number of persons in the blast-ing crew.
(s) Seismographic records, where required, including the calibration signal
of the gain setting and - ·
(1) Seismograph reading, including
exact location of seismograph and its
distance from the blast;
(2) Name of the person taking the
seismograph reading; and
(3) Name of person and firm analyzing the seismograph record.
§ 817.71

Disposal of underground development waste and excess spoil: General
requirements.

(a) Underground development waste
and spoil not required to achieve the
approximate original ·contour · and
which is not used as backfill shall be
hauled or conveyed to and placed in
designated .disposal areas within a
permit area if the disposal ·areas are
authorized for such purposes in the
approved permit application in accordance with Sections a17.71-a17.74. The
material shall be placed in a controlled
manner to ensure- .
·
<1) That leachate and surface runoff
from the fill will not degrade· surface
or ground waters or exceed the effluent limitations of Section a17.42; ·
(2) Stability of the fill; and
<3) That the land mass designated as ·
the disposal area is suita.ble for recla- .
mation. and revegetation compatible
with the natural surroundings.
(b) The fill shall be designed using
recognized professional ,standards, cer. tified by a registered professiona.J. engineer, and approved by the regulatory
authority.
""''
<c) All vegetative and organic D;laterials shall be removed· from the disposal
area and the .topsoil shall b,e removed,
segregated and stored or replaced in
accordance with Sections a17.21a17.25. If approved by the regulatory
authority, organic material may be
used as mulch or may be included in
the topsoil to control erosion, promote
growth· of vegetation, or increase the
moisture retention of the soil.
(d) Slope protection shall be provided to minimize surface erosion at
the site. Diversion design shall conform with the requirements of Section
a16.43. All disturbed areas, including
diversion ditches that. are -not riprapped, shall be vegetated upon completion of construction.
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